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PREFACE

Vfith the rapid growth of modem wireless communication systems there are

ever growing demands for compact, lightweight, multifunction and multiband

antemia. At the same time, most of the wireless gadgets adapt prevalently the

intemal antenna structure also. Planar antenna technology is growing in fast pace

to meet the miniaturization demands of modem wireless technology. Planar

antennas such as Microstrip antenna and printed antennas have the attractive

features like low profile, small size and conformability to mounting the hosts are

promising candidates for satisfying the design considerations of antenna engineers.

Compact and broadband design of planar antenna is an area always attracted the

researchers and engineers in the present scenario. Very recently planar monopole

started elating the Antemia designers as low profile concealable antennas. For

planar monopole antennas excited by microstrip line ground plane dimensions

play a crucial role in determining the resonance and radiation characteristics.

Grotmd plane truncation will modify the antenna characteristics considerably.

The main objectives covered in the thesis are:

' Investigations of the ground plane dimensions on the performance of

planar strip monopole antennas.

" Optimum design of the ground plane dimensions leading to dwindling the
antenna size.

' Design of an extremely wide band planar strip monopole antenna

effectively utilizing the truncated ground plane concept.

" Investigations on the folding the strip monopole for size reduction.

' Investigations to overcome the bandwidth degradation occurred due to

folding.



I Design of novel compact broadband planar monopole antenna with dual
band features.

All the above objectives are explained theoretically and verifiedexperimentally.

Simple equations are provided to design an antenna with such characteristics.

The design equations are verified by designing different antennas for different

applications.
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“Tfie EEIEE ernfiraceftfle new fielif of wireless and'rad'io, wliicfi fiecame

tfie  fiellf of electronics anzf later tlie computer age. Qut tfie

antennas anrf propagation wifi afways retain tfieir identity, Eeing

immune to minratunlzatzbn or digitization. ”

-9-farolifjl. ’WIiee[er

The electronic industry has historically dwindled the physical dimensions of

their product to cater the needs of the modem people. In the age of wireless

products the drive to miniaturization continues beyond our imagination. Antennas,

the eyes and ears to the world, are critical devices that limit the miniaturization of

wireless communication standards. The new and vibrant world of printed antennas

was initially driven by the pursuit for the need of low profile compact antennas to

meet the miniaturization requirement of modern wireless technology innovations.

This rapid boom of wireless communication is invigorating the researchers to

discover new dimensions in the printed antenna field.

The chapter serves to explore the historical advancements in the printed

antenna technology. Literature overview of the state of art technologies is

followed by the state of affairs that motivated the present investigations. The

chapter concludes with a description of the organization of subsequent
sections.
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1.1 Wireless....A Glimpse through evolution

The field of microwave technology is based on the rich history dating back

to 19"‘ century with the fundamental discoveries in Electromagnetics by the

giants - Michael Faraday, ]ames Clerk Maxwell, Lord Rayleigh, Heinrich Hertz

and ].C Bose. Subsequent researchers were fortunate to have a very strong and

elegant foundation, especially that established by Maxwell through his magical

mathematical touch on classical laws with his famous equations. The primary

efforts of these scientists were directed towards the generation, guidance,

detection and control of electromagnetic waves.

The monumental discoveries of electrical communication was initiated by

Samuel F.B Morse in 1844 with his first demonstration of electrical

communication over a substantial distance with dot-dash message through a

single wine between Baltimore and V/ashington DC, using earth as return path.

In 1876 Alexander Graham Bell received patent for telephone. The elegant

unified theory of Electricity and Magnetism by ]ames Clark Maxwell in his

classic theoretical work in 1864 [1] rejuvenated Heinrich Rudolf Hertz to

demonstrate electric wave communication in 1886. After a decade, in 1896

Guglielmo Marconi startled the world by demonstrating the radio system with a

big antenna and a ground system [2] for longer wavelength transmission. The

generation and use of millimeter wave for communication, development of

microwave devices and hom antennas, revolutionary work of the Great Indian

Scientist jagadish Chandra Bose[3] and experiments by the other successors of

Hertz inspired Marconi to succeed in Transatlantic communication over 1700

miles [4]. Over the past century research in wireless communication has

witnessed remarkable revolution. The modern wireless technology allows

simultaneous transmission of multiple channels of television, radio, video and

audio to a range of multi-media devices including mobile phones, PDAs, PCs
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and other handheld devices. The great visions of early pioneers of radio science

are thus being established through converging technologies. Meanwhile,

antenna - the vital part of wireless gadgets has endured renovation from a

simple metallic rod to ceramic chip, reconfigurable, active and complicated
4

SHIHIT antenna.

1.2 Modem wireless communication systems and antennas

The desire for mobility and communication is deeply ingrained in human

nature. The need to develop an efficient public mobile communication system

has been driving a lot of researchers. Guglielmo Marconi gained a patent for

his wireless telegraph ir1 1909[5]. Since then, mobile communication has

immensely grown from its infant stages where it was mainly used for

navigation, to maturity by the end of the twentieth century, where it offers

much more than just voice communication. The 1G analog systems of 1980’s

evolved into 2G digital technology in the 9O’s and to third generation of mobile

communication which includes wireless multimedia services. The 2G systems

designed in the 1980’s was still used mainly for voice applications but were

based on digital technology, including digital signal processing techniques.

These 2G systems provided circuit- switched data communication services at a

low speed. The competitive rush to design and implement digital systems led

again to a variety of standards such as GSM (global system mobile), TDMA

(time division multiple access) PDC (personal digital cellular) and CDMA (code

division multiple access). These systems operate nationwide or worldwide and

are today’s mainstream systems, although the data rate for users in these

systems is very limited. The 3G mobile system evolved in 2002’s eliminating

previous incompatibilities and became a truly global system. The approaching

4G (fourth generation) mobile communication systems are projected to solve

the still-remaining problems of 3G systems and to provide a wide variety of
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new services, from high- quality voice to high- definition video to high-data- rate

wireless channels. New technologies have now been developed that enable

users to watch streamed television-like services on their mobile telephone. A

short history of wireless technology is presented in Table 1.1. An overview of

the frequency band allocated for modern wireless communication standards are

summarized in Table 1.2

Table 1.1 Short history of wireless technology
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Table 1.2 frequency spectrum allotted for wireless communication
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1.3 Overview of antenna research

Since Marconi’s first experiments with transmitting electromagnetic waves in

1901, antennas have found several important applications over the entire radio

frequency range. Antennas enjoy a very large range of applications, in both military

and commercial sectors. The most well known applications of antennas to the

average person are those associated with radio, TV, and communication systems.

Today, antemas find extensive use in biomedicine, radar, remote sensing,

astronomy, navigation, RF identification, controlling space vehicles, collision

avoidance, air traffic control, Global Positioning System, pagers, wireless

telephone, and Wneless Local-Area Networks  An antenna is used to

either transmit or receive electromagnetic waves and it serves as a transducer for

converting guided waves into free-space waves in the transmitting mode or vice

versa in the receiving mode. All antennas operate on the same basic principles of

electromagnetic theory formulated by ]ames Clerk Maxwell. Modem antennas or

antenna systems require careful design and a thorough understanding of the

radiation mechanism involved. Selection of the type of antenna to be used is

determined by electrical and mechanical constraints and operating costs. The

electrical parameters of the antenna include the frequency of operation, gain,

polarization, radiation pattern, and impedance. The mechanical parameters of

importance include the size, weight, reliability, and manufacturing process. In

addition, the environment under which the antenna is to be used also must be

considered, including the effects of temperature, rain, wind and the antenna

platform. Antennas are protected from the environment by the use of radomes

whose presence is also taken into account while designing the antenna.

‘Wire antennas’- the first type of antennas are the most familiar to the

common man. These antennas can be linear or in the form of closed loops. Loop

antennas can have several different shapes such as circular, square, or rectangular.
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Electrically small loops are those whose overall wire extent is less than one-tenth

of a wavelength. Electrically large loops have circumferences that are of the order

of a wavelength. An electrically small circular or square loop antenna can be

treated as an infinitesimal magnetic dipole with its axis perpendicular to the plane

of the loop. Various configurations of polygonal loop antennas have been

investigated [6-7]. Dipole and loop antennas find applications in the low— medium

frequency 1'-mges. They have wide beam widths, and their behavior is greatly

affected by nearby obstacles or structures. These antennas are often placed over a

ground plane. The spacing above the ground plane can effectively modify the

radiation pattem and directivity [8].

In the year 1926 Yagi-Uda antenna “the most prevalent and recognizable

antennas in existence” was introduced [9] and is commonly used for television

reception. It has several desirable characteristics that include low cost, low weight,

simple assembly and radiation qualities adequate for many applications. This

classical work is still a potential candidate as the home TV antenna.

Since World War II, the reflector antennas gained prominence for their use

with radar systems, and played an important role in the field of communications.

Reflector antennas have a variety of geometrical shapes and require careful design

and a full characterization of the feed system (the system that illuminate the

reflector surface with electromagnetic fields). Silver the ‘Author of Antenna Bible’

[10] presented the technique for analysis based on aperture theory and physical

optics. Other methods such as the geometric theory of diffraction (GTD) and Fast

Fourier transform (FFT) along with various optimization techniques [11] are now

used for a more accurate design of these antennas. World War II was the

flourishing period in antenna research and new innovation in this period were

aperture type antennas such as open ended waveguides, homs, lens antermas etc.

They are useful for a variety of airbome, ground-based, space, and missile
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applications in the microwave frequency bands. V.H Ramsey in 1950
revolutionized the antenna world by the concept of frequency independent

antennas, extending antenna bandwidths by greater than 40% [12]. Ideally, an

antenna will be frequency-independent if its shape is specified only in terms of

angles. Examples of this type include Log periodic and Archimedean spiral
QIIUCHIIQS .

The concept of microstrip radiators was first proposed by Deschamps [13] in

1953. However, 20 years passed before practical antennas were fabricated and
these classes of antennas received attention and research in this direction was

accelerated during the 197O’s. These antennas are lightweight, easy to manufacture

using printed-circuit techniques, and compatible with MM[Cs (Monolithic

Microwave Integrated Circuits). An additional attractive property of these antermas

is that they are low-profile and can be mounted on surfaces and refened to as

conformal antennas. However, the inherent narrow bandwidth of these antennas

limits their usage in many applications.

Recently printed antennas have received much attention due their low profile

and omnidirectional radiation characteristics. The rapid growth of Ultra Wide

Band communication [14] demands ultra wide band antermas to accommodate the

large frequency spectrum of ultra short pulse used for this communication. There

is a growing demand for small and low cost UWB antennas that can provide

satisfactory perfonnances in both frequency domain and time domain.

Around 1940, the Researchers began to consider the problem of electrically

small antennas for wireless broadcasting and detection. Pioneering works by Chu

[15] and Wheeler [16] formed a basis for the design of electrically small antennas.

Antennas that are electrically small, efficient and have significant bandwidth would

fill many needs if antenna engineers could reconcile these usually contradictory

requirements. This is especially true recently with increased uses of wireless
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technologies for communications and sensor networks. As the demand for

wireless equipment grows and sizes of the devices shrink; electrically small and

low-profile anterma designs become more attractive despite their inherent
inefficiencies. Manufacturers demand antennas that are as unobtrusive as the

equipment they produce. It is the challenge of the modern day antenna engineer to

design high perfonnance, compact, unobtrusive antennas for integration into
hand- held radio units.

Converging technologies demands compact sub wavelength antenna to meet

the miniaturization requirements. Recently, sub wavelength resonant structures are

obtained by introducing metamaterial in antennas. A metamaterial medium is

introduced in antennas to obtain electrically small antenna element with good

efficiency [17].

Very recently, the addition of more and more features in each new generation

communication systems demands tmiversal antennas. A universal antenna should

support five cellular bands (GSM85O/ 900/ 1800/ 1900 + 3G), Wueless LAN,

Bluetooth, Digital TV (DVB-H), FM radio and GPS. In the next few years, several

new wireless systems such as RF-ID, UWB, VVIVIAX etc. will probably also be

integrated to the tenninal.

1.4 Antenna design challenges in modern wireless communication
systems

Modem telecommunication systems require antennas with wider

bandwidths and smaller dimensions than conventionally possible. The prime

considerations for mobile phone antenna design are low cost, light weight,

small size, robustness, flexibility and ease of mass production. The fundamental

limitations of electrically small antennas are in terms of impedance bandwidth,

gain and radiation efficiency. In addition to these fundamental restrictions

imposed by physics, a terminal antenna designer also has to respect limits that
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come from practical considerations. Antenna design challenges are briefly
outlined in this section.

Theoretical limitations:

Several of antenna design principles may have to be modified while dealing

with miniature antennas. By convention, a small antenna is defined as one

occupying a fraction (typically <1/6) of the wavelength [18]. The primary concem

in their design is in the impedance matching. This is better explained in the context

of dipole antennas. As the length of a dipole antenna is reduced the real part of its

input impedance approaches zero, while the imaginary part tends to be an

extremely large negative number. This causes major reflections at the input

terminal as the transmission line connected to it generally has standard

characteristic impedance (509). The reactive part of the impedance is contributed

by the induction fields in the near-zone of the antenna [19]. The resistive part on

the other hand may be attributed to various loss mechanisms present in and

around the antenna, including the radiation “loss”. Losses due to the finite

conductivity of the antenna structure, and that due to currents induced on nearby

structures including ground contribute to the antenna input resistance. It is often

preferred to operate an antenna around its resonance to obtain proper impedance

match with the transmission line. There are several artificial ways of obtaining

similar input characteristics without actually making the dipole 7t/ 4 long. One

method is to use reactive elements at the input that cancel out the reactance of the

antenna. However, this approach often limits the bandwidth of operation of the

antenna. Another method is to extend the length of the dipole, without actually

making it longer. Meandered and zigzag lines are examples of this approach. Bends

and comers introduced by this modification add to the inductance of the line, but

do not significantly impact the real part of impedance.
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Practical limitations:
Available Volume:

Wireless gadgets are constantly getting smaller. The latest trend in terminal

design is therefore ultra~thin phones, leading to very small heights above ground

plane available to the antenna elements. This has a huge impact on patch type of

antennas (such as the popular Planar Inverted F Antenna (PIFA) as the achievable

bandwidth and radiation efficiency is proportional to its height [20].

Ground plane eflects:

The rnetallized layer of the PCB, together with other metallized pans of the

chassis, functions as a ground plane for the various subcomponents in the tenninal.

The characteristics of small intemal (e.g. PIFA) antennas mounted on handheld

terminals are very different compared to that when placed on an infinite grotmd plane,

and depends on both the antenna position on the tenninal chassis and the dimensions

of the chassis (the length in  This is due to the existence of radiating surface

cun'ents on the terminal ground plane induced by the antenna element. While the

typical bandwidth of a patch type antenna on an infinite ground plane is in the 1-3

percent range (depending  on the height above ground), more than 10% is

regularly achieved in standanl size tenninals. Currents are induced in the edges of the

ground plane which are in phase with the currents in the radiating sections. Hence

ground plane dimension contributes to the overall perfonnance of the antenna.

Ground plane truncation affects the antenna characteristics significantly.

Current consumption/Linearity:

Active antennas integrated together with the radiating element, consumes DC

current thus reducing battery life time. This has so far limited widespread

deployment in commercial wireless gadgets. A more practical problem is that the

active devices in many cases (such as switches) needs control voltages, implying

that the antenna caxmot be designed independently from the front- end module.
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1.5 Itinerary towards planar antennas

The recent trend in miniaturization of wireless gadgets fuelled the evolution

of planar antemra technology. It is worth noting that many of the planar antermas

can be viewed as the modifications of conventional antennas. Broad band planar

metal plate monopoles are fabricated by transforming a conventional monopole.

Further miniaturization can be achieved by printing the monopole on a dielectric

substrate. Transition of wire monopole to printed antenna is shown in Fig.1.1

Agrawall et.al
1 998

Antenna
Antenna

L=l/4 I L=Z./4
Ground Plane

Coaxial Linc ound Plan
Coaxial Line

ll. }. Amman
et.al 2(l)4

Radiating monopole on the
top of gubstrate

Microstrip feed

Ground plane at the back
of substrate

Fig.1 .1 Transition of simple wire antenna to broad band printed antenna
la) wire monopole above a conducting ground plane

(h) broad band planar monopole above conducting ground plane

lc) Microstrip fed printed monopole with truncated ground plane
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A broad band frequency independent biconical antenna is transformed to

printed quasi dipole elliptical antenna which can yield broad band operation. The

conical dipole yields ultra wide band characteristics due to the wide transition angle

of the conical arm of the dipole. Similar characteristics are obtained when an

elliptical dipole is printed on PCB substrate. Fig 1.2 shows the transition of

biconical anterma to printed antenna. The confomial nature of printed antennas

attracted the researchers to transfonn conventional antennas such as slot, log

periodic, spiral, vivaldi antenna to their printed fonn.

la) (b)
C.Y. Huang et.al i.___>Rad1at1ng2005 - | elliptical patch\

I

_ §Ground plane
Microstrip _
feed line '— _'

lcl

Fig1.2 Transition of biconical antenna to printed broad band antenna

la) Biconical antenna

lb) Planar elliptical dipole antenna
(cl Printed elliptical dipole antenna
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A transition of conventional Yagi-Uda anterma to its planar form has received

renewed interest recently due to its suitability for a wide range of application such

as wireless communication systems, power combining, phased arrays, active arrays

as well as millimeter-wave imaging arrays.

The conventional home TV antenna and its printed from are presented in Fig 1.3

\Vl[Cfh()\1$('.‘ ctal 2007L
Driven lement

|

at

Directors Reflector I ctoriH H
Fig 1.3 ta) Conventional Yagi-Uda Antenna

(ll) Planar Yagi-Uda Antenna

1.6 Review of State of art planar antenna design

The fast expansion of wireless mobile communication is remarkable during

the past few years with emerging technologies such as Wneless Local Area

networks, Blue tooth, W71-Fi and DVB-H. Along with the emerging technologies

the trend of compactness is growing in a fast a pace that the antenna designers are

constrained for designing compact antennas suitable for integration in wireless

gadgets without compromising the performance characteristics. The planar

antemra has grown with the wireless mobile communication. An efficient antenna

will improve transmission, reception, power consumption and should congregate

with the multiband or broadband demands of future mobile communication

systems with compact dimensions.
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Antennas used for early handheld applications were monopole or whip

antennas [21]. The quarter wavelength whip or antennas are popular due to its

simple geometry and nearly omnidirectional radiation characteristics. But these

external antennas have remained relatively large compared to the handset and

protrude from the mobile device in an awkward way which increased the

demand of planar antennas within the housing of mobile phones.

Planar Inverted F Antennas (PIFA’s) and microstrip antennas are the trend

setters in handheld device application due to their low profile. These antennas are

compact with the dimension  from quarter wavelength to half wavelength.

Further size reduction can be achieved by  the radiating geometry with

meandering or reactively loading with slots without actually increasing the physical

dimension but increasing the electrical length of the antemia.

The major drawback of MSA’s and PIFA’s are their inherent narrow

bandwidth. Advanced designs such as stacked and shorted patches [22-23] ensure

the wideband performance. In addition to wide band perfonnance, the market

trends of personal wireless devices is moving towards a universal system that can

be used anywhere and supports various wireless communication standards. This

demands the multi band to Ultra \X/ide Band performance. Recently planar

monopoles~ have attracted antenna designers due to their advantages like low

profile, light weight, omnidirectional radiation characteristics and broadband

performance. A brief overview of the state of art planar antenna designs is

summarized in the following sections.

1.6.1 Microstrip antemra

Microstrip circuitry consists of a metal strip or patch on a dielectric substrate

backed by a metal ground plane. Microstrip antennas are finding increasing

popularity owing to their advantages in size, cost, low profile, ease of fabrication

and conformity to the supporting structure. By using simple photolithographic
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masking and etching techniques it is possible to fabricate a wide variety of

microstrip circuits including antemra arrays, feeding networks and active devices

such that preamplifiers or distributed transmitters can be conveniently placed next

to the antenna elements. In addition, diode phase shifter circuits can also be

etched on the same substrate to fomr single-board phased arrays. Typical geometry

of microstrip antenna is depicted in Fig.1.4

{adiating patch

iround plane
Feed

Fig 1.4. The basic Microstrip antenna geometry

The patch conductors, normally copper or gold, can assume  any

shape but regular shapes are generally used for simplified analysis and performance

prediction. Ideally the dielectric constant e, of the substrate should be low to

enhance the fringing field that accounts for the radiation. However, other

perfonnance requirements dictate the use of high dielectric constant but on the

cost of narrow bandwidth and low efficiency due to the high Q of the resonator.

Flexible substrates can be used for the confonnal wrap around antennas. The

major advantages of these antemias are [24]

I Light weight, low volume, thin profile configuration which easily conforms

to the surface of wireless gadgets.
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I Low fabrication cost; readily amenable to mass production.

I Suitable for integration with Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs).

I Compatible for producing linear and circular polarization with broadside radiation.

I Feed lines and matching circuits can be simultaneously fabricated with
2lIlt6I11'13. structure.

I Dual frequency or multi frequency operation can be possible with geometry

modifications.

However microstrip antennas have some inherent disadvantages which limit

the use in many wireless applications. These demerits include

I Narrow band width and low gain.

I Uni polar radiation; microstrip antennas radiate into half space.

I Lower power handling capacity and poor end fire radiation.

I Excitation of surface waves when thick substrates are used.

Research in microstrip anterma design has progressed in such a way that there are

many ways to  the effect of these limitations. Bandwidth can be increased to

more than 60% by employing different techniques such as stacking parasitic radiators

or reducing the Q of the microstrip radiators by employing thick air or foam

substrates. ‘Considerable amount of literature has appeared on the broad

aspect of microstrip antennas [25-28]. Theoretical approaches are proposed for

predicting the far field characteristics [29].To obtain an enhanced antenna

methods involving the loading a high-pennittivity dielectric superstrate [30, 39] or an

amplifier-type active circuitry [40, 41] to a compact microstrip antemra have been

demonstrated. By meandering the surface current paths on the radiating patch, the

half wavelength length antennas can be made electrically large and the fundamental

resonant frequency [42, 43—46] be lowered. Surface wave associated limitations such as
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poor efficiency, increased mutual coupling, reduced  and radiation pattem

degradation can be overcome by the use of photonic band gap structures [47].

1.6.2 Planar Inverted F Antemias

Planar Inverted-F antennas (PIFA’s) [48] have been very attractive for

application as intemal antennas in wireless communication devices such as mobile

handsets, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), PDA phones, notebook computers,

and so on. Planar inverted-F antennas (PIFA’s) have been shown to be promising

candidates for these applications because of their compact size, low profile, light

weight, and the advantage of less backward radiation toward the user. A PIFA is in

general achieved by short circuiting its radiating path or wire to antenna’s ground

plane with a shorting pin. PIFA can resonate at a smaller antenna size as compared

to conventional antenna.  1.5 shows a typical configuration of PIFA mounted

on the top portion of the circuit board of a practical mobile phone.

PIFA

Radiating
_’ patchl

->Shorting point

-“Feed point \
Air substrate

- iround

—— Mobile phone
circuit board

Fig. 1.5 Geometry of typical PIFA antenna (a) Top view
(b) Side view
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The PIFA designs usually occupy a compact volume and can be integrated

within the mobile housing, leading to intemal mobile phone antenna. These

intemal antermas can avoid the damages such as breaking compared with the

conventional protruded whip or monopole antennas used for handheld

applications. Compared to the whip antermas, these PIFA’s have the advantage of

relatively smaller backward radiation towards the mobile phone user. This suggests

that electromagnetic energy absorption by the user’s head can be reduced. These

advantages led to many novel PIFA designs, most of them capable of dual or

multiband operation to be applied in the mobile phones in the market. A variety of

designs for dual-band PIFA’s used in mobile handsets can be found in the

literature [49- 54].

1.6.3 Planar monopoles and printed dipoles

Conventional monopoles usually protrude from the mobile phone housing

apparently increasing the total length of the mobile phones and tending to

break off easily. To overcome dimensional constraints and narrow bandwidth,

several novel monopole designs with much reduced height have been

developed very recently. So far, the most common techniques used to broaden

the bandwidths of simple monopole or dipole antennas have been the

employment of thick or loaded wire antennas. The typical designs include

conical or ‘skeletal-conical and various top-hat or dielectric loading monopoles.

Also, planar elements were suggested to replace the wire elements for

increasing impedance bandwidths [55 -63]. These kinds of low profile planar

monopoles are very useful to integrate within the mobile housing and can be

used as built in intemal antenna. For example, in 1952 the» triangular planar

sheet monopoles were introduced as the geometrical approximations of the

broadband solid- or shell-conical monopoles, covering the UHF TV channels

ranging from 480-900 MHz [55]. A circular planar monopole was presented for

the design of an 8:1 impedance bandwidth [56]. Recently, monopoles with



elliptical, square (rectangular), bow-tie, diamond, and trapezoidal sheets, have

been designed and investigated [57-63]. Geometry of square planar monopole

and other possible geometries are shown in Fig 1.6.

Ground
plane

=~---~\ SMA
COI'11'1€ClIOI

la)

r1 _. M
I‘

Square planar monopole for broadband operation
lb) Other possible monopole structures1‘ ' *1 ‘

Dipole antennas are extensively used in variety of applications such as

being the basic units of phased-array antennas and the feeding sources of

aperture antennas [64-66]. Compared with traditional wire antennas, printed

dipole antennas have extra advantages including planar structure, small

volume, light weight and low cost, which are significantly suitable for

applications sensitive to the receiver sizes. Recently, various types of printed

dipole antennas have been studied [67-69] to comply with the compact high

performance broad band/multiband requirements. With the use of parasitic

elements printed dipoles can be effectively used for multiband operations

[70]. Geometry of a typical microstrip fed printed dipole antenna is depicted

in Fig 1.7.
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_ Dipole arm

Via hole

H.R. Chuang
et.al 2003

Microstrip via hole
-— '>balun

ii, Ground plane

Fig 1.7 Geometry of a typical printed dipole antenna

1.7 Printed monopoles: A brief overview

Planar monopole antemra has a considerably larger bandwidth, and has made

monopole more attractive for wireless communication applications. But the ground

plane size and orientation of the radiator can place physical limitations on the use of

such antemras. Recently there has been a move towards printed type monopole

antennas with ground plane printed on a substrate parallel to the radiator. This has

made the antemra low in profile, low in volume, ease of fabrication and suitable

integration into circuit board as temrinal antenna.

1.7.1 Excitation techniques

There are various configurations that can be used to feed the printed monopole

antennas as shown in Fig.1.8. Selection of appropriate feed is a crucial factor in

application point of view. Earlier printed monopole designs used coaxial probe feed in

which radiating geometry is printed on the substrate and inner conductor of the

coaxial connector is connected to the radiating monopole and the outer conductor is

grounded. But the practical applications of these broadband monopoles are limited as

the radiating structure is perpendicular to the grotmd plane which increases the

complexity of the system as the entire system is not planar. Moreover, these 3D



monopoles occupy a volume of 320 x 320 x 40mm’ including the feed structure and

ground plane [71-73]. Microstrip feed has the advantage of feed  in the same

plane of the radiating monopole, which facilitates easy integration with RF circuit

boards but, creates spurious feed radiation. Design of microstrip fed printed

monopoles yield better perfomiance compared to the planar monopoles [74-76].

Coplanar Waveguide transmission line offers less loss than microstrip transmission

line. CPW lines are uniplanar structures, which are compatible with Microwave

Integrated Circuits (MMICs), have less radiation loss and less dispersion than

microstrip line, and can be easily integrate with series or shunt lumped passive

elements without any need of via hole as in the case of microstrip technology. CP\W

fed monopoles are increasingly popular for dual band broadband operations [77-78].

Recently  feeding techniques such as asymmetric coplanar strip line and slot

lines are easily spreading the attention of antemia designers [79-80].

Substrate

monopole

runcated ground

V al d km plane on back sideemc growl P C of substrateSMA connector

(8) Probe fed strip monopole (bl Microstrip fed strip monopole

_ (G) Asymmetric coplanar strip fed
(Cl CPW fed strip monopole Strip monopole

Fig 1.8 Various excitation techniques for printed monopole antennas
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1.7.2 Dual band and Multiband designs:

In many applications such as GSM 900/1800, \X/LAN 2.4/ 5.2GHz

operation in two or more discrete bands with an arbitrary separation of the

bands is desired. In such cases, monopole antenna suitable for multiband

operation is essential. Two separate modes can be excited with two different

current paths. The key design configurations in order to meet this dual-band

operation include a monopole antenna fed with a meandered coplanar waveguide

(CPW) [81], a CPVV-fed monopole antenna with two resonant paths [82], a

CPW-fed tapered bent folded monopole antenna [83], a microstrip-fed double-T

monopole antenna [84], a meander-line monopole antenna with a backed

microstrip line [85], a C-shaped monopole antenna with a shorted parasitic

element [86], Y shaped monopole antenna with CPW feed [87],triangular

monopole antenna with trapezoidal slit [88] etc.

1.7.3 Broad banding techniques: UWB monopoles

The emerging ultra wide-band  radio is the technology of
transmitting and receiving short, information encoded electromagnetic

impulses [89-90]. Ultra wide-Band  technology is one of the most
promising solutions for future communication systems due to its high-speed

data rate and excellent immunity to multipath interference. According to the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the frequency band of the UWB

should be between 3.1 and 10.6 GI-Iz. To achieve the high data rate UWB

antenna should radiate short pulse with duration of 0.3ns without time ranging.

Some of the critical requirements in UV/B antenna design are: ultra wide

bandwidth, directional or omni- directional radiation pattems, constant gain and

group delay over the entire band, high radiation efficiency and low profile.

Before the decade 1990’s, all the proposed UWB antennas were based on

general volumetric structures, such as spheroidal antenna, biconical antenna,
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coaxial hom element, omni-directional and directional coaxial hom antenna,

conical horn antenna, rectangular hom antenna, ellipsoidal monopole and

dipole anterma, etc [91]. Today the state of the art of U\X/B antennas focuses

on the microstrip, slot and planar and printed monopole antennas. Microstrip

fed or CPW fed planar monopoles are recently used for Ultra \V1de Band

applications [92-96]. To improve the impedance bandwidth for UWB

applications, several bandwidth enhancement techniques have been reported,

such asithe use of an asymmetrical feed anangement [97], adjusting the gap

between radiating element and ground plane [98], a double feed [99], a beveling

radiating element [100], a beveling ground pattem [101], and so on. Recently

structural modifications are employed to excite multi current paths which can

lead to Ultra \V1de Band perfonnance [102-104].

1.7.4 Multiband technique: Fractal monopoles

In recent years, the fractal technology is often used to realize the multi

frequency feature and  antenna because of its self-similarity property

and space filling property. Self-sirnilar objects look “roughly” the same at any

scale. Thus, in an antenna with fractal shape, similar surface current
distributions are obtained for different frequencies, and multiband behavior is

provided [105]. The space filling property, which is able to add more electrical

length in less volume, can be utilized to miniaturize antennas [106]. Traditional

fractals such as Koch curves, Sierpinski triangles, and Minkowski fractals, etc,

have been used to design compact antennas for multiband , broadband

operation or even ultra wide band operation [107- 116]. Various fractals

geometries commonly used for printed monopole antenna design are shown in

Fig. 1.9.
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Fig 1.9 various configurations of fractal geometries suitable as monopole structures

1.8 Motivation of present research

Primed monopole antennas are promising candidates for modem wireless

communication systems due to their low profile, light weight and nearly

omnidirectional characteristics. The State of art technologies portraits the

demand of monopole antennas with simple strip structure to complicated

fractal geometries. Whatever is the geometry of the printed monopole the

radiating geometry is printed on a substrate and ground plane is printed parallel

to the radiating structure. Ground plane is a crucial factor for these printed

monopoles. The antenna performance significantly vanes for infinite to finite

ground plane transition. When the ground plane is truncated, the current

distribution on the ground plane at the radiating frequency becomes more

significant. This influences the radiation characteristics of the antenna to a

great extent. Unfortunately antenna designers often choose the ground plane

dimension in an adhoc marmer driven by the convenience rather than through

examination of electrical limitations. Even though the printed technology is

fully matured, the dependence of ground plane on the antenna characteristics is

often least considered by the researchers and designers. This state of affairs

inspired for detailed investigations on the ground plane effects of simple strip

monopole. Numerical analysis using Finite Difference Time Domain



method gives a physical insight to the actual ground plane problems. Hence

numerical analysis based on FDTD is relevant to explain the theoretical aspects

of the antenna characteristics.

Miniaturization of printed monopole to comply with the demand of portable

wireless systems is another important issue to be solved. When antenna physical

size is reduced considerably, the bandwidth and radiation efficiency is degraded. In

conventional wire monopole antennas size reduction can be achieved by

techniques such as reactive loading (for example, inductance loaded whip

antennas) or folding the monopole element. Some of these size reduction

techniques are shown in Fig. 1.10.

Fig.1.10. Reducing the size of wire monopole antennas

la) Reactance loaded monopole antenna
lb) Parallel line loaded monopole antenna

Folding the element length is a widely accepted method in monopole antenna

designs. Consider the case of a simple straight printed monopole element excited

with a microstrip line, shown in Fig 1.11 (a). When it is folded as shown in Fig

1.11  to achieve considerable size reduction, there will be serious impact on the

impedance bandwidth characteristics. The bandwidth of the antenna is degraded

due to the strong coupling of the horizontal portion of the folded strip with the



ground plane. The capacitive coupling will introduce large reactance part in the

antenna, which will reduce the impedance matching and obviously the bandwidth.11 1_.- l l l(8) lb) (cl
Fig 1.11 An evolution to the dual band planar branched monopole antenna

la) printed strip monopole antenna

lb) single folded strip monopole antenna

lc) Double folded printed strip monopole antenna

The key idea behind the work presented in this thesis is that by judiciously

placing another folded strip on the microstrip fed folded monopole element the

bandwidth can be enhanced for the fundamental resonance and a new resonance

at a higher frequency can be excited with good bandwidth and radiation

characteristics. The modified geometry of double folded monopole with two

different resonant lengths thus offers dual band operation. The double folded

monopole geometry thus derived is shown in Fig 1.11

The ‘position of the new element is very critical to achieve the desired
perfonnance. The new branch thus introduced offers inductive reactance to the

system over a wide frequency in the first band, to cancels the capacitive reactance

introduced in the system due to the coupling. The compact dual band monopole

antemia thus obtained meets almost all criteria required to use in modem wireless

gadget applications as an intemal antenna. The optimized ground plane required

for the antenna is very small. The novel antenna designed using the above concept

is termed as ‘double folded monopole’.
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1.9 Thesis Organization

The main objectives of the research work are the investigations on the effect

of ground plane on the characteristics of the printed monopole. Numerical and

experimental investigations are canied out to optimize a printed strip monopole in

temis of bandwidth and dimensions. The influence of the ground plane dimension

on the antenna performance is looked into with emphasis on resonant frequency,

2:1 VSWR bandwidth, gain and efficiency. Folding technique is analyzed in detail

for size reduction and double arm loaded printed strip monopole is proposed for

dual band perfonnance. Parametric analysis of the antenna is performed using the

powerful Finite Difference Time Domain method. The FDTD analysis provides

an insight into the spatial and temporal field behavior of the antenna geometry and

also helps to predict the antenna performance characteristics. From exhaustive

numerical and experimental studies simple design formulation are presented in the

thesis.

Investigations on loading the printed strip monopoles with parasitic radiator

such as dielectric resonators and patches are potential techniques analyzed for gain

and bandwidth enhancement.

A brief overview of planar antemias and printed monopoles are presented in

chapter 1. The rest of the thesis is organized into five chapters as follows.

Chapter 2 highlights the numerical techniques used for the analysis of the

antenna with due emphasis on Finite Difference Time Domain method. The

fundamental and mathematical concept behind the FDTD method is

elaborated. A brief outline of the Perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary and

techniques to extract antenna reflection and radiation parameters are discussed.

A description of techniques used for the experimental and simulation study is

also presented.
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The results of theoretical and experimental investigations on ground plane

effects of printed strip monopoles are illustrated in chapter 3. The radiation and

reflection characteristics predicted using FDTD is compared with experimental

and simulation results. The Chapter is concluded with a simple design fomrulation

predicted from the numerical analysis.

Chapter 4 focuses on the theoretical and experimental investigations carried

to design a compact dual band printed monopole antenna with double folded

arms. Parametric analysis and empirical design equations along with the designs

suitable for modern wireless communication bands are presented.

A summary of the conclusions drawn from the research work is

presented in Chapter 5. Some directions for future work in this area are also

suggested.

The experience obtained from numerical and experimental investigations on

the printed monopoles are applied in for some further research in this direction.

The results of theoretical and experimental investigations carried out to

enhance the bandwidth and radiation properties of the antenna with parasitic

resonators are presented in the appendix pan: of the thesis. Thus a hybrid antenna

technology with different radiators of similar radiation characteristics is the subject

outlined in the Appendixes.

Appendix I and II describes two such designs. Appendix I illustrate the

design of planar strip monopole antenna loaded with rectangular patch. Appendix

II presents a uniplanar CPW fed planar monopole antenna loaded with ceramic

dielectric resonator for broadband applications.
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The application of Computational Electromagnetics techniques to antenna

problems provides a powerful and increasingly popular means to explore critical

antenna design issues. The chapter explores a brief overview of the computation

Electromagnetics techniques for antenna problems. The Finite Difference Time

Domain technique, the method adopted for theoretical analysis in this thesis is

elaborately portrayed. The chapter focuses on the fundamental mathematical

concepts of FDTD and the theoretical aspects for foretelling the antenna

reflection and radiation characteristics. A brief description of basic facilities used

for fabrication, experimental characterization and simulation studies of the

antenna is outlined in the concluding section.
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2.1 Background of theoretical analysis

The art of computation of electromagnetic  problems has grown
exponentially during the last three decades due to the availability of powerful

computer resources. Scientists and engineers use different techniques for solving

field problems. Most common techniques are either analytical or numerical. Exact

analytical solutions are always the preferred method to a given problem, if

possible. However, for most of the electromagnetic problems, exact solutions are

more complicated and we have to depend on numerical solutions. Application of

these methods is not limited to EM problems; they find applications in other fields

like fluid dynamics, heat transfer, acoustics etc [1]. Until the 19405, most EM

problems were solved using the methods of separation of variables and integral

equation solutions. Since these techniques require large experience and effort for

defining complex geometries only a narrow range of practical problems were

investigated. Numerical solution of EM problems started in the mid-19605 with

the availability of modern high-speed digital computers. Since then, considerable

effort has been spent on solving practical, complex EM-related problems for

which closed fonn analytical solutions are either intractable or do not exist. The

numerical approach has the advantage of allowing the actual work to be carried

out by operators without the knowledge of higher mathematics or physics.

Modeling of engineering system involving electromagnetic wave interactions is

based on frequency domain techniques such as asymptotic methods [2-3] and

integral equation method [4-5] or time domain techniques such as Finite

Difference Time Domain method. Frequency domain numerical solutions are

achieved by approximating the relevant differential or integral equations and

solving large matnx equations. Differential equation solutions such as Finite

difference  and finite Element  methods are the easiest techniques to
implement but result in large sparse matrices. Integral equation solutions

employing Method of Moments (MOM) involves more detailed mathematical
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formulation and for complex problem can lead to complex matrices. Time domain

numerical solution has gained attention as modeling technique and solution to the

problem can be obtained either Fourier transforming the frequency domain results

or directly implementing finite difference time stepping algorithm. Application of

these techniques to antenna analysis yields design flexibility and a physical insight

to the actual radiation phenomenon and operating principles that could help the

design and its enhancement.

2.2 Computational Electromagnetics for antenna field problems

The objectives of antenna analysis are to predict the radiation
characteristics such as radiation pattern, gain, polarization as well as near field

characteristics such as input impedance, impedance bandwidth, efficiency and

mutual coupling. The analysis of printed antennas is complicated due to the

presence homogenous boundary condition and wide variety of substrates,

patch geometry and feeding techniques. Elaborate techniques have been

proposed and used for extracting antenna characteristics. Analytical techniques

are based on simplifying assumptions and these techniques maintain simplicity

at the expense of accuracy. Full wave technique gained increased attention due

to their rigor and high accuracy at the expense of numerical simplicity. The

analytical technique employed for a typical planar microstrip antenna includes

transmission line model, cavity model, generalized transmission line model and

multiport network model etc. Full wave methods are based on integral
equations of solution of Maxwell’s equation in time domain. Prominent

numerical methods include integral equation analysis in spectral domain,

integral equation analysis in space domain, Finite Element Method and Finite

Difference Time Domain approach. The main objective of any numerical

method is to develop an algorithm with minimum effort, maximum efficiency

and flexibility to model any complicated structure.
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Referring to the Fig 2.1 the analytical modeling of any electromagnetic field

problem requires the following steps

I Description of the problem.

I Excitation of the structure.

I Computation of the electromagnetic field in the structure by solving

Maxwell’s equation subject to the appropriate boundary conditions.

I Extraction of the required parameters.

Geometry
definition

field solver/field propagator
Excitation denved from Maxwell’s equations ‘ E1¢¢n-Omagmtic t

with appropnate boundary _ Z modeling of theconditions A Flelds 5 antenna !

Fig 2.1 Electromagnetic modeling of the antenna

The most important stage of computational electromagnetics is the solution

of Maxwell’s equations [6]. These equations are linear but when subject to

boundary and interface conditions the solution using analytical methods becomes

complicated. The numerical methods for the solution of Maxwell’s equations may

be classified as shown in Table 2.1. The most commonly used methods in each

category are listed in the table.
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Table 2.1 Classification of Numerical methods for GEM.

SOLUTION OF MAXW/ELL’S EQUATIONS_ ~ * o-* -~ ""*i  * -F - o e ‘ l
Frequency domain: Field solver. | Time domain: Field propagator. q
Requires Matrix inversion 86 system solution. l Requires  values 86 boundary values.

Re . f uenc Sam leg across broad I Values updated in time. Ideal for massive 1'
baggfvlejdbmqouoged I; a form to I parallel architecture. Wide b_and
obtain the result 5 perfonnance results in a single calculation

_ _  _______ _.  __ _ _ _  ....._._._.__...__._.__ . H . .  _ N Jl
__.» . *=»<  “  *"jf~  W11‘ I "r"""  ‘ "**T§""""""'o'"W"*'"o"  o **** "1
Integral equation  Differential = Integral equation I Differential method iii method H I||1, ,

.~_~¢-Q.“-i._..--.~

Method of moments: Finite element  Time domain I Transmission line
Electric field integral method  Integral Equation q matrix (TLM)
equations (EFIE) 5  (TDIE) F Finite Difference- - l  Time Domainor Mixed potential , g;Integral Equation i  Mathod (FDTD). I .MFR) I  :   l

Apart from the time or frequency domain methods, hybrid methods are also

used for the analysis of electromagnetic field problems. Hybrid methods, which

combine the desirable features of two or more different techniques, are being

developed by a number of authors to analyze complex electromagnetic problems

that cannot be resolved conveniently and/ or accurately, by using them individually

[7-11]. A typical example included MoMTD which combines MoM and FDTD.

These hybrid approaches considerably widens the scope of individual techniques,

viz., FDTD, MoM and FEM.

This section presents a brief overview of the full wave techniques.

Method ofM0ments (MoM)

The net/and qfmrmnzs  is a general procedure for solving linear operator

equations [12]. The method owes its name to the process of taking moments by

multiplying with appropriate weighing functions and integrating. The first use of

Method of Moments in Computational Electromagnetics is attributed to



Harrington [13]. The origin and development of the moment method are fully

documented by Harrington [14, 15]. The method of moments is essentially the

method of weighted residuals hence applicable for solving both differential and

integral equations. The use of MoM in EM has become popular since the work of

Richmond [16] in 1965 and Harrington [4] in 1967. The method has been

successfully applied to a wide variety of EM problems of practical interest such as

radiation due to thin-wire elements and anays, scattering problems, analysis of

microstrip and lossy structures, propagation over an inhomogeneous earth, and

antenna beam pattem etc. MoM is a method of solving a differential equation or

an integral equation numerically by transfomiing the equation into simultaneous

equations. Regarding antenna analysis integral equation for electric field on the

surface of the conductor is usually used to obtain the surface current on the

antenna. The substrate and ground plane are assumed to be infinite in lateral

dimensions and formulation of the problem is based on rigorously enforcing the

boundary condition. Analysis carried out in spatial domain uses Sommerfield type

of integral equations where as in spectral domain approach uses exact Green’s

functions [17]. In Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) the boundary condition

is applied to the total tangential electric field where as in Magnetic Field Integral

Equation  boundary condition is CXpI‘€SS€d in ICITIIS of magnetic field.

Mixed Potential Integral Equations (MPIE) has both scalar and vector potentials

in its fonnulation [18]. The integral equation is then solved either in spectral

domain or spatial domain by taking appropriate tI‘&l'1SfOI‘I'l'19.tlOI1S.

The procedure for applying MoM to solve an electromagnetic problem

involves four steps:

" Derivation of the appropriate integral equation

' Conversion (discretization) of the IE into a matrix equation using basis (or

expansions) functions and weighting (or testing) functions.
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I Evaluation of the matrix elements

I Solving the matrix equation and obtaining the parameters of interest.

To solve Integral Equation it is discretised into set linear equations by means

of moment method. By solving the matrix equation the surface current on the

patch conductor can be obtained which is then used for extracting the radiation

pattern, polarization, directivity etc. MoM depends upon expanding the unknown

quantity in the equation in tenns of known entire domain or sub domain basis

functions with unknown coefficients. The selection of basis function is a very

important step in the numerical solution since they have the ability to accurately

represent and resemble the anticipated unknown function while minimizing

computational effort [19-21]. The popularly used basis functions are piece wise

sinusoidal, pulse basis and roof top basis functions. A set of equations is generated

by enforcing the boimdary conditions with a suitable set of testing functions. This

results in a matrix whose order is proportional to the number of segments on

which the current distribution is represented. The solution to the problem is found

by inverting this matrix.

Finite Element M ethod (FEM)

The Finite element method is one of the classic tools of numerical analysis,

suitable for the solution of a wide class of partial differential or integral equations.

In the mid-197O’s Mei, Morgan and Chang introduced the finite—element approach

for the Helmholtz equation [12]. Later, in the early 198O’s, they shifted their finite

element research to direct solutions of Maxwell’s curl equations. Finite element

techniques require the entire volume of the configuration to be meshed as

opposed to surface integral techniques, which require only the surfaces to be

meshed. Each mesh element has completely different properties from those of

neighbouring elements. In general, finite element techniques excel at modelling
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complex inhomogeneous configurations. However, they do not model unbounded

radiation problems as effectively as moment method techniques.

The finite element analysis of any problem involves basically four steps [Z2]:

' discretizing the solution region into a finite number of sub regions or

elements,

' deriving goveming equations for a typical element,

' assembling of all elements in the solution region, and

' Solving the system of equations.

An example of a discretised finite—element model is shown in Figure 2.2. The

model contains information about the device geometry, material constants,

excitations and boundary constraints. In each finite element, a simple (often linear)

variation of the field quantity is assumed. The corners of the elements are called

nodes. The goal of the finite-element  is to detennine the field quantities at
the nodes. ‘ 4'

Structure Geometry Finite-element Model

Fig. 2.2 Finite-element modeling example

Generally, finite element analysis techniques solve for the unknown field

quantities by minimising energy functional. The energy functional is an expression

describing all the energy associated with the configuration being analysed.

For 3-dimensional tzirneharmonic problems this functional maybe represented as
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The first two terms represent the energy stored in the magnetic and electric

fields, and the third term is the energy dissipated by the conduction current.

Expressing H in terms of E and setting the derivative of this functional with

respect to E equal to zero, an equation of the form f (I ,E) = O is obtained. A km

order approximation of the function f is then applied at each node and boundary

conditions enforced, resulting in the system of equations,

U] =  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(2.2)

The elements of] are referred to as the source terms, representing the known

excitations. The elements of the Y-matrix are functions of the problem geometry

and boundary constraints. The elements of the E-matrix represent the unknown

electric field at each node, obtained by solving the system of equations. In order to

obtain a unique solution, it is necessary to constrain the values of the field at all

boundary nodes. For example, the metal box of the model in Figure 1.3 constrains

the tangential electric field at all boundary nodes to be zero. Therefore, a major

weakness of FEM is that it is relatively difficult to model open configurations.

However, in finite element methods, the electrical and geometric properties of each

element can be defined independently. This permits the problem to be set up with a

large number of small elements in regions of complex geometry and fewer, larger

elements in relatively open regions. Thus it is possible to model complicated

geometries with many arbitrarily shaped dielectric regions in a relatively efficient

manner. Although the finite difference method  and the method of moments

(MOM) are conceptually simpler and easier to program than the finite element

method (FEM), FEM is a more powerful and versatile nurnerical technique for

handling problems involving complex geometries and inhomogeneous media. The
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systematic generality of the method makes it possible to constmct general-pu.rpOSC

computer programs for solving a wide range of problems. Consequently, programs

developed for a particular discipline have been applied successfully to solve

problems in a different field with little or no modification.

Transmission Line Matrix Method (TLM)

Transnission-lz'm  (TLM), otherwise known as the transmlsszhrzdire matrix

meflxxi is a numerical technique for solving field problems using circuit equivalent. It

is based on the equivalence between Maxwell’s equations and the equations for

voltages and currents on a mesh of continuous two-wire transmission lines. The

main feature of this method is the simplicity of formulation and programming for a

wide range of applications [23-24]. As compared with the lumped network model,

the transmission-line model is more general and performs better at high frequencies

where the transmission and reflection properties of geometrical discontinuities

cannot be regarded as lumped [25]. Like other numerical techniques, the TLM

method is a discretization process. Unlike other methods such as finite difference

and finite element methods, which are mathematical discretization approaches, the

TLM is a physical discretization approach. The nodes of the grids are interconnected

by virtual transmission line. The excitation at the source node propagates to the

adjacent nodes through these virtual transmission lines. Generally dielectric loading

can be modeled by loading the nodes with reactive stubs and lossy media can be

modeled by introducing the loss into the transmission line equations. Absorbing

boundary is constructed in TLM meshes by terminating each boundary node

transmission line by its characteristic impedance. Analysis is performed in time

domain. The major advantage of the TLM method, as compared with other

numerical techniques, is the ease with which even the most complicated structures

can be analyzed. The great flexibility and versatility of the method reside in the fact

that the TLM mesh incorporates the properties of EM fields and their interaction

with the boundaries and material media. Hence, the EM problem need not be
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fonnulated for every new structure. Another advantage of using the TLM method is

that certain stability properties can be deduced by inspection of the circuit. There are

no problems with convergence, stability or spurious solutions. The method is limited

only by the amount of memory storage required, which depends on the complexity

of the TLM mesh. Also, being an explicit numerical solution, the TLM method is

suitable for nonlinear or inhomogeneous problems since any variation of material

properties may be updated at each time step.

Finite Dzfiference Time Domain method (FDTD)

The Finite Difference Time Domain  method was first introduced by

K.S.Yee in 1966 [26] and refined and reinvented by Taflove [27] in the 197O’s. This

method permits the modelling of electromagnetic wave interactions with a level of

detail as high as that of the Method of Moments. Unlike MoM., however, the FDTD

does not lead to a system of linear equations defined over the entire problem space.

each field component requires knowledge of only the immediately
adjacent field components calculated one-half time step earlier. Therefore, overall

computer storage and running time requirements for FDTD are linearly

proportional to N, the number of field unknowns in the finite volume of space

being modelled. The FDTD method has thus emerged as a viable altemative to the

conventional Frequency Domain methods because of its dimensionally reduced

computational burdens and ability to directly simulate the dynamics of wave

propagation [28]. The rapid growth of FDTD in Computational Electromagnetics is

presented in the survey paper by Shlager and Schneider [29]. Although FDTD and

TIM are time domain methods there are some fundamental differences that make

them complement each other than compete each other. TLM is a physical model

based on Huygens’ principle using interconnected transmission lines, but the FDTD

is an approximate mathematical model directly based on Maxwell’s equations. In the

IIWO-dimensional TLM, the magnetic and electric field components are located at the

Same position with respect to space and time, whereas in the corresponding two
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dimensional FDTD cell, the magnetic field components are. shifted by half an

interval in space and time with respect to the electric field components. Due to this

displacement between electric and magnetic field components in Yee’s FDTD, Chen

et al. [30] modified the FDTD and the new formulation is exactly equivalent to the

symmetric condensed node model used in the TLM method. This implies that the

TLM algorithm can be formulated in FDTD fonn and vice versa. However, both

algorithms retain their tmique advantages. FDTD has a simpler algorithm where

constitutive parameters are directly introduced, while the TLM has certain

advantages in the modeling of boundaries and the partitioning of the solution

region. Purthennore, the FDTD requires less than one-half of the CPU time spent

by the equivalent TLM program under identical conditions. A detailed description of

FDTD, the method used for the numerical analysis in the present investigation is

presented in the following sections.

2.3 Numerical investigations : Finite Difference Time Domain

Finite difference Time Domain method proposed by Yee in 1966 is

extensively used many areas of science and technology. FDTD, a technique that

discretizes the problem domain in both time and space gives time and frequency

domain information of the electromagnetic problem of interest. FDTD provides a

direct solution of time dependant Maxwell’s equation for electric and magnetic

field intensities in a finite, piecewise homogenous media. Due to the lack of

analytical preprocessing and modeling, FDTD is a potential tool for planar

antenna problems. Moreover, this analysis approach can be used to include the

effect of finite ground plane and substrate parameters which is very important in

the present investigation, where printed monopole with truncated ground plane is

the focus of this work. Specifically, certain characteristic strengths of FDTD

attract the investigators to applythis algorithm in the antenna design and analysis.
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Following are the striking features of this powerful modelling, simulation and

analysis tool.

I From the mathematical point of view, it is a direct implementation of

Maxwell’s curl equations. Therefore, analytical processing of Maxwell’s

equations is almost negligible.

I It can model complex antenna geometries and feed and other structures in

the model.

I It can model any type of materials of importance to electromagnetic

technology, including conductors, dielectrics, dispersive and non linear
medium

I Impulsive excitations in Time Domain gives a broadband response in

frequency domain in a single FDTD run through concurrently run Fourier

transform.

I The complex near field infomaation is an intrinsic part of FDTD model
and the near to far field transformation offers the calculation of far field

radiation pattem in single FDTD run.

I FDTD is accurate: It is good model of the physical world. The ready

availability of time domain and frequency domain data provides a deep

physical insight to the problem in different perspectives. Visualization of

fields in time provides a clear insight to the actual physics behind the
antenna radiation.

2.3.1 Fundamental concepts of FDTD

Analysis of antenna problem using FDTD starts with dividing the structure

into various regions based on the material properties. The unbounded region, if

any, is then bounded by temiinating it with absorbing medium or a temiination

free from reflections. The entire structure is discretised in the form of number of



cuboids of volume AxAyAz called Yee cells, whereAx, Ay, Az are the dimensions

of cuboid in X, Y and Z directions. The Yee cell is the basic building block of the

entire structure in which the Electric fields and Magnetic field are interleaved as

shown in Fig.2.3. The time domain is also discretised with interval At. The

structure is then excited by an electromagnetic pulse. The wave thus launched by

the pulse in the structure is then studied for its propagation behavior. The

stabilized time-domain waveform is numerically processed to determine the time

domain and frequency domain characteristics of the structures. Convergence,

stability, acctuacy and consistency are some of the issues to be addressed while

implementing FDTD method.
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Fig 2.3 Yee tells illustrating E and H field vector placements



2.3.2 Implementation

FDTD method is a direct solution of Maxwell’s time-dependent curl equations.

The curl operators in the Maxwell’s set of equation are discretized using central

difference approximations of spatial and time derivatives. The orthogonal E field

components (Ex, Ey, E2 ) are staggered onto the edges of the Yee cell, where as H

field c0mponents(H,_  H, ) are distributed at the face centers. Maxwe1l’s

Divergent equations are inherent in FDTD scheme if initial and boundary values are

properly applied [31]. Yee defines the grid coordinates  as

(i, 1, k)-= (iAx, jAy, kAz) .................................................. .. (2.3)

where Ax, Ay and Az are the actual grid separations and i, j and k are the space

indices in x, y and z directions. Following Yee’s notation the grid points in the

solution region are defined as

(i, j,k) = (rm, jAy, kn.-4) .................................................. .. (2.4)

and any function of space and time can be defined as

F"(i, j,k)= F(z'Ax, jAy,kAz, nAt) .................................................. .. (2.5)

where At is the time increment, n is the time index and Ax, Ay, Az is the space

increment along the three coordinate axes.

The spatial and temporal derivatives of F are written using central finite

difference approximations as follows

QFe"(=',1,k1 2 F"(i+g1/2,1, /0-1?" (1-1/ark) (2 63)ax Ax ...................................... .. .

?F_” (">13") = Fm/2(‘>tZ;.k) ' F”'”2it(i»tf»"l _ (2 eb)at At .............................................. .. .
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The starting point of the FDTD algorithm is the differential form of

Maxwell's curl equations for an isotropic medium [Eqn 2.5 (a-b)].

-Q

v><E=_;,%I;l .................................................. ..(2.7a)

VXI-’I:0'E-|-5?-E ..................................................
5t

These curl equations can be expanded in Cartesian coordinates [Eqn. 2.6 (a-f)].

5H‘ = 1 595*’ - 6E2 .................................................. .. (2.8a)5t ,u 52 6y

afly = ‘[513’-’ _ 3E’? J .................................................. .. (2.8b)5! p 5x 62

aHZ‘_ i 8Ex_6Ey (2 8C)at y ay ax .................................................. .. .

6E
—"’=l 6’-Iii-‘ii-oax .................................................. ..(2.8d)61‘ 5 8y 62

5Ey 1 6Hx 5H2i=— —-——i—0‘E .................................................. ..2.8d5t si 82 5x y) ( )
5E 6H
-i=1 -l_-‘9l*i"--UB2 .................................................. 42.86)61‘ 8 6x 6y

By applying central difference approximations (Equn.2.4.a-2.4.b) to the above

scalar equations, six coupled central difference equations (Equn.2.6.a-2.6.f) are

obtained as
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\ A j
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Ef*‘(i+l/2,j,k)=E;‘(i+1/2j,k)
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E;'+‘(z',j+l/2,k) = E;'(i,j+1/2,k)

~— 8.
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Ef*'(i,j,k+l/2)=Ef(i,j,k+l/2)

+ A H;'*"2(i+1/2,j,k+l/2)-H;’*"2(i—l/2,j,k+1/2))
_e.Ax

- %y}r1;'*"(z,j+1/2,k+1/2)-11;'*'”(i,j-1/2,/(+1/2)) .... .. (2.998

To implement these equations, in Yee cell of dimension AxAyAz, the there

electric field components and corresponding magnetic field components are

interleaved at half discretization length and half time steps. Central difference

approximation for time derivative is obtained by altematively calculating the E and

H fields at every half time step (At).The discretization in space and time which

granted the name leap frog algorithm to this method is shown in  2.4

CURL H

t | CURL E ‘
|t+At ' - — (3)

Discretization in space and time

i-1 i i+1
P

XA
En-1 Ha I +1/2 t

(bl

Leap frog time integration

Fig 2.4 FDTD method proposed by Yee



Yee’s algorithm is modified and simplified for easy programming by Sheen et

al [32]. Hence for the computer implementation the explicit equations (Equn.

2.7.a-2.7.f)are modified as

+ At At (E. )
=  +'/'7‘; 1,: _E,i, 1.1:-1)__/B; 1,1, 1,1: _E:,i, 1-1,: ' ' ' (2103)

+1/2 _ 1/2 At (E-. _E|  _E- ) (2 lob)
113,,-, J-,1, " 1,1; +Tgx_ z,|',j,k z,i—l,j,k ‘(AZ 1,1‘, j,k x,i,jJ¢—l  '

1/2 _ -1/2 At (E.  _E» ) (2 1°C)
HZ, 1,1: _ HZJ, 1,1: +'/K,‘ x,|', 1,: -E11, 1-1,1; ‘Ax y.i,J.k yJ-1-M  '

= E,i.j,k +£),'   lHil*;ilik+l  ' ' ' (2'1Od)

=  +§ (r1:;f;?... —11:;f;?.)-g (Hi;i’.?... +1213)  <2~w~=>

1,1; = ELL 1,1; 4% lH:':il+/1ij,k    "--(2-10f)

using the _above update equations present magnetic and electric fields are

calculated from the immediate past corresponding fields and neighboring other

fields. In each time step a set of electric and magnetic fields are used to generate a

set of electric and magnetic field components at the next time step as shown in

Fig.2.4(b).

2.3.3 Boundary conditions

Most of the Electrormgnetic problems are unbounded or associated with open

Space regions. In the FDTD implementation of such problems requires exhaustive

computational efforts and unlimited compmational resources. Due to limited
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computational resources, the simulation domain requires ttltncatjon, which may

introduce spurious fields from the boundaries unless appropriate measures are taken.

Size of the computational domain is selected based on the problem under analysis.

The Botmdary condition should ensure that the outgoing wave is completely absorbed

at the boundary,  domain appear infinite in extend with minimum numerical

back reflection. The first most widely used ABC was devised by Mur in 1981 [33].

This boundary condition is derived from a one-way wave equation. However, the

attenuation of waves incident on the Mur ABC degrades as the incident angle (away

from the normal) increases until at the grazing angle, the boundary becomes perfectly

reflecting. Hence for most of the simulations using Mur’s first order ABC at least

20cells are required between the boundary and the radiating structure. As the number

of cells between the radiator and boundary is increased the outward propagating wave

from the radiator approaches to the nonnal incidence at the truncated boundary and

are subsequently absorbed better than the waves at the near grazing angle. In 1994,

Berenger [34] derived a new boundary condition refened to as a Perfectly Matched

Layer  which reduces reflections several orders of magnitude below other

techniques. It uses a modified set of Maxwell’s equations in which fields at the ABC

simulation space interface are split into two components and an artificial anisotropic

material is introduced within the ABC The result is a PML wave impedance perfectly

matched to the simulation space and independent of incident angle. Incident waves

are attenuated in the direction nonnal to the layers as they propagate through the

artificial medium. Reflection coefficients as low as -80 dB have been demonstrated

[35] for both 2-D and 3-D FDTD simulations.

Apart from ABC and PML, the implementation of the truncated ground

plane printed monopole antennas involves simple boundary conditions such as

Perfect Electric Conductor  and Dielectric interface boundary.
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Perfect Electric Conductor (PE C) boundary

The PEC boundary is used to represent ideal conductors. This type of

boundary condition deliberately reflects all incident wave energy back into the

computational domain, thus limiting its size. The boundary conditions at a perfect

electric conductor are such that the electric field components tangential to the

surface must be zero, stated mathematically where ii is a surface normal vector,

fiXE=0 .................................................. -Qin

in the Yee cell formulation the electric fields calculated at points on the surface of a

PEC are always tangential to the surface. Thus by using the Yee cell in the FDTD

scheme, the boundary condition at the surface of a PEC can be satisfied by simply

setting Em = 0, they will remain rmriy zero throughout the iterations. In materials

finite conductivity, the update equation for the electric field component is

1 _ 0'Az:
E~=EH.__;i§_+ 1 1 Z“(VXH”5) ................ .Q1D1 + O'At:// I +  5'/' 28 / 28

when o >>1 in the above equation, E” 5 EH . In the FDTD iteration procedure,

once the boundary conditions on the tangential fields are satisfied, the boundary

conditions on the normal fields will be automatically valid. PEC boundaries are

used in the present investigation to model the finite ground plane and metallic

strip of the printed strip monopole antenna.

Dielectric interface boundary

While modelling the monopole printed on a dielectric substrate at the

interface between two media  and Dielectric) the discretization of Maxwell’s

equation become invalid. This is because in the difference equation only single

value for material constants (e and u ) are used, but in actual case there are two



separate values on either side of the interface (1-:1 , p..,of air and 8 2 [12 of the

dielectric). By applying the equivalent parameter approach introduced by Zhang

and Mei [ 36] the condition at the interface is approximated as

e&=fi%fi- .................................................... -Qu)
a detailed description of the Boundary condition applied for the truncation of the

computational domain is presented in the following section.

2.3.3.1 First order Mur’s ABC

Mur’s first order ABC is derived from differential equations. Differential

based ABC’s are generally obtained by factoring the wave equation and by

allowing a solution that permits only outgoing waves. Mur’s ABC was proposed

after the theoretical work by Enquist and Majda [37]. It provides satisfactory

absorption for a great variety of problems and is extremely simple to implement.

Mur’s first order ABC looks back one step in time and one cell into the space

location. For the structure considered in the thesis, the pulses on the radiating

monopoles will be normally incident to the outer boundary mesh walls and this

leads to simple approximate boundary condition that the tangential electric field at

the outer boundary obeys one dimensional wave equation in the direction normal

to the mesh wall. For the x nonnal wall the one dimensional wave equation can be

written as

a 1a~—-——-— E =0 .................................................. .. 2.14lm¢wl”“ ( )
by imposing above equation on a wave normally incident on planar surface,

absorbing condition for a I1OI'IT13.l incident wave with out reflection can be
obtained as
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95553 = 1?-553 Where x=Ax/2 t= (n+1/2) At ................. ..(2.15)6x C at ’
for updating of the electric field at

x== Ax/2,t = (n+1)At_

in finite-difference form it can be written as follows:

n+1/2 n+l/2 n+I n
E1_ 5E0 p:_1_ E1/2 5E1/2 ............. .. 2.16Ax c At ( )

In this form, the finite-difference approximation is accurate to the second

order in Ax and At. But the values at the half grid points and half time steps are

not available, and can be averaged as

n+ E n+1+E fl
Em "2 = "’ e2 ”‘ e .................................................. ..(2.17)

,, E "+E "
E m+l/2 = ’"*‘ 2 '"— .................................................. ..(2.1s)

The equations 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 yields a explicit finite difference equation

n+ pg CA: -AX n+ n
E0 I = El  l'“EO ) .................................................. ..

Where E0 represents the tangential electric field component on the mesh wall

and E, represents the tangential electric field component on node inside of the

mesh wall. Similar expressions are obtained for the other absorbing boundanes by

using the corresponding normal directions for each wall. But while implementing

the Mur’ s first order boundaiy conditions for truncated ground plane printed

monopole it should be noted that boundary walls are far enough from the

radiating monopole to ensure the normal incidence at the boundary walls. For the

oblique incidence case the wave will reflected from the boundary walls.
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2.3.3.2 Bergnefs PML ABC

Berenger’s perfectly matched layer  type of has been the most widely

accepted [38—39] and is set to revolutionize the FDTD method. In the perfectly

matched layer  truncation technique, an artificial layer of absorbing material

is placed around the outer boundary of the computational domain. The goal is to

ensure that a plane wave that is incident from FDTD free space to the PML region

at an arbitrary angle is completely absorbed there without reflection. This is the

same as saying that there is complete transmission of the incident plane wave at

the interface between free space and the PML region. Thus the computational

region and the PML region are said to be perfectly matched.

In the present investigation of printed monopole with tmncated ground plane

Mur’s first order ABC requires a large computational domain to ensure nonnal

incidence which increases the computational efforts and time. Hence FDTD

method with PNH. concept is implemented by introducing Electric Flux Density

(D) in discretized Maxwell’s equations as proposed by Sullivan [40].

Initially the implementation of PML concept in FDTD is described and

then discretized Maxwell’s equations are derived. The iterative FDTD algorithm

presented in this section does not use separate computer codes for PIVH. section,

but the generalized equation can be used for both normal media and PML by

suitably enabling or disabling some medium dependent parameters in the

equations.

Consider the following Maxwell’s equations,

5D l= ~VxH ........................................... .. (2.20)
at \/ 50/J0

D(c0) = 5 *r (c0)E(c0) .................................................. .. (2.21)
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Where e‘, (co) = 6, +  .................................................. .. (2.22)
Jwgo

5H 1
-—— = — ———-— VxE

at \/ 5 0 /Jo

Consider a transverse magnetic wave (TM) propagating in a medium. The E

and H field components ane Ez, I-Ix and Hy. Now the above equations are reduced to

5H

‘9D= = ,1 ( >’_aH*] ................................................ ..(2.23a)5t ,/50/.10 5x 5‘y

D(0)) = .9 *, (dJ)E((0) ............................................... ..(2.23b)

5H 1 6E
-—£ = —i——’ ............................................ ..(2.23¢)
5t , /gmuo 5y

5H,, 1 6E~ ’ ............................................... .. 2.236t ,/so/10 6x ( d)
If a wave is propagating in medium A and it impinges upon medium B, the

amount of reflection is dictated by the intrinsic impedances of the two media

1" = "£91 ................................................ ..(2.24)
77,4 +773

which are determined by the dielectric constant and permeability of the respective media

r; = ‘lg ................................................ ..(2.25)

Up to now, it is assumed that pl. is a constant, so when a propagating pulse travels

from 8 1 to 5 2, it sees a change in impedance and reflects a portion of the pulse.

However, if p. changed with e so that "remains a constant, rwould be zero and



no reflection will occur. This still doesn’t solve the problem, because the pulse will

continue propagating in the new medium. Hence the medium must be lossy so

that the pulse will die out before it hits the boundary. This is accomplished by

making both e and p. of Eq. (2.25) complex because the imaginary part represents

attenuation or loss.

by applying Fourier transfonn to the Equn. 2.23.a—2.23.d

_ 5H agx
j(t7Dz = C0[-536-ii -'  ................................................ ..(2.2621)

Dz(a)) = e *, (a))Ez ((0) ............................................. .. (2.26b)

_ 6E2
j0)Hx = -C0 -6; ............................................. .. (2.26C)

_ 6E2
_](0Hy ='— C0 -5; .............................................

It should be noted that 5 and 1.1. are eliminated from the spatial derivatives in

the above equations for the normalized units. Instead of putting them back to

implement the PML, we will add fictitious dielectric constants and permeabilities.. . 5H
j0)Dz£ Fz (x)8 F1 (y) == co ————y— - §—}-ii ............................................. .. (2.27a)6x 6y

Dz (co) = 5 *, (a))Ez(a)) ............................................. .. (2.27b)

]'dJHx,£l*Fx (x)/Jim (y) = —c0 -65% ............................................. .. (2.27c)

_ . . @122
j(t)Hy/I Fy(x)/1 Fy(y) ‘-= C0 -'6-x-* ............................................. ..(2.27d)

66



It is worth noting that the fictitious values added in the equations have nothing to

do with the real values of 5', (co) which specify the medium.

Sacks et al. [41] showed that there are two conditions to form a PML:

1. The impedance going from the background medium to the PML must be
COl'1St31'1t

170 =17", =1l£,—}?— =1 ................................................ ..(2.28)8 Fx

In the direction perpendicular to the boundary the relative dielectric constant and

relative permeability must be the inverse of those in the other directions

That is,. 18 Fx ='?_ ................................................
8 Fy

.. 1
/-I Fx =7” ................................................ ..Fy

Each of these is a complex quantity of the fonn

a D
8 Fm = 8;", +—(_)-l—”'— for m=x ory ................................................ ..(2.31)

15950. o'H
,U Fm = ,u,,.m +  for m=x ory ................................................ .. (2.32)

Jwiuo

The following selection of parameters satisfies Eq. 2.29 and 2.30

81:3,, = /‘Fm = 1 ............................................. ..

o'Dm o'Hm D=  =5’ 2 ............................................. ..(2.34)50 /Jo 50
Substituting these values in (2.28)



' ,, A1+0'(x)/jwe
170 =17," =1/5‘-,i = — - -- _ --9 =1 ...................................... ..(2.35)5 F; l+o'(x)/10150

If 0 increases gradually as it goes into the PML, (2.27.a -2.27.d) will cause Dz

and Hy to be attenuated.

The PML is first implemented in the X direction. Therefore, the x dependent

values of ail: and ;fFwill be retained.

, . 5H 6H
ja>D:z-I F: (x) = c0£~—a-ii -  ............................................. .. (2.36)

jG)Hx/1*Fx (x) = —c0 %€—’- ............................................. ..(2.37)

=. 5 
j(0Hy,u F, (x) = co  ............................................. .. (2.38)

6H

ja{1+ 9-_—Q—(—¥lJD: = c0[———1 —  ............................................. .. (2.39)]Q)80 fix 5y
~1_ 6E2

}(0{l +  Hx = —c0 ——— ............................................. .. (2.40)10180 5y
using the values of (2.33 and 2.34)

jcotl + 292-cl]Hy = co  ............................................. ..(2.41)16080 5x
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In the above equations the pemieability of I-Ix is the inverse of that of Hy.

Therefore the second requirement for the PML is fulfilled Now the above equations

have to be put into the FDTD formulation. Consider the left side of (2.36)

ja)(l it  = M + maJ (950 5 0
Moving to the time domain, and then taking the finite difference approximations,

Q + O-D <1") D E 1>,"*‘”<»',1>—D;"‘”(w> + cw") 9;'*"’(1;1>+1>,"“"’<i,1)dt so 2 At so 2
= D-n+l/2 U, J.) L 1+ 0'0 (UAI _ DI»-1/20., J.) L l_ (TD (1)5!' At 2&0 At 2:-:0

if this is substituted into Eq. (2.32) along with the spatial derivatives,

D;”‘”(»;1>=g»3<i>D;“‘”<i,1')+ (2 42)
gz2(i)0.5[Hy"(i+l/2,j)—Hy”(i——1/2,j)—Ht"(i,j +1/2)-Hy"(i,j-1/2)]. ' " '

the parameters  and gi3 are given by
1'2 ' =   ............................................. .. 2.43gt (1) 1+aD(i)Az/2&0 ( )

gi3(z') = 1- ”D(i)A‘ / 25° ............................................. ..(2.44)
1+ 0'D (z')At / 250

Similarly Hy can be formulated as,

1@g"*‘(z+1/1;) :jB(z'+1/2)Hy"(i+l/Zj)+ji2(i+l/2)0.5i£;"H/2(i+l,j)-l~L;"“/2(i,])l  (2.45)



where

f',2(i +1/2) = t_ a 1 _a ............................................. .. (2.46)
l+o'D(i+1/2)At/(260)

fi3(i +1/2) = 1' aD(i+1/2)At/08°) ............................................. ..(2.47)
1+crD(i+l/2)At/(250)

These parameters are calculated at i+1/ 2 positions due to the 1/3 cell position

of the H component. (2.32) can be written as,

_ 5E2 l 5E:
;a)Hx=—c0‘i _+"»<">_  l ............................................. ..(2.48)6)’ 80 ./(0 ay

The spatial derivative will be written as,

QEQ Z EzII+l’_.-2(i,j+1)_Ezn+l/’2(i’j‘) :_CuI’l_€6}) __ Ax _Ax_ ..................... .. .
implementing this into FDTD gives

Hxn+|(i, j +1/ 21.; Hxng, j +1/ 2) :_c0[—-czZ:__ e _o'D(x) Nicurl__e] ......... “ (2.50)£0 Axn=O

The extra At in front of the summation is the pan; of the approximation of the

time domain integral.

71+ , . N . - N At N fl+ . .
Hx l(z,]+l/2)=Hx (z,j+1/2)+-6-.-Z—x—curl_e+—A—:-é"19;"-2C—1—-IHI '/2(z,]+1/2)50

n . . A A n+.-’ . .
=Hx (z,}+1/2)+—€°—£curl_e+g‘3£—JQ——t-I,,x ”(1,,+1/2) ........... ..(2.s1)Ax 260
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(2.32) is implemented as the following series of equations:

+ , ............................................. .. (2.52)
curl_e =lEz" "’(i, j)-E,” "’(i, j +1)]

1,,,"*""(i, j + 1 / 2) =1H,"“"’(i, 1+1/2) + curl_e .................................. ..(2.53)

H;"'(z, j+1/2)=Hx”(i, j +1/2)+0.5curl__e+ jn(i)1,,,"*"’(z, j +1/2) ............ .. (2.54)

\V1th

fi1(z) = 50$ ............................................. .. (2.55)
260

In calculating the f and g parameters, it is not necessary to actually vary

conductivities. Instead, we calculate an auxiliary parameter,

Ax, = 9-’ ............................................. ..(2.56)
230

that increases as it goes into the PML. The f and g parameters are then calculated:

_ 3
xn(;)=0,333[_.._l__] i=1,2, . . . ..., length_pml ........................... ..(2.57)length _ pml

fil(i)=x"(i) ............................................ .. (2.58)

=  ............................................

gz'3(z')  ............................................ ..(2.60)
The factor 0.333 is found empirically to be the largest number that remained

stable. The cubic factor is also found empirically to be the most effective vaiiation.



The parameters vary in the following mannen

fi1(1) from 0 to 0.333

gi2(1) from 1 to 0.75

gi3(i) from 1 to 0.5

Throughout the main problem space, fi1 is zero, while gi2 and gi3 are 1.

Therefore, there is a transition from the main pan; of the program to the PML. The

above equations refer to the implementation of PML in x direction. Now the PML is

to be implemented in y direction. Therefore instead of (2.36) one can write

1-,, 1+5;-$12 1.,9;;l.L) D560 §§_t_§.Pli ............................................ ..(2.61a)0 0 ax 6}’jwe 1608
-1

jm[]+ ]  =¢o(-fig) ............................................_1cvz-:0 10150 6y
-1

j¢{1+  +  H, = <1, §-17? ................................................ .. (2.61¢)jC!)8O _](O8O 6x

Employing the same procedure in the previous section D, and H values becomes

n+1/2 . . . . n—I/2 . . Hy” i  i _Hyn  i
D, <1,/>=ga<og13o>1z ’(1)+g»2o>g12m0.il (jl ’) (' ’) l—Hx (i, j +1/ 2)+Hx"(i, j —1/ 2)

In Y direction, Hy will require an implementation similar to the one used

for Hx in the x direction.

curl_ e = [E,"*‘” (z + 1, j) - E,"*"’ (1, j)] ................................................. .. (2.62a)

1,,},"*‘”(z +1/2,1) = 1Hy"""*(z+1/2,j)+@ur1_@ ................................... ..(2.e2b)

H,"*‘(i+1/2,,-)= fi3(i+1/2)Hy"(i+1/2,j)—fi2(i+1/2)0.5curl_e+ (2 63a)
fi1(1)I,,,”*"’<i+1/2,1)
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Finally, I-Ix in the x direction becomes

curl_e = [EZM1/2(l.,}.) _Ezn+1/26,}. + 1)]

n+l/2 . . n-l/2Ifix (1,]+1/2)=IHx (i,j+l/2)+curl_e

H,"*' (1, 1+1/2)= fl3(_i+1/2)H," (1, 1+1/2)+ ,§zU+1/2)0.s¢ur1_e+_m(z)1H,'"‘-'2(1, 1+1/2)

The full set of parametexs associated with the PML are,

fi1(i)8cfj1(;) from O to 0.333
fi2(1), gi2(1), fj2(;) and gj2(1) from 1 to 0.75

fi3(1), gi3(1), fj3(j) and gj3(]) from 1 to 0.5

The PML can be tum off in the main part of the problem space by setting

fil and fjl to 0, and other parameters to 1.

The free space equations for D and H in three dimensions are,

aux 1 {@112 6Hv J (2 64 )=—”” __‘””' ................................................ .. . 8
61‘ ,/50,110 5y 62

60, 1 (0%! 6H 1M = 1 ~s*~-—s~’ ................................................ .. 2.64b5! ,/go/J0 52 5x ( )
602 1 (6% 011‘) (2 64 )H =_*” 1"‘ i “'1 1' ................................................ .. . C
at V 50/10 ax ay

QH; _ 1 (55), @122] (2 Md)at J  ® ¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢ In 0



6H

~ — 33 = e 1 FBE‘ — 6E‘) ................................................ ..(2.64e)6! ,/$0,110 6x 82

6H 1 6E 615,]I - — ................................................ ..(2.s4£)
5! ,/30,410 l 5y 6x

The development of the PML for three dimensions closely follows the two

dimensional version. The only difference is that we have to deal with three
directions instead of two.

For instance (2.61.a) becomes

J-a,{1+  +  +  ID: = COKFLQ _  ................... .. (2.65)_](D8 1080 10)!-:0 5x 5y

fw(1+ --°'* (X) I1 + -_-_aY (y) JD- = c0{1+ 3‘ (Z)I8H’ - 6H 0jws jcoeo " 16080 5x 5y

= cocurl _h + co -245-)-~_1—curl_h ................................................ .. (2.66)
so _](0

Let IDZ = ;;l—(;curl__h ................................................. ..(2.67)

Which is an integration when it goes to the time domain. Thus above Eq. becomes

-_= coficurl  J ..................................... ..(2.68)0 Oj we J08 _ Dz
The implementation of this into FDTD parallels that of the two dimensional

PML, except the night side contains the integration term IDZ. Following previous

procedure the equation can be written as
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curZ_h= H’(Hy2’j’k+1/2)_H’(H/2’j’k+U2- ....................................... .. (2.6%)
H‘,(i,j+l/2,k+1/2)+H"x(i,j-1/2,k+l/2)

1"D,(z, j,k+l/2) = 1"“'D=(z, ;,k+1/2)+¢w-z_h ................................... ..(2.69b)

D"*"%(i.1',k + 1/ 2) = gi3(@)g;3<1')1>"“’%(=',1'J< +1/2) ................................... .. (2.69c)
+ gi2(z')gj2(j)0.5(curl _ h + gk1(k)1"oz (i, j, k + 1 / 2))

\

\

The ID, is a three dimensional array that is dimensioned throughout the

problem space, but used only at two edges. The three dimensional implementation

will have a total of six such anays, which increases the computational burden. For

this reason, ID, will be broken up into small three-dimensional anays, defined at

the low values of k and one defined at the high values of k. Similarly equations for

Dx, Dy, I-Ix, Hy, Hz can be derived. In the iterative FDTD algorithm, values of D

are computed first and then E is computed as,

Ex =gax Dx

Ey=saY Dy

Ez=gaz Dz

Where gax=gay=gaz=1/(er+(o*‘dt/ e0)

This is a medium dependent parameter. In the case of PECs (Perfect Electric

Conductor), one can easily define it by making gax, gay and gaz as zero so that the

respective field components of E becomes zero, thus the boundary conditions for

PEC are automatically assigned in the computation. The components of H are

Computed from the computed E values.

For the analysis of pnnted monopole antenna presented in the thesis the

above mentioned PML based FDTD technique is implemented using MATLABTM

. This MATLAB based code can be used for extracting antenna characteristics



such as return loss, radiation pattem,  and efficiency. Detailed descriptions of

the classical methods used for extracting antenna characteristics are presented in

the Section 2.4 of this chapter.

2.3.4 Numerical dispersion and stability criteria

The numerical algorithm for Maxwell’s curl equation defined by finite difference

equation requires that time increment At have a specific bound relative to the lattice

dimensions Ax Ay and Az. This bound is necessary to avoid numerical instability, an

undesirable possibility of computed results to spuriously increase without the limit as

time  progresses. To ensure the computational stability it is necessary to

satisfy a relation between the space increment and time increment. To ensure the

stability of the time-stepping algorithm, At is chosen to satisfy the Courant-Friedn'chs—

Lewy  Stability criterion:

Arse .1 -c  :1... at  a ............................................. ..(2.7o)
V....,.,/1/Ax*+1/Ay*+1/M

Vmax is the maximum velocity of light in the computational volume. Typically

Vmax will be the velocity of light in free space unless the entire volume is filled with

dielectric. These equations will allow the approximate solution of E and H in the

volume of the computational domain or mesh. In the present investigation the

maximum time step is limited as 99.5% of the value given by the above equation.

The discretization of Maxwell’s equations in space and time causes the

variation of the phase constant of the propagating wave with frequency. For a

fixed cell size different frequency components of a wave propagate at slightly

different velocities. This phenomenon is referred to as numerical dispersion and is

inherently present in the FDTD algorithm Furthermore, velocity depends also on

the angle of propagation with respect to the coordinate axis. This is called

numerical anisotropy. For accurate and stable results, the grid dispersion error
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must be reduced to an acceptable level, which can be readily accomplished by

reducing the cell size, Accuracy of computation can be ensured by selecting the

grid size as 10 cells per wavelength (X/10) or less at the highest frequency. In the

analysis presented in the thesis the accuracy and stability are ensured by selecting

/1 .
Ax, Ay, A25 "1%0 .

2.3.5 Luebbers feed model for fast FDTD convergence

With the transient excitation in FDTD, impedance and scattering parameters

over a wide frequency band can be calculated. One difficulty with FDTD is that

for some applications, few thousands of time steps may be required for the

transient fields to decay. This difficulty is common in the case of circuits having

very high quality factor. One method to reduce the time steps required is to apply

signal processing methods to predict the voltages and currents at later times from

the results computed for early times. Instead of making FDTD calculations for the

full number of time steps required for transients to dissipate, one might make

actual FDTD calculations for some fraction of this total number of time steps, and

use these results to predict those for the later times [43].

Applying the various prediction methods adds additional cornplexityto the FDTD

calculation process. The prediction methods are complicated, and may require care and

skill by the use to obtain accurate results. Most of the methods descnbed require the use

to detennine the order of the prediction process, related to the number of terms of

Whatever expansion function is used to approximate the FDTD time signal A poor

choice for the order of the prediction model can result in larger precision emors.

Another simple approach is to include a source with internal resistance to

excite the problem. By employing source with intemal resistance which matches

with the characteristic impedance of the transmission line provided accurate results

While greatly reduces the number of time steps required for convergence.



2.3.5.1 Resistive source model

FDTD transient calculations are often excited by a hard voltage source,

whose intemal source resistance is zero ohms. These sources are very easy to

implement in an FDTD code. The electric field at the mesh edge where the source

is located is determined by some ftmction of time rather than by the FDTD

update equations. A common choice is a Gaussian pulse, but other functions may

also be used. The Gaussian pulse is significantly greater than zero amplitude for

only a very short fraction of the total computation time, especially for resonant

geometries such as many antennas and micro strip circuits.

Once the pulse amplitude drops the source voltage becomes essentially zero,

the source effectively becoming a short circuit. Thus, any reflections from the

antenna or circuit which return to the source are totally reflected. The only way the

energy introduced into the calculation space can be dissipated is though radiation

or by absorption by lossy media or lumped loads. For resonant structures, there

are frequencies for which this radiation or absorption process requires a relatively

long time to dissipate the excitation energy. Using a source with an intemal

resisiance to excite the FDTD calculation provides an additional loss mechanism

for the calculations.

RS +\/\/V_..__.._.._y N 7
Is+ t _( 1

Vs

Fig 2.5 FDTD source with source resistance



Consider that it is desired to excite an FDTD calculation with a voltage

source that conesponds to an electric field E in the z direction at a certain mesh

location i*Ax’j~*Ay’k*AZ , described using the usual Yee notation. The

corresponding equivalent circuit for a voltage source which includes an intemal

source resistance Rs is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 If the source resistance Rs is set to

zero then the usual FDTD electric field at the source location is simply given by

,, _ _ Vs( At
E‘ (‘*”~*’k*):Tii'Zl (271)

Vs is any function of time, often a Gaussian pulse.

However, with the source resistance included, the calculation of the source

field Es" (is ’ j‘ ’ ks) at each time step is complicated slightly. To determine the terminal
_..-\~ ti - . E "(i ' k)voltage V)/“of Fig. 2.4.and, thus, the FDTD electnc source field S "J" 5 , the

\_____,__, ..
current through the source must be determined. This can be done by Ampere’s

circuital law,  the line integral of the magnetic field around the electric field

source location. The current through the source is then given by

IS»-|/2 =(Hx»-1/2(z.S’jH’ks)_hL»-1/2(is’js, ks))Ax+

(HYH/2(i"j"k‘)_HYH/zfir"j"k~*))Ay ................................... .. (2.72)

so that by applying Ohm’s lawto the circuit of 2.4 the electric source field is given by

,, , , V At 1""”R
Es (;s,]s,ks)= .(n )+s _,-:_

AZ AZ ...................................................... ..(2.73)

if Rs=0, in this equation, then the usual hard-voltage source results. The value of

the intemal resistance does not appear to be critical. A reasonable choice for Rs is
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to use the value of the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. In the

thesis Rs is selected as SOQ.

2.3.5.2 Staircase transition for microstrip line feed

The microstrip excitation presented in the thesis is implemented by using

Luebbers [43] approach of stair cased FDTD mesh transition from electric field

sources location to the full width of the miC1'OStrip transmission line. Compared to

the “hard” voltage source excitation this approach provides accurate results with

reduced computational time. For implementing the stair cased transition in

microstrip line the substrate is discretized in order to incorporate more than one

Yee cell. A gap feed model can be obtained by applying the excitation field

between the microstrip line and the ground plane using a stair cased mesh

transition as shown in Fig2.6

_ Signal strip

|__--_--_ _____l

Ground plane Excitation field, Es
Fig 2.6 Stair cased feed model for microstrip line in FDTD

2.3.6 Excitation source modeling.

Proper excitation of the computational domain excites a field distribution

closely resembling that of the physical structure. On the other hand, improper

excitation leads to spurious solutions. For the antenna analysis in time-domain a

narrow pulse is usually used as the excitation pulse to extract the frequency

domain parameters in the entire frequency range of interest by Fourier transform
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of the transient results, The frequency band of interest decides the width of the

pulse. A narrow pulse ensures wide band performance. To avoid the unnecessary

noise appearing in the FDTD generated response, the excitation pulse and its

spectrum must have a smooth roll off and low side lobes.

A sine wave or a Gaussian pulse can be used as the input signal for the 3D

FDTD method. However, a  pulse plane wave is the most widely specified

incident field as it provides a smooth roll off in frequency content and is simple to

implement. In addition, the frequency spectrum of a Gaussian pulse is also Gaussian

and will therefore provide frequency domain i.l'1fOI1113IlOI1 from dc to the desired cut

off frequency by adjusting the pulse width. The Gaussian input is of the form

89) = e T ............................................. ..(2.74)

where to is the pulse delay and T relates to the Gaussian half width, which sets the

required cut off frequency. Writing in the discrete fonn,

_ *l‘¥°’l2
g(”A’) - Q ............................................. .. (2.75)

Where T = N At and to = 3T. Thus the pulse is sampled N times in a pulse half

widthT. The Gaussian pulse and its spectrum are shown in Figure 2.7. It is evident

from the figure that the pulse provides relatively high signal levels up to the desired

frequency. The parameter N can be changed to achieve sharper frequency roll off.

In the FDTD method, all functions are assumed to be causal. Therefore, to satisfy

the  condition of zero excitation at the zeroth time step, the time of origin of

the Gaussian pulse must be shifted by to (to >> 1). To ensure proper initial value

conditions a time delayed Gaussian pulse to =3 ’*‘T is employed in the thesis.



In order to simulate a voltage source excitation in a Microstrip fed structure,

a vertical electric field Es can be imposed in between the ground plane and the

microstrip line as shown in Fig 2.5. This electric field is defined using the

Equn.2.58 with the voltage source as Gaussian pulse.

_[§‘j§0T2

Vs = 6 ............................................. ..(2.76)
Time (I15)
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Tlme stepsla] (bl
Fig. 2.7 (a) Gaussian pulse lb) Gaussian spectrum

Gaussian pulse is usually used for the extracting the antenna characteristics

such as retum loss, impedance bandwidth, input impedance etc. Sinusoidal

excitation is usually used to extract the radiation characteristics at a particular

frequency of interest. A sinusoidal function of the following fonn is usually used

for extracting the near field data at a particular frequency.

E(r) = E0Sz'n(2Hft)

Where E0 determines the peak amplitude and ‘t=n*At’ is the current instant of

time.
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2.3.7 Flowchart of Yee algorithm

MATLAB based numerical code is developed for the parametric analysis of

the antenna. The Flow chart used for extracting the antenna reflection

characteristics are depicted in Fig.2.8

Set up the computational domain
0 Geometry and Material Description i
0 Estimate spatial and temporal increments Ax, Ay, A2 and At .0 Set time step : n =0 !, H , ,,_, ___, ____ ,_, _ , H l

Load the PML coefficients to switch between the PML region ;and problem space. l
Initialize all D, E and I-I components to zero i

n=n+1

Compute D component values }
Compute E field components from D field components ‘l
Excite the feed point with Gaussian pulse r
Compute the H field components over spatial grid inside the [computational domain i

\

:

i

l r

ik Maximum time
NO steps reached?

Yes

Post Process the transient field data to extract input impedance,
return loss etc.

End

Fig.2.B. The FDTD flow chart



2.4 Antenna characteristics using FDTD

FDTD algorithm performs the transient analysis of the antenna under

investigation. Fourier transform of the transient data gives the frequency domain

information over the fiequency range of interest. Current and voltage samples are

taken from the fixed points in the FDTD grid and Fast Fourier Transfonn

is used to compute the frequency domain information. Since for our analysis FFT

can provide results with god accuracy FFT is used instead of DFT. By suitably

post processing this infomiation the reflection characteristics can be extracted as

outlined in the section below.

2.4.1 Reflection characteristics
2.4.1.1 Return loss, Resonant frequency and 2:1 VSWR Band width

The voltage at the input port location is computed from the E, field components

at the feed point over the entire simulation time interval. The current at the feed point

is calculated from the H field values around the feed point using Ampere’s circuital

law. The input impedance of the antenna is computed from the Eqn 2.61

Zm(a>)= 1:? YT IQ]; ............................................. .. (2.77)

Where P is the suitable Zero padding used for taking FFT, V" = E: * Az and

I “'1 is given by equation 2.57.

Since microstrip line is modeled using Leubbefs staircase approach as

explained in section 2.3.5.1., the intemal impedance of source resistance Rs is

taken as the characteristic impedance (Z0) of microstrip line.

_ 0. . . . . Z .
Reflection coefficient 1S given as I'(0)) = —-'¥——Z— .................................. ..(2.7 8)

Zin + Z0

Return loss in dB, s,, = 20l0gm F(co) .............................................. .. (2.79)
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The return loss computed in the above process is processed for extracting the

fundamental resonant frequency and 2:1 VSWR bandwidth corresponding to the 

10dB retum loss.

2.4.2 Radiation characteristics

Theoretical analysis procedure for predicting the radiation characteristics

of the antenna usually employs formulating the theoretical model of the

antenna and applying different numerical approximations. But the main

problem with these approximations is that discrepancies may occur due to the

inaccurate modeling and approximations. Moreover, most of the modeling

techniques use modeling the current on the conducting surface to predict the

radiation characteristics. Even though the computational time is less, wide

band performance can not be achieved using these techniques, while using

FDTD transient calculations can be clone more efficiently for most of the

antenna geometries than by applying frequency domain methods. FDTD is

capable of computing transient far zone radiations of the antennas excited by

non sinusoidal sources using transient near to far field transformation [28].

Hence from one FDTD computation wide band gain and radiation
characteristics can be extracted. But using these transient near to far field

transformation computational effort is more if number of frequencies involved

is high. In applications requiring transient results in wideband frequency

domain the fully transient approach involving Fast Fourier Transform is more

desirable than applying a Discrete Fourier Transform in every time step. This

method utilizes computing the transient far field Electric and Magnetic vector

potentials on closed surface in the computational domain by running

surmnation at each time step [44]. Procedure employed in this thesis for

computing the radiation characteristics of the antenna is presented in the
following section.
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2.4.2.1 Principal plane radiation patterns.

To extract the radiation pattem at the resonant frequency a sinusoidal source

is used as the excitation source. Initially using the Gaussian pulse the resonant

frequency of the antenna is extracted and thus obtained resonant frequency f, is

used for FDTD run for pattem computation. The source voltage for pattem

computation is given by

V(nAt) = sin(2/;f,nAt)

A near field transformation surface layer is selected just above the printed

monopole layer as the transformation layer for field computations The surface S is

chosen to be in the near field of radiating monopole with proper dimensions to

ensure that tangential E field components are negligible outside this
Usually a rectangular surface as shown in Fig.2.9 is chosen for the easy

implementation of near to far field transformation algorithm

P(r.9.'+=)

Z

Computational_>domainX
‘ _
Transformation ylal surface lb)

Fig 2.9. Radiation pattern computation using FDTD.

la) Near field transformation surface

lb) Spatial point 0 in near field and far field point P.
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The tangential near field Electric and Magnetic Field vectors on this surface

are sampled and converted to equivalent surface currents.

J, = an >< HA ............................................. .. (2.80)

17, = EA >< an ............................................. .. (2.81)

Where En is the unit outward normal from the transformation surface

(Zia =2  The far field at any point outside this transformation surface is

computed from the electric and magnetic vector potential derived from the surface

current equivalence principle. The far field E field vectors tangential to the

direction of propagation is given by

6 1 5F
E0 = -/1?/is -  ............................................. ..

5A 1 5F
E‘ = -/1-67¢ +  .............................................

where A and F represents magnetic and electric vector potentials and 6 and cp

denotes the coordinates in the spherical coordinate system Suppressing the ej""

variation [4_4] the electric field in the free space can be written as

E(",9,¢) = ff"-T20-(F@.Ei¢ — F¢.Zi@) ............. ..(2.s4)

E6 and E, are derived by transforming into spherical coordinate system as

E6, = ja).r7o.(Fx.Sin (¢) — FyC0s (¢)) ............. ..(2.85)

E, = jw-no-CvS(9)(F,€vS-(¢) + F, .Sin(¢)) ............. ..(2.se)

Following assumptions are made for the near to far field transformation



I The antenna radiates into the z >0 and z <0 region from the aperture in

the z = 0 plane

' r is in the far field i.e ( r »(x'2 +y'2)“ ) 86 ko r>>1

I Transformation surface dimensions are proper so that tangential electric

fields are negligible outside the transformation aperture boundary.

Eqn 2.84 now becomes

E = j-eXP(- J/W”)/l/ll)‘  ........ .. (2.37)
Where

/, = flE.(x',y',0)* exp (jk (yusm (0)005 (¢)+ y'Sz'n (0)sm (¢)))*dx‘dy'

The E field components E.(x', y',0) can be computed by the technique proposed

by Zimmerman et.al [45] as

N

Em,-,,-=0, = (1 / N)ZE-('1) *@Xp(1'2fl-n / N) ..................... .. (2.88)
n"l

Where E(n) correspond to the corresponding tangential electric field

components E f and E J sampled at the point on the transformation surface point

Q(x’,}/,0) at the n‘h time step. N corresponding to time steps for one period of

sinusoidal excitation frequency. From the E6 and E, values obtained using the

above computation the E-plane and H-plane pattem can be derived. A complete

flow chart illustrating the radiation pattem computation algorithm is illustrated in

the Fig 2.10
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2.4.2.2 Antenna gain

For calculating the wide band gain, the input power fed to the antenna is

needed. The equivalent steady sate input power can be obtained at each frequency

from the complex Fourier transforms of source voltage and source current

(Equation 2.72).

Bn(a>)= RelVs(a>) *1j(w)] ............................................. ..(2.s9)

Far zone electric field in the desired direction can be obtained from the

equation 2.87, and then antenna gain in the 0, <p direction relative to an isotropic

antenna is given by

[E<@.@.¢>r 4
Gair{w,t9,¢) =  e s  e  where 770 is the impedance of the free space.

(M.

~73\no

2.4.2.3 Efficiency

Antenna efficiency is d€I6I'IT1lI1Cd from the input power and dissipated power.

Dissipated power can also be computed quiet simply [46].

:Bn_BiB
Efficiency P



‘ I Problem space setup
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0 Set up E and H fields in the domain
0 Define sinusoidal excitation corresponding to the resonant frequency
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_  Maximum time
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Yes

Perform near to far field transformation and compute the far field
components

Fig 2.10. Flow chart for radiation pattern computation
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2.5 Experimental analysis

This section outlines the fabrication method and basic facilities used for the

experimental investigation of the printed monopole antenna.

2.5.1. Antenna fabrication: photolithography technique

Printed antennas are usually fabricated on microwave substrate materials using

standard photolithographic techniques or chemical etching methods. Selection of proper

substrate material is the essential part in antenna design. The dielectric constant, loss

tangent, homogeneity, isotropicity and dimensional strength of the substrate all are of

importance. High loss tangent substrate adversely affects the efficiency of the antemra

especially at  frequencies. The selection of dielectric constant of the substrate

depends on the application of the antemra and the radiation characteristics

specifications. High Dielectric constant substrates causes surface wave excitation and

low bandwidth performance. After the proper selection of the substrate material a

computer aided design of the geometry is  made and a negative mask of the

geometry to be generated is printed on a butter paper. A double side copper cladded

substrate of suitable dimension is properly cleaned using acetone and dried in order to

avoid the discontinuity caused by the  Any disparity in the etched structure

will shift the resonant frequency from the predicted values, especially when the

operating frequency is very  A thin layer of negative photo resist material is coated

using spinning technique on copper surfaces and it is dried The mask is placed onto the

photo resist and exposed to UV light. After the proper UV exposure the layer of photo

resist material in the exposed portions hardens which is then immersed in developer

solution for few minutes. The hardened portions will not be washed out by the

developer. The board is then dipped in the dye solution in order to clearly view the

hardened photo resist portions on the copper coating. After developing phase the

unwanted copper portions are etched off using Fenic Chloride (FeC]3) solution to get

the required antenna geometry on the substrate. The etched board is rinsed in running



water to remove any etchant. FeC13 dissolves the copper pans except undemeath the

hardened photo resist layer after few minutes. The laminate is then cleaned carefully to

remove the hardened photo resist using acetone solution. The various steps involved in

the fabrication process is illustrated in Fig.2.11

Cleaned substrate with giegatiigz mask. ront s e .photo resist layer Back 51de

é
HUV exposure

Fig 2.11. Antenna fabrication process suing photolithography

2.5.2 Experimental setup.

An epigrammatic overview of the equipments and facilities used for

extracting the antenna reflection and radiation characteristics is presented in this

section with details of the measurement procedure.

2.5.2.1 HP 8510C Vector Network analyzer (VNA)

I-lP851OC is sophisticated equipment capable of  rapid and accurate

measurements in frequency and time domain [47].The NWA can measure the

magnitude and phase of the S parameters. 32 bit microcontroller MC68000 based

system can measure two port network parameters such as S1,, S12 , S22 ,S21 and it’s built

in signal processor analyses the transmit and receive data and displays the results in

many plot fomaats. The NWA consists of source, S parameter test set, signal

processor and display unit. The synthesized sweep generator HP 83651B uses an open



loop YIG tuned element to generate the RF stimulus. It can synthesize frequencies

from 10 MHZ to 50 GHz. The frequencies can be set in step mode or ramp mode

depending on the required measurement accuracy. The antemra under test is

connected to the two port S parameter test set unit, I-IP8514B and incident and

reflected wave at the port are then down converted to an intermediate frequency of

ZOMHZ and fed to the detector. These signals are suitably processed to display the

magnitude and phase infonnation in the required format. These constituent modules

are interconnected through HPIB system bus. An in-house developed MATLAB

based data acquisition system coordinates the measurements and saves the data in the

text fonmt. Schematic  of I-IP851OC NWA and setup for reflection
characteristic measurement is shown in Fig.2.12. HP 8510C NWA is  used for

the antemra radiation pattem measurements.

b 1-re 23651 BHPIB bus i stem us SYNTHESISED
SWEEPER

CID
CID

,2 CIDCID
CJCJCJ@@@ D @@@  V IIPIB bus~~ --. . .. -. -»

‘L’-:'1:=.; ;>!-=..r," <r»_~= ~ - .--r r-. ‘ /-— ‘-"‘A‘ ii-A"l’z.*'L"i

HP 851023
IF DETECTOR

I-IP8514B Sparameter test _. .
3

. I
Fig.2.12 Experimental setup for antenna characterization



2.5.2.2 E8362B programmable Network Analyzer (PNA)

The Agilent E8362B Vector Network Analyzer is a member of the PNA

Series Network Analyzer platform and provides the combination of speed and

precision for high frequency measurements. The operation range is from 10 MHZ

to 20 GHZ. For antenna measurements it provides exceptional results with more

points and faster measurement speed. It has 16,001 points per channel with < 26

usec/ point measurement speed and 32 independent measurement channels.

Windows operating system and user interface mouse makes measurement

procedure much easier. Embedded help system with full manual, extensive

measurement tutorials, and complete programming guide helps to cany out

accmate measurement of antenna characteristics promptly. This instrument is used

for reflection studies in this Thesis.

2.5.2.3 Automated tum table assembly for far field measurement

The tum table assembly kept at distance greater than 2 * DZ consists of a

stepper motor driven rotating platfonn for mounting the Antenna under Test

(AUT). An indigenously developed microcontroller based antenna positioner STIC

310C is used for radiation pattem measurement. The AUT is used as the receiver

and a standard wideband ridged hom (1-18GHz) is used as transmitting antemra

for radiation pattem measurements. The main lobe tracking for gain measurement

and radiation pattem measurement is done using this setup. Antema positioner is( I
interfaced to the computer and with the in-house developed software Cram Sqfi

automatic measurements can be carried out.

2.5.2.4 Crema Soft: Automated antenna measurement

The user friendly software CremzSq§ is built in MATLBW environment. The

powerful instrument control toolbox of the package is used for communicating

with the stepper motor control and Network Analyzer using the GPIB interface.



This automated software can be used for calibration, antemia measurements and

material characterization of the substrate used for the antemia design.

Measurement of Antenna characteris tics

The experimental procedures followed to determine the antenna characteristics

are discussed in the following sections. Power is fed to the antemia from the S

parameter test set of antenna through different cables and connectors. The connectors

and cables will have its losses associated at higher microwave bands. Hence the

instrument should be calibrated with known standards of open, short and matched

loads to get accurate scattering parameters. There are many calibration procedures

available in the network analyzer. Single port, full two port and TRL calibration

methods are usually used. The two port passive or active device scattering parameters

can be accurately measured using TRL calibration method. Retum loss, VSWR and

input impedance can be characterized using single port calibration method.

Return loss and 2:1 VS WR bandwidth

The return loss characteristic of the antenna is obtained by connecting the

antenna to any one of the network analyzer port and operating the VNA in s11/s22

mode. The calibration of the port is done for the frequency range of interest using

the standard open, short and matched load. The calibrated instrument including

the port cable is now connected to the device under test. The frequency vs

reflection parameter (su/$22) values is then stored on a computer using the ‘Crema

Soft’ automation software.

The frequency conesponding to return loss minimum is talmn as resonant

frequency of the antenna. The range of frequencies for which the return loss value is

With in the -1OdB points is usually treated as the bandwidth of the antenna. The antemia

bandwidth is usuallyexpressed as percentage of bandwidth, which is defined as

%Bandwz'dth= a bandwidth *100
centrefrequency



Far field radiation pattem

The measurement of far field radiation pattem is conducted in an aneCh0iC

chamber or using the time gating facility of Vector Network Analyzer I-IP8510C to

ensure a reflection free environment. The AUT is placed in the quite zone of the

chamber on a turn table and connected to one port of the network analyzer. A

wideband horn is used as a transmitter and comrected to the other port of the

network analyzer. The tum table is controlled by a STIC positioner controller. The

automated radiation pattem measurement process is coordinated by the ‘Cram

SqfZ’software in the remote computer.

In order to measure the radiation pattem, the network analyzer is kept in

S21/S12 mode with the frequency range within the -1OdB retum loss bandwidth.

The number of frequency points are set according to the convenience. The start

angle, stop angle and step angle of the motor is also configured in the ‘Cram Sqfi’.

The antenna positioner is boresighted manually. Now the THRU calibration is

performed for the frequency band specified and saved in the CAL set. Suitable

gate parameters are provided in the time domain to avoid spurious radiations if

any. The Cram S gfi will automatically perfonn the radiation pattem measurement

and store it as a text file

Antenna Gain

The gain of the antenna under test is measured using the gain Transfer

method [48-49]. The experimental setup is similar to the radiation pattern

measurement setup. A standard antenna is placed in the antenna positioner and

boresighted. TI-IRU calibration is made for the frequency range of interest.

Standard antenna is then replaced by the AUT and the change in S21 is noted. Note

that the AUT should be aligned so that the gain in the main beam direction is

measured. This is the relative gain of the antenna with respect to the reference



antenna. The absolute  of the antenna is obtained by adding this relative
to the original gain of the standard antenna, provided by the manufacturer.

Antenna E jficiency

Efficiency of the antenna is measured using the Wheeler cap method [5O—

51].The method involves making only two input impedance measurement of

antenna under test: one with conducting cap enclosing the antenna and one

without. For the Wheeler cap, a conducting cylindrical box is used whose radius is

radiansphere of the antenna and to completely enclose the test antenna. Input

impedance of the test antenna is measured with and without the cap using E8362B

PNA. Since the test antenna behaves like a series resonant RLC circuit near

resonance the efficiency is calculated by the following expression:

R — R. _ no _ cap cap
Efliczency, 77 ~ e e

Rno _ cap

2.6 Simulation studies
2.6.1 IE3D Electromagnetic software

IE3D is a full-wave, method-of-moments (MOM) based EM tool [52 ]. IE3D

'5 a highly accurate, efficient and highly flexible full—wave EM engine. The MS

Windows based object- oriented GUI allows interactive construction of 3D and

multilayer metallic structures as a set of polygons. Numerous editing capabilities

are implemented to ease the constiuction and manipulation of these polygons.

IE3D solves Maxwell's equations in integral form and its solutions include the

wave effects, discontinuity effects, coupling effects, and radiation effects. The

simulation results include S-, Y-, Z-parameters, VSWR, RLGequivalent circuits,

Current distribution, near field, radiation pattems, directivity, efficiency, and

R(B.IE3D is an extremely powerful tool in the design of monolithic microwave

integrated circuits (MMIC), RF integrated circuits (RFIC), RF PCB, microstrip

antennas, wire antennas, RFID antennas and other RF antennas. CURVIEW is the
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Post processor for display and animation of current distribution and field

distribution. CURVIEW also provides complete information on the directivity,

return loss, efficiency, axial ratio, 3 dB beam width, and RCS. Most of the field

solvers model grotmd and substrate as infinite while solving circuit and antenna

problems. In antenna design for wireless communication and handheld application

the infinite ground plane is not practical. IE3D is able to model structures with

finite ground plane. MGRID is the layout editor for construction of geometry and

defining the material parameter such as substrate thickness, dielectric constant, and

metallic properties of the antenna structure. The simulation setup window can be

used to specify the frequency range of interest and accuracy of the results. The

simulation results are available in MODUA window available with IE3D.

2.6.2 HFSS: 3D Electromagnetic simulator

HFSS (High frequency Structure Simulator) is a 3D electromagnetic field

simulator based on Finite Element Method for modelling arbitrary volumetric

structures [53]. It integrates simulation, modelling, visualization and automation in

an easy to learn enviromnent. With adaptive meshing and brilliant graphics the

HFSS gives an unparalleled performance and complete insight to the actual

radiation phenomenon in the antemia. With HFSS one can extract the parameters

such as S, Y, and Z, visualize 3D electromagnetic fields (near- and far-field), and

optimize design perfonnance. An important and useful feature of this simulation

engine is the availability of different kinds of port schemes. It provides lumped

port, wave port, incident wave scheme etc. The accurate simulation of coplanar

waveguides and microstrip lines can be done using wave port. The parametric set

up available with HFSS is highly suitable for Antenna engineer to optimize the

desired dimensions. The first step in simulating a system in HFSS is to define the

geometry of the system by giving the material properties and boundaries for 3D or

2D elements available in HFSS window. The suitable port excitation scheme is

then given. A radiation boundary filled with air is then defined surrounding the
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structure to be Silnulated, Now, the simulation engine can be invoked by ' the. . 9* ;
proper frequency of operations and the number of frequency points. Fina _ n.rt_ET‘°/

simulation results such as scattering parameters, current distributions and far field

radiation pattem can be displayed. The vector as well as scalar representation of E,

1-1,] values of the device under simulation gives a good insight in to the antennaunder analysis. T
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

OF PRINTED STRIP MDNOPOLE ANTENNA
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Experimental results derived from investigations on the truncated ground

plane dimensions of printed strip monopole antenna are presented in this chapter.

FDTD based numerical computation is perfonned to predict the effect of ground

plane truncation on the impedance and radiation characteristics of the printed strip

monopole antenna. The predicted results are experimentally verified by fabricating

and testing different printed monopole antennas. This chapter highlights the step

by step procedure to derive a broadband printed monopole antenna from a sirnple

printed strip monopole antenna.

The chapter begins with the description of resonance and radiation

characteristics of printed strip monopole antenna on an infinite ground plane. It is

followed by a detailed study of the ground plane truncation effects on antenna

characteristics. The truncation of ground plane is effectively utilized to design a

wide band printed strip monopole antenna. The detailed parametric analysis of

wide band printed monopole is enabled to derive simple design equation for wide

band perfomiance. Experimental and theoretical analysis of compact monopole

antenna derived from parametric analysis of a wide and printed monopole is

presented for application in modem wireless communication systems. The chapter

concludes with some of the typical strip monopole antenna designs along with its

radiation characteristics suitable for wireless communication gadgets.
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3.1 Introduction

The Monopole antenna is attractive for modern communication systems

due to its simple structure, broad bandwidth and nearly onmidirectional

radiation characteristics. The monopoles are usually placed vertical to the

ground plane which increases the system complexity, size and volume. These

types of antennas may create constraints to the performance of the system and

uneasiness to the user. Printed monopoles on the other hand, are conformal

for modular design and can be fabricated along with the printed circuit board

of the system, which make the design simpler and fabrication easier. Usually in

the printed monopole designs ground plane is printed on the same substrate

parallel to the radiator either on the same side of radiator or at the opposite

side. These has made antenna low in profile and low in volume along with

added advantage of easy to fabricate and integrate in the system circuit board

of communication device. The limited space of circuit board will impose

another constraint on the size of the ground plane. It is found that the size of

the ground plane, adversely affect the antenna performance considerably. Thus

the ground plane, an inevitable part of the mobile gadget and its effect on

antenna performance are the important issues that have to be addressed in the

present scenario. The exhaustive explorations of the ground plane effects have

resulted an interesting inference that the bandwidth of a conventional printed

strip quarter wave monopole can be broadened more than 60% by prudently

truncating the ground plane width. These inferences can be put forward as a

solution to the everlasting problem that the radiation characteristic of

monopole degrades when ground plane sizes are limited.

In other words, the length of the ground plane can be reduced to many

folds by properly selecting its width. Thus compact monopole antennas can be

designed on truncated ground planes with the additional advantage of broad
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band behaviour without loosing its omni— directional radiation properties. This

intervening property is elaborately discussed in this chapter. The FDTD

algorithm is used to predict the antenna input impedance characteristics and

field distributions. These results can provide more insight to the problem.

Exhaustive parametric analysis were carried out to optimize the ground plane

truncation. From the parametric studies an optimum ground plane dimension

to fix the resonance at desired frequency is derived. Using the optimum ground

plane a compact strip monopole antenna is designed and experimentally

characterized. A wide band printed strip monopole is thus derived can find

application in laptop computers, PDA’s WLAN and WMAX bands. The

design equations are confirmed by extending the designs to meet requirements

of modern wireless gadgets. These designs confirm that printed monopole

antenna is highly suitable in wireless gadgets where the size of the antenna is

the major concern.

3.2 Microstrip fed printed strip monopole antenna

A microstiip fed printed monopole and the ground truncation effects on

the antenna characteristics is the main theme of the present chapter. A strip of

length Lm and width Wm is printed on a low loss substrate of dielectric constant

er and height h. The length of the antenna is selected as 7t/ 4 of the design

frequency. For the present analysis the width of the radiating monopole is

selected as the width of 50 Q rnicrostrip line. A rectangular ground plane of

dimensions Wg x Lg is printed on the other side of the substrate parallel and

Symmetric to the strip. This antenna is simulated using FDTD code
implemented in MATLABTM. The built in FFT function of the MATLAB is

used to extract the frequency domain characteristics. The entire computational

domain is divided into Yee cells of dimensions Ax=Ay=Az=0.5mm which

ensures the minimum discretization error. Maximum frequency of operation is



selected as 7GHz so that spatial discretization is less than X/20 of the

maximum frequency of operation. The substrate is discretized as 3 cells in the

Z direction and 10 air cells were assigned on each side of the substrate

periphery to ensure the practical condition of surrounding air. The layer of cell

just above the printed strip monopole and undemeath the ground plane is

assigned with effective dielectric constant value to ensure the air dielectric

interface. 10 cells are assigned surrounding the antenna to truncate the problem

space with PML ABC which ensures the complete absorption of any incident

wave at the truncation boundary. Microstrip feed is modeled using Leubber’s

technique as outlined in Section 2.3.5.2. The input Gaussian pulse facilitates to

extract the wideband characteristics of the printed strip monopole antenna.

From the near field data far field radiation pattem and gain of the antenna are

computed as outlined in Section 2.4.2. Sinusoidal excitation is used to extract

the field components at the resonant frequency. The following sections

describe the experimental and theoretical observations in detail. The geometry

of the proposed microstrip fed printed strip monopole and the layout of the

computational domain is depicted in Fig.3.1. For the initial experimental

investigations the strip monopole is printed on FR4 substrate of e, =4.4 and

height h=1.6mm.
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Fig 3.1 (a) Top view of the geometry of the proposed antenna
(b) Side of the geometry
(c) The layout of the computational domain

3.3 Resonance and radiation in microsttip fed printed strip monopole

In conventional wire monopole antennas fed by a transmission line, the effective

terminal impedance depends not only on the length and diameter of the wire but also



up on the dimensions of the ground plane. Similarly in primed 51;;-ip monopole

antenna excited by microstrip feed line the critical parameters which affect the

radiation and resonance conditions are the length of monopole element, width to

length ratio of the element, dimensions of the ground plane etc. The actual resonance

and radiation phenomenon of the antenna can be easily explained by modelling the

8.I1t€l'1l'13. using FDTD method. A quarter wave length strip is printed on FR4

substrate of dielectric constant er =4.4 and height h=1.6mm. A SOQ characteristic

impedance line of width 3mm with ground plane dimensions Wgx Lg is used to excite

the strip monopole. For the initial investigations the dimensions of the ground plane is

varied from several wavelengths (57td x Skd mm’) to fraction of wavelengths (O.57td

xO.5kd mm’), Where id = -f_;— large ground plane dimensions ensures an infinite

ground plane transitions for the quarter wavelength monopole. The length of the

monopole, Lm =025kd{, =20mm at 2.4 GHz where /lefl = i. andeefi. = 5::-1 ., /zrefl 2
3.3.1 Resonance phenomenon

The resonance phenomenon in the printed strip monopole is akin to the

conventional near -resonant (approximately quarter wavelength) wire

monopole antennas. The input impedance of the monopole depends on the

length of the monopole and ground plane dimensions. The resonance can be

explained on the basis of sinusoidal current variation along the strip monopole

above finite or infinite ground plane. When the strip monopole is excited by

microstrip line with finite ground plane the ground plane underneath the

microstrip line operates in the propagating mode without any field
deterioration. The variation of resonant frequency with ground plane

parameters obtained from FDTD computation is presented in Table 3.1.



Table 3.1 Resonance |:|13|'g|;[3|1i[;$ of printed strip monopole on various ground plane dimensions.
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From the Table 3.1 it is found that the resonant frequency is independent of

ground plane dimensions if the ground plane parameters are greater than 2.5>»dx 2. Skd

Hence this condition ensures the infinite ground condition. When the width and

length of ground plane is greater than 2.5161) the ground plane is considered as

infinite and there is tendency of an additional resonance near the‘-fundamental

resonance. But the additional resonant mode gets excited when the ground plane

width is greater than 1.0 kd and length is greater than 0.5 Ad. But when the ground

plane length is less than 0.5 Ad the impedance matching for the additional

resonance is poor. So for the present study a finite ground plane width of 0.5 Ad

and infinite ground plane width of 2 ldare selected so as to optimize the ground plane

width for maximum bandwidth performance.

The simulated surface current distribution of a typical monopole antenna above

a finite ground plane is shown in Fig. 3.2. The length of the strip monopole is Ad / 4

and width Wm is 3mm. From the figure it is very clear that there is quarter

Wavelength variation of field along the strip.
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Fig 3.2 Simulated surface current distribution of finite ground plane printed monopole antenna.

Wq =U.5Xdmm Lg -0.5>~d mm,Lm - 20mm,Wm-3mm, er -4.4,h= 1.6mm

(a) Current distribution on the ground plane.
(b) Surface current distribution on the strip.

From the surface current distnbution it can be infen"ed that the surface

current at the tip of the monopole is minimum. Maximum surface current is

observed near the ground truncation. The simulated current distributions confirm

that antenna is resonant with quarter wavelength current variation along the strip.

But there is no current variation on the finite ground plane at the resonant

frequency. But it can be observed that at the edges along the width of the ground
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plane there is feeble ¢m-rent which varies with the dimensions of the ground plane.

Hence it can be concluded that the ground plane transition from infinite to finite

can tailor the resonance and radiation characteristics of the strip monopole.

Variation of input impedance characteristics on €lI1t6I‘1I13 resonance characteristics

can easily explained with quarter wavelength monopole with infinite and finite

ground plane dimensions. FDTD computed input impedance characteristics of the

printed strip monopole are depicted in Fig.3 .3.

At resonance the reactive part of the input impedance vanishes and the

system becomes purely resistive. But on either sides of the resonant frequency the

reactive part becomes either inductive or capacitive- so
@ m_ ..
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Fig 3.3 Input impedance characteristics of the printed strip monopole antenna

(a) finite ground plane W, -45 nun, L, -45|TIT|,l.n1 - 2Un'm, Wm - 3mn, er -4.4,h-1.6|m1

(b) Infinite ground plane W, -150nm, L, -45|TIT|,Lm - 20nm, Wm -3nm, er -4.4,h-1.6nm

From the input impedance characteristics it can be infened that at resonance the

input impedance is purely resistive and both the sides of the resonant frequency the

impedance becomes either inductive or capacitive. Computed retum loss

characteristics of the antenna presented in  3.4 gives a clear insight of the above

mentioned inferences. For a finite ground monopole the resonance occurs around
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2.8GHz where the input impedance is approxirmtely SOQ and at the lower end of

resonant frequency the impedance is inductive while at the upper edge the reactance

becomes capacitive. But when the ground plane dimensions is  the impedance

characteristics reveals that there is a tendency of an additional resonance at 3.1GHz

near the fundamental mode. In this case the antenna is resonating at 2.3GHz, which is

lower than the finite ground plane. The important conjecture arrived from the above

investigation is that by properly optimizing the ground plane a new resonant mode

can be generated near the fundamental resonant frequency of the monopole. These

studies also reveals that the resonant frequency is altered due to the transition of the

ground plane dimensions btm the variation is negligible.
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15Ox45mm' ground plane25 '1 r r r1 2 3 4 5

Frequency,GHz

Fig 3.4 Return loss characteristics of the microstrip fed printed strip monopole antenna.
Lrn -20rnm, Wm -Smn, er -4.4,h-1.6mm

3.3.2 Radiation characteristics

Computed radiation characteristics using FDTD for the strip monopole with

and finite ground plane dimensions are shown in Fig.3.5. Computed radiation

characteristics reveal that the radiation from printed strip monopole is analogous to

the typical monopole mode with a null along X direction when the monopole is

placed along XY plane as shown in  3.5. For both the cases antemia is linearly
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polarized along Y direction. For truncated  ground plane the H plane radiation

pattcms shows four nulls along 0° , 90° ,18O° , 270°. It is very interesting to note that

for finite ground plane the pattem is almost omnidirectional with low cross

polarization. This is because for finite ground plane dimensions the vertical monopole

is strongly radiating at the resonant frequency where as the ground plane cunents has

negligible effect on the radiation characteristics. But when the  grotmd plane is

truncated the ground plane edge cunents distorts the image and the radiation

characteristics varies considerably. Moreover, horizontal edge cunents along the

ground plane width affects the cross polarization level.
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Fig 3.5 Computed radiation patterns at the resonant frequency
(a) Infinite ground plane W, -150mm, L, -45mm,Lm -20, Wm -3mm, er -4.4,h- 1.6mm
tb) finite around plane Wu -45mm Lt -45mmL~. - 20mm, Wm = 3mm, er -4.4,h-1.6mm



3.3.2.1 3D Radiation patterns

3D radiation pattem is computed using simulation software Ansoft HFSS.

Simulated radiation pattems are similar to the FDTD computed radiation

characteristics. For a finite ground plane the 3D radiation pattem is doughnut

shaped similar to the dipole pattem. But for infinite ground plane the pattem

shows feeble nulls in the bore sight direction hence the pattem is some what

distorted in the H plane loosing its omni directionality. Fig 3.6 clearly depicts the

variation of the pattem with grotmd plane transitions.
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Fig 3.6 Simulated 3D radiation pattern of the printed strip monopole

la) Infinite ground plane Wu -150mm, Lg -45mm,Lm -20mm, Wm -3mm, 2|’ =-4.4,h -1.6mm

lb) finite ground plane W, -45mm Lg -45mm,Lm =-20mm, Wm -3mm, er =4.4,h -1.6n~m
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3.3.2.2 Gain and efficiency

Gain of the antenna is measured using  transfer method. Measured  of

the aI‘lt6I1I'13fO1‘finitg ground plane is 2.65dBi where as for  ground plane the

gain is 3.4dBi. For  ground plane the  enhancement is observed due to the

increased  This can be clearly observed from the 3D radiation pattems. The

efficiency of the antenna is 86.4% for finite ground plane printed  monopole

where as efficiency is 79% for  ground plane case. A slight degradation of

efficiency is observed for the large ground plane is due to the increased ohmic losses

in the ground plane. The computed efficiency is 84% for finite ground printed strip

monopole antenna where as the efficiency is 76.5% for  ground condition.

The radiation and resonance characteristics of the printed monopole antenna

on different ground plane dimensions are summarized in Table 3.2

Table 3.2 Resonance charectartics of printed strip monopole on
various ground plane dimensions

Characteristics Infinite ground plane
W; =150mm Lg =45 mm

Finite ground plane W;
=45mm Lg =45 mm

l Resonant frequency 2.2GHz , 3.1GHz

(Two distinct resonant modes)

2.8Z5GHZ

(single resonance)

Band width l 30%, 20% 19%

Radiation pattern

‘L

r I

|
1

H plane : Omni directional with
nulls along 0° , 90° ,180° , 270°

E plane: Figure of eight

H plane : Omni directional
with nulls along 0° 180°

E plane: of eight
HPBW E plane : 90°

H plane: 60°

E plane : 90°

H plane:360°

Cross polar level
along bore-sight
direction‘

T

H plane: 5dB

E plane: 30d.B

H plane: 30dB

E plane: 30dB

Gam 3.4dBi 2.65dBi
r Efficiency 79% 86%
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The important conclusions of this  analysis can be summarized as

I The ground plane dimensions of the feed line of a microstrip excited

printed monopole plays a crucial role in the resonance and radiation

characteristics of the printed monopole antenna.

I The ground plane truncation can be effectively utilized to control the

impedance bandwidth of the antenna.

I The ground plane can be properly tailored to generate an additional

resonance near the fundamental mode which can be effectively used to

broaden the bandwidth of the printed strip monopole.

I Radiation characteristics of a monopole with truncated ground plane are

similar to a half wavelength dipole.

I In practical applications where the antenna and feed system shares a

common ground plane, these effects can be effectively utilized to design

antennas that can be integrated with in the limited space of the electronic

gadgets without compromising the antenna reflection and radiation
characteristics.

These inferences initiated for optimization of the ground plane for rmximum

bandwidth performance. After exhaustive numerical and experimental analysis a broad

band width of 60% is achieved by properly optimizing the ground plane dimensions.

The optimum ground plane dimensions required to fix the resonance at a

frequency is also derived from the numerical analysis. The detailed discussions of the

tnmcated ground plane effects are presented in the following sections.

3.3.3 Truncated Ground plane effects on antenna characteristics

The  investigation on the ground plane truncation reveals that by judiciously

tnmcating the ground plane a second resonant mode can be excited near the

fundamental resonant frequency. This resonant mode can be merged with the



fundamental mQnQpQ]¢ mgde to yield wide band perfonmnce. To ensure the identical

radiation characteristics in the entire band the ground plane dimensions should be

selected in such a way that the edge currents on the ground plane do no alter the

radiation characteristics. The Investigations on the ground plane optimization for

maximmn bandwidth performance is elaborately presented in the next section.

3.3.3.1 Effect of ground plane width Wg

The investigations on the printed strip monopole presented in the last section

reveals that there is a possibility of an additional resonance when the ground plane

is altered. Hence for the present investigation the ground plane length is selected

approximately as half wave length. The ground plane width is varied from infinite

to finite dimensions. Effect of ground plane dimensions on antenna characteristics

are illustrated in the following sections

Reflection characteristics

The ground plane width  is varied from 20 mm to 150 mm. The
computed retum loss characteristics are shown in Fig.3.7. From the reflection

characteristics it is evident that when the width of the ground plane is varied there

is a tendency for another resonance near the first fundamental mode. When the

grotmd plane width is of the order of O.5kd, the antenna is resonating at 2.925GHz

with bandwidth of 22%. When the ground plane width exceeds 1.0kd the frequency

is lowered and an additional resonance at 3.2GHz is observed. But the impedance

matching is poor in this case. Further optimization of Wg the fundamental

resonance and additional resonance merge together and bandwidth is increased to

60%. But the width of the ground plane is a decisive parameter for the impedance

matching of the antemra. When the ground plane length is approximately half

wavelength then WE/2 should be approximately half wavelength to provide better

impedance matching at the fundamental resonant mode. Thus by properly

optimizing the structural parameters the additional mode excited in the structure



can be merged with the fundamental mode to get a wide band performance. But

the interesting inference obtained during these studies is that even though the

second mode is not at all the second harmonic of the monopole mode the

radiation characteristics of this mode are similar to the fundamental monopole

mode. Hence properly tnmcating the ground plane width band widening can be

achieved. Variation of resonant frequency and bandwidth of the antenna for

different ground plane widths are presented in Fig3.8 (a) and  respectively.

From the figure it is evident that when the ground plane width is approximately

half wavelength there is no considerable change in the first fundamental mode.

But when the width increases beyond full wavelength then due to the presence of

additional mode the centre frequency of the operating band is shifted. At the

optimum ground plane width centre frequency of the antenna system is due to the

merging of the grotmd plane resonant mode and monopole mode. A maximum

band width of 60% can be achieved by proper truncation of the ground plane.

Computed FDTD results are verified by simulation and experiment and good

agreement is observed. Computed maximum bandwidth is 58% while the

experimental bandwidth is 60%.
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Fig 3.7 Computed return loss characteristics of the printed strip monopole antenna for Wq
variation. Lg -45mm,Lm -20mm, Wm -3mm, er -4.4,h-= 1.6mm
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Radiation cbaracteris tics

The radiation characteristics of the wide band printed strip monopole can

be explained from the simulated current distribution excited on the antenna
structure.

In the present design a wide band width is obtained with the merging of

two resonant modes. The first dip in the resonance is due to the monopole

mode. From the surface current distribution in Fig.3.9 it is clearly evident that

monopole .is strongly radiating at this frequency and the ground plane has

negligible effect on the radiation. At the fundamental resonance the electric

field is polarized along Y direction. From the surface current distribution, it

can be observed that the feeble current existing on either sides of the feed are

equal and out of phase. This strongly indicates that there is negligible radiation

from the ground plane and monopole alone is radiating at this frequency.

Hence the radiation pattem at this frequency is typical omni directional in the

H plane and figure of eight in the E plane. Since the contribution from the
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ground plane is virtually small, the radiation from the monopole is along the y

direction (along the length of the monopole)

Jsurf[AIl]

Fig 3.9 Simulated surface current distribution on the antenna at 2.3GHz ( First resonance )Wg

A close look at the current distribution at the second resonance m the

retum loss response is shown in Fig.3.1O.b. According to the current
distfibution even though the monopole and ground plane are separate entities
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they excites a ¢QmmQn mgdc by utilizing the current paths as shown in Figure.

In this case an L shaped and reflected L (J) shaped current paths are formed

by utilizing the top strip monopole and either side of the ground plane width.

But the interesting point to be noted is that ground strip current variation

shown below are larger in magnitude compared to the earlier case but out of

phase. Hence the effect of these currents contributing towards radiation is

again negligible. So in this frequency also the top strip monopole acts as

radiator, yielding vertical polarization same as in the first case. Hence it can be

concluded that through out the resonant band the antenna is vertically

polarized along Y direction with similar radiation characteristics. Computed

radiation pattems in the bands are shown ir1 Fig 3.11. It is found that at

2.3GHz the H plane pattem is almost omnidirectional. The maximum variation

is only 3dB in the entire azimuth plane. But the H plane pattem at 3.7GHz is

slightly directional. However, maximum variation of radiated power along this

plane is only 6dB. At 2.3GHz E plane pattem exhibits 170° HPBW while at

3.7GHz the HPBW is only 120°. At both the resonant frequencies the cross

polar discrimination is better than 2OdB. At lower frequencies, the radiation

pattems are symmetric; however, as frequency increases, the symmetry is not

observed very well. This is caused by diffractions from the edges of the ground

plane, which has very large electrical dimensions at higher frequencies.
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Gain and efliciency

Gain of the anterma for different ground plane width is measured using gain

transfer method and compared with theoretical computation (Fig.3.12 (a)). It is

observed that when the ground plane width is very large the gain increases

considerably because of the increased electrical size of the antenna. Moreover,
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when the ground plane width is greater than the optimum value the pattem losses

its omni directionality in one plane and becomes more directive with side lobes.

Hence the  measured in the direction of maximum radiation shows a gradual

increase. Computed efficiency of the antemra for different ground plane widths are

plotted in Fig 3.12(b). At the optimum ground width the measured antenna

efficiency using Wheeler cap method is 89.2%. But with the increase in ground

plane width efficiency is lowered due to conductor and dielectric losses arises from

the massive dimensions of the antennas.
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3.3.3.2 Effect of ground plane length Lg
Retum loss, resonant fiequency and bandwidth

This section descnbes the radiation characteristics of the antenna by varying

the ground plane length. Fig 3.13 shows the effect of variation of ground plane

length on the reflection characteristics of the antenna. Lg is varied from 5 mm to

60 mm keeping the monopole length as constant. FDTD Computed return loss

characteristics indicate that length of the ground plane is  independent of

the resonant frequency. But the ground plane length is critical for merging the two

resonant modes. This parametric study  ensures that the first dip in the wide
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band response is solely due to the monopole mode and second resonance due to

the width of the gmund plane. But the ground length should of the order of half

wavelength to ensure proper impedance matching in the entire operating band.

0 .{'1 ‘I\ ' ..’Il_II_lI_... ‘oi n ij-5- I. _ ,-in; -'
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Frequency,GHz

Fig 3.13 Variation of return loss with the length of the ground plane. W9 -95mm,
l.m - 20mm,Wm - 3mm, er -4.4,h - 1.6mm

From the retum loss characteristics it is clear that the resonant frequency

of the first fundamental monopole mode is varied with the length of the

ground plane but the effect being negligible. But at the optimum length of the

grotmd plane the two resonant modes merge together and a wide band width

of 60% is obtained. This is shown as red curve in fig 3.13 with lg=45 mm. Fig

3.14 shows the variation of resonant frequencies and bandwidths of the two

modes for different ground plane lengths. The % bandwidth due to the

monopole mode alone is of the order of 20%. At optimum length when the

monopole mode merges with newly excited mode wide band response is

achieved. The variation of % bandwidth with the length of the ground plane is

depicted in Fig 3.15.
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Radiation pattern

Radiation characteristics studies reveal the ground plan length variation

affects the nulls Qf the E plane pattern where as the beam width is varied slightly

in the H plane pattem. When the ground plane length is very low the E plane

pattems become more dipole like than classical monopoles. Moreover, when the

ground plane length is very high it acts as reflector and back radiation is reduced.

For the H plane pattem the broadness of the pattem is slightly reduced due to the

increase in the ground plane length. This is due to the distortion of the image due

to the edge diffractions occurring from large sized ground plane. FDTD computed

radiation pattems for different ground plane length is shown in Fig.3.16
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Fig.3.l6 Computed radiation patterns for different ground plane lengths.

W9 -95rnrn, Lm -20rrm, Wm -3mrn, er -4.4,h- 1.6mm

Gain and ejfciency

Gain variation of the printed strip monopole antenna for different ground

plane length is depicted in Fig 3.17(a). From the figure it can be observed that
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there is negligible effect of the grotmd plane on the gain of the antenna. But as

ground plane length is very much higher than the monopole length then gain

increases slightly due the decrease in beam width of the pattem. In other words

pattem becomes directional with the increase in the ground plane length. Antenna

efficiency is slightly reduced due to the large variation in computed E field due to

the variation in ground plane length. Variation of efficiency with ground plane

length is shown in Fig. 3.17(b)
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Fig 3.17 la) variation of the gain of antenna with different ground plane lengths

lb) Variation of efficiency of the antenna with different ground plane lengths.
W, -95mm, Lm -20mm, Wm -3mm, er -4.4,h-1.6mm

3.3.4 Broadband printed strip monopole antenna

The theoretical investigations on grotmd plane tnmcation arrives at a novel

conclusion that truncated ground plane is an important concept for the design of

printed strip monopole antennas with wide impedance bandwidth. The ground

plane currents can be suitably modified and effectively utilized for dual band or

broad band applications. A detailed description of the strip monopole antenna with

maximum bandwidth obtained after rigorous ground Plane °Pi-imiZ3ti°I1 is presented

in the following section. FDTD computed field distnbutions are utilized to illustrate
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the band widening behavior of printed strip monopole. These studies give an insight

to actual resonance and radiation phenomenon explained in the previous section.

The exhaustive numerical analysis arrived at a conjecture that a quarter wavelength

monopole resonating at 2.4 GHZ excited by a microstrip line of ground plane

dimensions 95x45mm2 yields a maximum bandwidth of 60%. These results are

confirmed with experiment. A strip monopole of length Lm=20mm and width

Wm=3mm is printed on a substrate of dielectric constant e,=4.4 and thickness

1.6mm. The strip monopole is excited with a microstrip line of characteristic

impedance 50Q. Width of the strip is 3mm, same as that of a 50Q microstrip line.

From the previous analysis the optimum ground plane dimensions of the microstrip

line are selected as Wg=95mm and Lg=45mm. For the theoretical analysis the

antenna is modeled using FDTD algorithm. Total computational domain used for

the analysis of the antenna is 230x180x23 cells. Ax, Ay, Az in the computation

domain are taken as 0.5mm. The discretization values are less than k/ 20 at the

maximum frequency of computation and gives good accuracy of the computed

results.10 air cells are assigned around the antenna geometry to simulate the practical

condition in which antenna is immersed in the surrounding air. 10 cells are assigned

for PML ABC at each side of the problem space. The layer above the printed strip

and below the ground plane is assigned with effective dielectric consonant to ensure

the air-dielectric interface. A Gaussian pulse with pulse half width T=20ps and time

delay tO=3T is selected for the present analysis. According to the stability criteria the

calculated time step is At=0.95ps. Leubbers feed model is employed to implement

the microstrip line. Gaussian pulse value is employed as the voltage sources for

calculating the time_ domain response. The computed time domain response at the

feed point is depicted in Fig 3.18. The electric field component is settled by around

5000 time steps.
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Fig. 3.18 Computed time domain characteristics at the feed point

When the launched Gaussian pulse is complexly settled down in the computation

domain the return loss value of the device is calculated. The time domain data are first

converted to frequency domain by taking FPT and then return loss is calculated. For

the experimental analysis a prototype of the antenna used in FDTD computation is

fabricated using standard photolithographic techniques. Computed, experimental and

simulation results are compared in Fig. 3.19.
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Fig 3.19 Reflection characteristics of the wide band printed strip monopole antenna.
w. =Q5mm. |.=45mm_L.. -=20mm. Wm =3mm. er =4-4,h=1.6mm
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The experimental Obs erva1;iOl'1S confirm the theoretical predications.
Measured return loss chameten5ei¢s exhibit a wide band width 1.78 GI-Iz from

2.15GHz to 3‘93GHZ Corresponding to a fractional bandwidth of 60%. Computed

FDTD results Shows that antenna resonates with two different modes merged
dtll 1.7GHz from 2.175GI-Iz to 3.925 GHZ. The

FDTD results differ from the experimental results only by 1.68%. Retum loss
Simulated using HFSS again confirms that the

together to yield a wide band Wi

characteristics of the antenna

theoretical prediction of the wide band Pei-fOnm‘nCe°

Computed E field values at different layers of the problem space

The refleenen ehemetenstieg of the printed strip monopole anterma discussed

in the previous seenen eenelndeg that the antenna exhibits wide band due to the

m e Ieine of ewe resonant modes with similar radiation characteristics. Computed E

held Values are presented at the two resonant modes of the wide operating band.

Cement e d field V ale e S are Separately calculated by exciting the problem space with

sinusoidal excitation at the tw0 desired frequencies of Interest‘

E feld component at first res0"‘mce'

The Computed E held di5[1‘ibl.ltiOl'l at the first dip of the wide band response
13 mode is shown in Fig.3.2O. From the Ex field

there is a quarter wave length variation of the field
corresponding to the monop°

component, it is observed that

alone the snip length Ex field is maximum at the open circuit end of the strip and

nnnnnnm at the ground end_ In this case the microstiip line is in the propagating

mode The Ex held Variation on the ground at the fundamental mode indicates that

there is no Sienineene Venetian of the field at the ground truncation edges. Even

though there is e feeble Venetian of the field along the width of the truncated

edges, the effeet in resonance or radiation is negligible. Hence, it can be concluded

that at the fundamental mode snip monopole is radiating strongly.
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3.20 (b) Computed Ex component at the bottom ground at 2.4GHz

Wg =95mm, Lq=45mm,Lm =20mm, Wm =3mm, er =4.4,h=1.6mm
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l"rom the computed Ii field values, it can be concluded that the fundamental

resonant mode corresponding to the first dip in the wide return loss response, the

monopole is strongly radiating. 'l'he effect of ground plane truncation in this mode

is negligible even though there is feeble variation of field along the width of the

truncated ground plane. lior large values of the ground plane width the truncation

edge effect becomes strong which will affect the radiation pattern considerably.

But for smaller ground plane dimension this effect is negligible and radiation

pattern is omnidirectional in the ll plane and figure of eight in the Ii plane with

polarization along Y direction. Computed Ii field corresponding to the second

resonant mode is shown in liig 3.21. lirom the field variations it can be inferred

that at the second mode there is an l. shaped and reflected 1. shaped variation of

the field due to the strong coupling between the ground plane and radiating strip.

This full wave variation corresponds to the second resonance.
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3.21 la) Computed Ex component at the top strip
Wu =95mm, Lq=45mm,Lm =20mm, Wm =3mm, er =4.4,h=1.6mm
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Wq =95mm, |.g=45|T|m,Lm = 20mm, Wm =3mm, ef =4.4,h= 1.6mm
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3.21 (c) Computed Ey component at the top strip
Wq =95mm, Lq=45mm,Lm = 20mm, Wm =3mm, sf =4.4,h= 1.6mm
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3.21 (d) Computed Ey component at the bottom ground
Wq -95mm, Lg-=45mm,Lm - 20mm, Wm -3mm, er =4.4,h- 1.6mm

From the computed field values inference obtained for wide band operation

is explained in the following section. From the earlier analysis it is found that the

electric fields at the width of the tnmcation edges on either sides of the midpoint

are equal in magnitude and out of phase. So the contnbution from this field

cancels each other at the far field. So the entire radiation is only from the fields on

the strips. ~

Principle of wide band operation

From the computed E field it can be observed that in the case of

Microstiip line fed printed strip monopole two distinct resonance are observed

and these two modes merged together to yield a wide band response. But the

computed field components confirm that the second resonance is not the

second hannonic frequency of the fundamental resonant mode. But it is due

to the effect of an interesting phenomenon occurring in the truncated ground

plane of the monopole excited by microstrip line. A monopole over a truncated



ground plane can be explained as a parallel combination of two asymmetric

dipoles (an L shaped and reflected L shaped) excited at the common point by a

microstrip line as shown in Fig. 3.22.
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.........   Gal?/  '  ’ @
Fig 3.22 la) vertical monopole on truncated ground plane with an L shaped and reflected L shaped

asymmetric dipoles
lb) Asymmetric dipole with gap source

A conventional dipole usually consists of two metallic strips each of which is

quarter wavelength and excited exactly at the middle. Even half wavelength line

excited at middle will produce a current distnbution on it for achieving the dipole

pattem. In conventional printed dipole antemra systems excited by microstrip line,

several technologies are employed to transfer the microstrip line transmission line

mode to the dipole mode of the antenna. Techniques such as ground tapering near

the dipole, balanced parallel wire designs and microstrip to slot line transitions are

usually employed to obtain an UIll)3l2.I'lC€d to balance (baluns) transition. These



baltms are not broadband in performance and thus dipoles employing these

techniques are high Q devices.

In the present design of wide band printed strip monopole over a

truncated ground plane, the Quasi TEM mode propagating through the

microstrip line encounters a discontinuity at the microstrip transition region.

For the second resonance case the field forms two asymmetric dipole

configurations through the substrate. In other word the current distribution

established on the monopole strip and one side of the ground plane truncation

along the width forms two asymmetric dipoles. The excitation mechanism at

the second resonance for these asymmetric dipoles is shown in Fig.3.22 (b).The

important point to be noted that two arms of the dipoles are lying on the two

layers of the substrate. Hence substrate thickness will affect the impedance

matching of the antenna at the frequency where it behaves as asymmetric

dipole. These two dipoles with a full wave length field variation (Refer Fig.3.1O

for brtter clarity) corresponding to second resonant frequency are matched by

the same microstrip line used for exciting the first monopole mode. But

according to the current distribution the horizontal current paths are 180° out

of phase and hence this field is cancelled at the far field. In effect the vertical

strip is strongly radiating at the second resonance. But the current illumination

in this case is slightly different from the monopole mode hence a slightly

different radiation characteristics (in terms of directivity) but with exactly

similar monopole like radiation pattern is obtained for the second resonant

mode. This implies that in the printed strip monopoles excited by truncated

ground plane, by properly selecting the ground plane width two different

modes with exactly similar radiation characteristics can be merged together to

form wide band. Even though the current distribution on the edges along the

width of the truncated ground plane is essential for this mode to sustain, it is

not at all contributing in the radiation. The radiation can be approximated to



the radiation from a vertical metallic strip printed on the substrate. Thus similar

to the monopole mode an omni directional H plane pattem and figure of eight

E plane pattem is resulted from this new resonant mode. It should be noted

that the current distribution is more pronounced at the ground plane
truncation edges and the current is not spread on the entire ground portion. In

effect we can utilize the ground plane for a new resonance, with out affecting

the propagating mode of the microstrip line and usual function of the ground

plane in typical communication system where the ground plane is shared by the

antenna and RF circuit. It can be concluded that truncated ground plane is

suitable concept for wide band antenna applications.

Experimental and Computed radiation pattems of the wide band printed strip
monopole antenna

The inference obtained from the above discussion concluded that the

radiation pattem of a wide band printed strip monopole over a truncated ground

plane is nearly omni directional in one plane and figure of eight in the other plane.

3.23 shows the experimental and computed radiation pattems at the start,

centre and end frequency points of the wide band monopole. Experimental

radiation pattem are nearly similar to the theoretically computed radiation pattems.

The antenna has almost identical radiation pattems through out the 2:1 VSWR

bandwidth. Moreover, antenna exhibits cross polar level better than 20dB in both

the planes. At higher frequencies small distortion in the pattem is observed

because the edge currents near the ground truncation becomes more dominant at

higher frequencies.
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Gain and efficiency of the wide band printed strip monopole antenna.

Gain of the antenna measured using  transfer method is shown in Fig

3.24. Antenna exhibits an average gain of 3.5dBi in the operating band. Gain

variations are less than 1.5dBi in the entire operating band. At higher frequencies

gain is increased considerably due to the slight directional characteristics.

Computed average gain of the antenna is 3.62dBi which is n good agreement with

the measured value of 3.5dBi. Measured antenna efficiency at 3.1 GI-Iz is 89.9%

where as computed efficiencyis 90.2%.
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Fig 3.24.Experimenta| and computed gain of the wide band printed strip monopole antenna.
W9 = 95mm, Lg -=45mm,Lm =- 20mm, Wm =- 3mm, er -4.4,h= 1.6mm.

Experimental and theoretical radiation characteristics of wide band printed

strip monopole antenna is summarized in Table 3.3
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Tabla 3.3 Characteristics of Wide hand printed monopole antenna,

W, -95 mu, |_,-45 IIllT|,l.m -20 mm, Wm -3mm, er -4.4,h=-1.6mm.

E Characteristics 5 Experiment  Theory itE 7  7 7 tt 7 at i?  . " iti 1
Resonant  2.425GI‘IZ , 3.6561-I2 2.36GHz, 3.7GHzfrequency  f

_. __.._-___.?7+7a.77_.;._._

: * -~l

It .F ;F 1

= éI >| l1 lE .| .
ii5 ;1 ia
t >

1‘ _.. ‘ 1
Bandwidth .78GI—Iz(2.15Gl—Iz-3.93GHz)  1.7GI—Iz(2.175GI—Iz-3.925GI—Iz) 1__.i___.__a-@-_ _.._-..._-.._-‘.-_..-.~._-.._  .. _.

1

1 .

Radiation patte plane : Omni directional  H plane : Omni directionali I
I-IPBVV E plane : 100° E plane : 90° t

! Hplane: 2150 = Hplane: 2200 ‘
% E plane: Figure of eight L E plane:  of eight if

<.» [11 I

E mm

77 77 7 77 77 7—7—7 -1-=7 117;, 7. :_7 T; .717; ,-,-__-:_--__-:17 1_'.'..:.;:.;r.-.=:.:.-.-:.;r.-.-.'.-.r.r.;r.-.=:.2.'.;.'.:.'.:.'.:.'.;:.j.:.;.'.:.'.;_ _ _ __~.-.-==.-=5;-.7;;a.77__77:7__77._77_77..77.;7__77:7_.7a.7;a.7;a.7;7T,<¢,¢<.7:;.7;a.7a;.7 __ _ _ _ _ “.11

Cross polar level plane: 18dB  H plane: 22dB
plane: 2OdB plane: 22dBGain .5dBi  3.62 ant

--- -- 77---_._.__.__.._-__.--..._.............-...  ......... -_.__. ................................................................ .._ .......... ..___l1 t.it 3Efficiency 89.9%  90.2%‘lIt l: 1‘__ - _i ____ _ _ _ii____i _______ _ _ ll
3.3.5 Parametric analysis

From the ground plane optimization studies of quarter wavelength

monopole antenna excited by microstrip feed line we derived an optimum ground

plane for wide band operation. In this section the effect of the strip dimensions

and substrate parameters on the wide band antenna performance is illustrated.

This parametric analysis led to the formulation of simple design equations to

design the wide band printed strip monopole antenna for any wireless
communication band of interest.

3.3.5.1 Effect of monopole length Lm

3.25 shows the effect of length of the monopole on the wide band printed

monopole antenna. When monopole length is varied the first resonance

corresponding to the monopole mode is significantly affected. For the second



resonant mode the length of the vertical monopole along with the ground plane

width is decisive for forming the two asymmetric dipoles. Hence variation in

length of the monopole slightly affects the second resonance mode. But when the

monopole length is increased the two modes separates as the width of the ground

plane is not sufficient to merge them. This observation  confirms our earlier

argument that the first resonance is solely due to the strip monopole and the

second mode is the combined effect of strip monopole and the ground plane. It is

found that when the length is large the first resonance occurs at lower frequency as

expected. This resonance frequency can be increased by decreasing the length of

the radiating strip. Almost similar behavior is observed for second resonant mode

also. As stated earlier this variation is rather small compared to the first resonance.

Hence by proper selection of the length of the radiating strip and ground plane the

two resonant modes can be merged together to obtain large bandwidth.
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Fig 3.25 Effect of length of the monopole Lm on the reflection characteristics.
W9 =95mm, Lg=45mm, Wm =3mm, sf -4.4,h=-1.6mm.

An important inference anived from the parametric study of the monopole

length is that a quarter wavelength monopole excited by microstrip line with
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truncated ground plane will yield wide band response only when the ground plane

length is twice the monopole length or in other words ground plane length should

be half wavelength.

3.3.5.2 Effect of monopole width Wm

In the previous analysis width of the strip is sets as width of the microstrip

line. The width of the monopole is varied from 3 mm to 25mm to study the

effect on the 2:1 VSWR bandwidth. Fig 3.26 shows the variation of reflection

characteristics with width of the monopole. When width of the monopole is

increased higher order resonant modes occurs in the radiating structure. But

the impedance matching for the higher order resonant modes is poor due to

the coupling between the ground plane. An important thing to be noted here is

that there should be minimum separation between the monopole and

truncation edge to avoid the capacitive coupling which affects the impedance

matching. In this case the separation between the monopole and ground plane

is optimized for good impedance matching as 1.5mm. This separation is very

critical to merge the different resonant modes to yield ultra wide band

response. When the width of the monopole is 15mm with a separation gap

g=1.5mm the antenna exhibits a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of 4.4:1. The coupling

between the truncated ground plane and the monopole acts as an impedance

matching element to control the impedance matching of the different resonant

modes. FDTD computed results satisfies 10dB return loss requirement from

1.87GHz to 8.2GHz corresponding to extremely wide band operation. A wide

band operation is resulted due to the merging of different modes with almost

similar radiation characteristics. The variation of bandwidth performance with

the width of the monopole is presented in Table 3.4.
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Fig.3.26. Variation of return loss with width of the monopole.
W, -95mm, Lg-45mm, l.m"20|T|T|, er -4.4,h-1.6mm

Tabla 3.4 Variation of band width with width of the monopole, Wm

width of the it Gap ‘g’  Band width
1.954 GI-Iz 2.503 GI-Iz

15 2 1.873 GI-Iz-6.39 GI-Iz
20 2 1.864 GHZ-5.752 GI-Iz
25 2 1.90 GI-Iz-8.362 GI-Iz
15 1.5 1.88 GI-Iz-8.359 GHz

When the width of monopole is increased the higher order modes merges

with the fundamental modes. But the gap is decisive parameter for the merging of

resonant modes to yield wide band response.

Hence a microstrip fed printed strip monopole with tnmcated ground plane with

wide strip can be used for Ultra wide Band applications. Computed radiation pattems

confirm that radiation pattems are almost identical with in the 2:1 VSWR bandwidth.

The E-plane pattem is dipole-like and the H-plane pattem is neady omni directional

over the entire band, as shown in Fig 3.27.
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Fig.3.27. Computed radiation patterns of the wide band antenna at different frequencies with in

the band spectrum. W9 -95mm, Lg-45mm, Lm-20mm, er -4.4,h- 1.6mm

E plane pattems are slightly squinted and look like doughnut shaped. H

plane pattems are nearly omni directional at lower frequencies. \V1th increase in

frequency to second and third resonant modes pattems become distorted

because of the enhanced perturbing effect of the ground plane truncation on

antenna characteristics. But the H plane pattem retains satisfactory omni

directionality with less than 1OdB variations in most directions over the entire
bandwidth.

Gain of the antenna with Ultra \X/rde Band response is also computed and

it is found that antenna exhibits an average gain of 4.6dBi with in the entire

operating band. Computed average efficiency is 78% at 5.8GHz. Computed

gain and efficiency of the Ultra Wide Band printed monopole antenna is

depicted in Fig3.28. Stable radiation patterns, average gain and good radiation

efficiency of this antenna project it as a potential candidate for Ultra Wide

Band applications.
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Fig.3.28. Computed gain and radiation efficiency in the entire Ultra wide Band.
Wq -95mm, Lg-45mm, Lm-20mm, er -4.4,h- 1.6mm

3.3.5.3 Effect of dielectric constant of substrate

The dielectric constant of the substrate material has great influence on the

resonant frequencies of the two modes leading to the wide band operation. Effect

of the dielectric constant on the two resonant modes leading to the wide band

operation is depicted in Fig 3.29 (a). When the dielectric constant of the substrate

is changed then two resonant frequencies are changed. When dielectric constant

changes from 2.2 to 10.8 the monopole mode frequency changes by 1.1GHz

where as corresponding to dipole mode the frequency variation is 1.5GHz. Since

the two modes are substrate dependent the average dielectric constant value of the

substrate has to be considered while calculating the resonant frequency. When the

dielectric constant is changed the characteristics impedance of the rnicrostrip line

is changed which in tum modifies the retum loss. The effect of the dielectric

constant on the retum loss characteristics of the antenna is shown in Fig.3.29

For high dielectric constant substrates the bandwidth is considerably degraded due

to the high Q of the antenna. For high dielectric constant substrates antenna

efficiency is considerably degraded due to the excitation of the surface waves.



Moreover, the radiation patterns are distorted due to the edge diffraction caused

by the surface wave excitation.
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Fig 3.29. Effect of dielectric constant on the two resonant modes of the antenna.
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(a) Resonant irequency variation
(h) Return loss variation
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3.3.5.4 Effect of substrate height.

Fig 3.30 depicts the variation of the two resonant modes with height of the

substrate. For the first resonant mode there is no significant variation with respect

to the height of the substrate. When the substrate height varied from lmm to

5mm the first resonance frequency is slightly shifted from 2.55GHz to 1.975GHz

(525MHz). But when the dielectric thickness is increased the effect on the second

resonant mode is drastic. For the second resonant mode the frequency shifts from

3.8GHz to 2.45GHz (1.35GI-I2). When the height of the substrate is increased the

electrical length corresponding to monopole mode is increased which decreases

the resonant frequency corresponding to this mode. This again confirms the fact

that the second mode is decided by the effective length of the strip including the

path through the substrate and ground plane. When the substrate height is within

the range of 1.5mm to 3mm,bandwidth variation is negligible. But for thin

substrates due to strong coupling between the ground plane and vertical monopole

the matching for the dipole mode is poor. Hence bandwidth is reduced. But when

the substrate height is greater than 3mm spurious higher order modes affects the

impedance characteristics and radiation pattems. Moreover, thick substrates give

rise to the increased spurious radiation from the rnicrostrip line. Hence for

practical application substrate thickness should be less than O.O247\O for achieving

wide band operation. Variation of % bandwidth with thickness of the substrate is

presented in Fig 3.31(a).The return loss variation with substrate thickness is

depicted in Fig 3.31(b). Increase ir1 substrate thickness degrades the radiation

efficiency of the antenna due to the increased surface waves. This surface wave

excitation may lead to the degradation in the radiation pattem also. Hence

substrate dielectric constant and thickness should be selected in such a way that

the deterioration in radiation or resonance characteristics of the antenna is

minimum.
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3.3.6 Compact printed strip monopole antenna with optimum ground plane
dimensions.

From the ground plane optimization studies we derived an optimum ground

plane to fix the resonant frequency at the desired value. The input impedance

variation corresponding to half wavelength and quarter wavelength resonant modes

with optimum ground plane is shown in Fig.3 .32 (a). When the ground plane length

is extremely low the impedance matching for the fundamental mode is very poor.

For the optimum ground plane length, the input resistance at t.he fundamental mode

is very low which can not be matched with the SOQ microstrip line. At the optimum

ground plane case the antenna resonates at 4.38 GI-I2 corresponding to the half

wavelength mode of the snip monopole. Hence to fix the resonance at 2.4GHz the

length of the strip should be half wavelength corresponding to the frequency. This

arrives at an important conclusion that when the ground plane length is optimum
the second harmonic of the fundamental mode is excited. To match the

fundamental resonant mode complicated baluns are required which increases the



system complexity. Hence considering the compactness into account a half

wavelength monopole with an optimum ground plane width of half wavelength is

selected as the monopole with optimum ground plane. For the optimum length

monopole the variation of input impedance with different ground plane width is

shown in Fig.3.32(b).From the impedance studies it is observed that the width of

half wavelength is required to match the impedance to SOQ for a particular

frequency. When the ground plane length is less than half wavelength the resonant

matching frequency is shifted to higher end of the 2:1 VSWR band.
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Fig 3.32 la) Input impedance variation of optimum ground plane printed monopole antenna with

different monopole length. Lo -3mm We -30mm. Wm -3mm"

(bl Input impedance variation with different ground plane widths, Wg

Consider a strip monopole excited by a SOQ microstrip line with tnmcated

ground plane of dimensions Lg xWg. The length and width of the truncated ground

plane is optimized for maximum bandwidth without affecting the impedance

matching. For the design convenience the strip width of the monopole is set as 3

mm for er =4.4,h=1.6mm, width of 50- microstrip line. Fig 3.33(a) shows the

structural parameters of the optimum ground plane printed strip monopole

antenna. Experimental, FDTD computed and HFSS simulated reflection

characteristics are compared in Fig.3.33
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(b) Return loss characteristics

With the optimum ground plane dimensions the maximum % bandwidth

achieved is 23%. In this case the antenna dimensions is only 32x35mm2 with an

area reduction of 15% compared to standard planar microstrip rectangular patch

antenna. From the experimental and theoretical investigations it can be inferred
that 9.l’lt€IlI13. resonates at 2.454GHz with 2:1 VSWR band width of 575

Ml-Iz(2.19GIlIz-2.768GHz) corresponding to a wide band width of 23%. A

detailed investigation on the optimum ground plane printed strip monopole is

presented in the following section. _
Computed E field distribution

FDTD computed E field distnbution reveal that there is half wavelength

variation of the field along the length of the monopole. From the computed E

field distribution it can also be inferred that the variation of field along the ground

truncation edges is negligible. with an optimum ground plane the monopole
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behaves more like a dipole than conventional monopole. Computed E field

distribution corresponding to the first resonant mode is depicted in Fig.3.34. From

the field distribution it is evident that the strip monopole is vertically polarized

along the length of the monopole.

\.9
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.3e .2
I

.1(a) (bi
Fig 3.34 Computed E field distribution of the optimum strip monopole at 2.454GHz

Lo -3mm We -30mm, Ls -35mm Ws =30mm I1 =32mm
(a) Ex at the top of the substrate
(b) Ez at top of the substrate

Radiation characteristics

The Principal plane radiation pattem of the optimum strip monopole antemra

computed using FDTD technique is shown in Fig.3 .35. The radiation patterns are

omni directional in the H plane and figure of eight in the E plane similar to that of

conventional dipole antenna. The simulated 3D pattem shown in fig 3.35  again

confirms that for an optimum ground plane printed strip monopole the radiation

pattem is doughnut shaped like the dipole pattem.
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Fig 3.35 (a) Simulated and computed radiation pattern of the optimum design

(b) Simulated 3D radiation pattern of the proposed antenna.
Lt; -3mm We -3Umm,l.s -35mm Ws -30mm.|1 -32mm

Antenna gain and efliciency

Gain of the optimum strip printed monopole antenna is measured using gain

transfer method. Antenna exhibits an average gain of 2.5dBi with in the entire



operating band. Simulated gain is in close agreement with the measured values.

The measured antenna gain and efficiency is presented in Fig3.36. The average

efficiency of the antenna is 86%. w41 4__‘/'* T‘:
-soiii 7 iiM inf ii2,. r\-— O\-/

Ga'n dB

3

Effic'ency /0

°' ___ Gain
—-—Efii¢i¢n¢y _60
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Fig 3.36 Measured gain and efficiency of the compact monopole antenna.
Ls -3mm, We -30, Ls -35mm Ws -30mm.I1 -32mm

E ffect of dielectric constant of the substrate

The influence of the substrate dielectric constant on the antenna reflection

and radiation characteristics is discussed in this section. Variation of resonant

frequency with substrate dielectric constant is depicted in the Fig 3.37(a). As

the dielectric constant increases the resonant frequency decreases. From the

computed E field values it can be observed that when the dielectric constant

increases there is variation in computed E field undemeath the strip. Hence the

effective dielectric constant value should be accounted while calculating the

resonant frequency. Increase in dielectric constant affects the impedance

characteristics as the Q of the antenna varies when the dielectric constant is

changed. For high dielectric constant substrates the computed results shows

that bandwidth is reduced due to the high Q of the antenna. Variation of

reflection characteristics for different dielectric constant values is depicted in

Fig3.37
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For the optimum strip monopole printed on a dielectric substrate, the

substrate dielectric constant variation affects the efficiency and gain of the

antenna. The variation of gain and efficiency for different dielectric laminates

is presented in Fig 3.38. From the figure it can be inferred that the efficiency

is highest for low dielectric constant Rogers-Duroid substrate. But for FR4

substrate the efficiency is slightly reduced due to the high loss tangent.

Maximum efficiency of 89% is achieved for Duroid substrate while the gain is
3dBi.
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Fig 3.38 Variation in gain and efficiency with substrate dielectric constant. Ls - 3mm
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Effect of s ubs trate thickness

Influence of substrate thickness on the antenna characteristics is depicted

in Fig3.39. From the figure it can be observed that when the substrate height

varies from O.5mrn to 4mm corresponding resonant frequency variation is only

540MHz. But the gain of the antenna is considerably reduced for the thick

substrates due to the degradation in radiation efficiency caused by the surface

wave excitation. Effect of substrate thickness on gain and efficiency is

presented in Fig.3.39(c). But as the substrate height increases the Q of the

antenna is low. Hence bandwidth increases considerably as shown in Fig.3.39

Retum loss characteristics reveal that thickness of the substrate affects

impedance matching considerably. For thick substrates the impedance

matching is poor.
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3.3.7 Design procedure

The investigations on the printed strip monopole leads to the conclusion that

printed strip monopole antennas are potential candidate for broadband wireless

communication systems where low profile antennas are in great demand. Hence

from the exhaustive experimental and numerical analysis simple equations were

derived for the wide band printed strip monopole antenna as wells as compact

printed strip monopole antenna design.

3.3.7.1 Design procedure for wideband performance

' Select any substrate with dielectric constant er and height h. The width of

the monopole is set as width of SOQ microstrip feed line.

I Since the field components are not confined to the substrate alone effective

dielectric constant has to be used in calculation.

sq, =f15+—l-(l+0.3*h) ................................... ..(3.1)

Where h is the height of the substrate and eris the dielectric constant of the

substrate.

I Length of the monopole, Lm

L," = -Q53‘-L ........................................ ..(3.2)
12*./5

I Ground plane dimensions are then calculated using the following

equations

LG = _P_-§_9E_ ............................................. .. 3.3)/1 *  (
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W6 = _1;§i_ ............................................. .. (3.4)
fi * ‘\l gefl‘

W/here ‘c’ is the velocity of electromagnetic wave in free space. The constants

in the above equations are derived from exhaustive parametric analysis.

3.3.7.2. Design procedure for Compact antemia

An optimum ground plane printed monopole antenna is designed using following

design equations.

I Length of the monopole, L1

0.48cL, = --_ ........................................ ..(3.5)
-fr * ‘\/ gefl

I Ground plane dimensions are then calculated using the following

equations

0.0
LG = —-3359 ............................................. ..(3.e)

0.50W =1-—— ............................... .. 3.7G fr. E < >
3.3.8 Printed monopole designs in modern communicafion bands

In order to confirm the validity of the above design equations wide band

printed monopoles are designed for various communications bands of interest.

Retum loss characteristics of the wide band printed strip monopole antenna

operating in various frequency bands are depicted in Fig.3.4O. The reflections



characteristics confirm that predicted frequency and bandwidth are in good
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Fig 3.40 Wide band printed strip monopole designs in various
wireless communication bands

The antenna parameters and characteristics of the various prototypes are

summarized in table 3.5. Printed strip monopole antenna designed at DCB band

exhibits a wide bandwidth of the order of 938MHz corresponding to 55%

bandwidth. The bandwidth is wide enough to cover the DCS (17108c1880 MHZ)

and PCB (1850-1990 Ml-I2) bands. The average gain of the antenna 3dBi with

in the operating bandwidth and efficiency is 90%. Vlrrde band printed

monopole antenna designed at 2.4 GI-Iz WLAN band exhibits broad bandwidth

of the order of 1.7GHz corresponding to 58% bandwidth. The average gain of

the antenna is 3.5dBi with efficiency of 89%. The prototype designed at

5.2GHz exhibits a bandwidth of the order of 2.8GHz covering HYPER LAN

bands. In all the designs antenna exhibits wide band performance with

bandwidth better than 55% confirming the suitability of the design in wireless

communication applications.
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The validity of compact optimum printed strip monopole design is also

confirmed in modem wireless communications bands. Fig 3.41 shows the antenna

designs suitable for compact antenna applications. Note that even though

optimum ground plane printed monopole antenna is half wavelength resonant

structure the overall dimensions of the antenna including the ground plane is only

O.57\d x 0.57td . Hence compared to broadband design with truncated large grotmd

plane, the optimum ground plane printed monopole is compact in dimensions.

The optimum ground plane printed strip monopole antenna occupies slightly

lower area compared to a standard rectangular patch resonating at the same

frequency. The characteristics of the printed strip monopole antemia with

optimum ground plane is presented in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6 Wide band printed monopole antenna characteristics
in different wireless standards.
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3.4 Comparison of printed strip monopole with standard planar
antennas

Evolution of the printed antenna design started with the introduction of

conformal low profile microstiip antennas. Table 3.7 compares some of the merits

and demerits of the printed strip monopole with the conventional low profile

planar rectangular microstrip antenna.

Table 3.7 Comparison of printed monopole with rectangular microstrip antenna.1 r
Recmn “lat g Wide band printed Compact printed

p Property tri g ta 1; stnp monopole stnp monopole
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3.5 Summarized conjecture at a glance

Inference obtained from the theoretical and experimental investigation of

pninted strip monopole with different ground plane dimensions are summarized in

this section

I Truncated ground plane is an important concept for the modular design of

wide band printed monopole antennas excited by microstrip feed line.

I The impedance bandwidth of the printed strip monopole antenna can be

controlled by properly truncating the ground plane.

I By properly truncating the ground plane width an additional resonance near

the fundamental mode can be excited which merges with the fundamental

mode to yield wide band response.

I Truncation of ground plane forms additional cunents on the edges of the

ground plane. These edge cuments are not spread all over the ground stuface

I Currents on the edges of ground plane form an asymmetric dipole

configuration along with the vertical monopole.

I Same microstiip line is able to match the vertical monopole mode and

asymmetric dipole mode.

I Edge currents have negligible effects on the radiation as they cancels at the

far field.

I Effectively utilizing a small area of the ground plane a second resonance is

excited, which has similar radiation characteristics as that of first resonance,

with out any additional balun.

I The ground plane edge currents can be effectively utilized for the

generation of various current paths leading to the design of multiband
antennas.
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' Complicated balun ‘structures which are limiting the bandwidth of the

antenna are not at all required in the present design. By properly utilizing a

portion of ground plane a wide band perfomaance can be achieved with

out raising any spurious electromagnetic problems.

' When the ground plane dimensions are very large there may be distortion

in the radiation pattern

I For finite ground plane printed monopole the radiation pattern is similar to

the dipole.

I With optimum ground plane dimensions the impedance matching for the

quarter wavelength fundamental mode is poor. But half wavelength mode

with truncated optimum ground plane ensures the size reduction than

quarter wavelength mode with truncated ground plane.

' For a half wavelength monopole ground plane width should be at least of

the order of half wavelength when the ground plane length is optimum.

3.6 Conclusions

A planar monopole antenna with extremely wide band is designed by properly

truncating the ground plane of the feeding microstiip line. An extremely wide

band of 60% can be achieved by properly truncating the ground plane. The

proposed antemia offers wide band width, moderate gain and nearly

omnidirectional radiation characteristics suitable for application in modern wireless

gadgets. A compact printed strip monopole antemia with band width of the order

of 23% is derived from optimum ground plane dimensions. The proposed

optimum design is a potential candidate in wireless communications systems

where compact efficient antennas are in great demand.
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DOUBLE FOLDED STRIP MONOPOLE ANTENNA

FOR DUAL BAND APPLICATIONS

This chapter highlights the experimental and theoretical outcome of a

double folded strip monopole antenna for dual band application and size

reduction. A printed strip monopole antenna is suitably folded to make a low

profile, small size folded strip monopole antenna. A folded strip antenna has

generally narrow band characteristics than the straight vertical strip monopole

antenna. Investigations are canied to broaden the bandwidth of the folded strip

monopole antenna by judiciously placing another folded strip. By incorporating

an additional strip at the opposite location, the bandwidth of the folded strip

monopole can be increased with a bonus of an additional resonance to yield

dual band response. Thus a novel compact planar branched monopole antenna

is derived for dual band wireless communication applications. Experimental

and numerical analysis of planar branched monopole antenna is presented with

detailed discussion of the effect of the coupling between the arms. From the

exhaustive numerical analysis simple design equation are presented at the

concluding section of the chapter.



4.1 i Reactive loading for antenna miniaturization: an overview.

The latest trends in handset unit in the cellular phone are to reduce the

size and weight. The antennas used for such handsets must follow downsizing

of the wireless gadget yet keep the antenna performance unchanged or even

improved. Furthermore, built in antennas are becoming more intense

requirements of the mobile gadgets. The reduction of antenna size imposes

fundamental limitations on the antenna performance. Along with size reduction

the antenna should cater the needs of gain and bandwidth. In conventional

wire monopole antennas, one simple way to reduce the size of a monopole

antenna is to load a positive reactance component, such as a coil, at the feed

point or a short-circuited transmission line with length less than a quarter

wavelengths etc. The resistance of short antenna becomes very low at the

resonant frequency when the size of the antenna is reduced. Another problem

then arises, where the actual gain of such a small antenna will be reduced owing

to its low radiation resistance and low profile. Folding technique is extensively

used in the design of short antennas because they exhibit higher input

impedance than conventional monopoles of the same height. This is achieved

as a result of impedance transformation which arises from distributed coupling

between driven and folded sections. Input impedance of the folded monopole

antenna is given by Z,.,, = —4-Z—‘—€“-'-— Where Z ,, is the input impedance of the
Z, +2Z,,

parallel monopole antenna and Z, is the terminal impedance of the

transmission line with length H. Z, == jZ0tan(,6’H) where B is the phase

constant. When H equals the quaiter wavelength then input impedance of the

folded monopole antenna becomes four times the input impedance of the

conventional quaner wave monopole. Thus folding can be effectively utilized

to increase the impedance of the small antennas. This folding technique is
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effectively utilized in theipresent investigation to design a compact folded

m0r10pole antenna as illustrated in the present chapter. But when the

monopole antenna is folded the parallel arm has strong coupling with ground

plane. This strong coupling adversely affects the input impedance characteristic

of the antenna. Hence there is small degradation in the bandwidth

performance. In the present chapter investigations are made to improve the

bandwidth performance of the folded monopole antenna by deliberately

placing another loaded arm which loads reactance at the antenna input

impedance. Thus a dual folded monopole antenna is derived for broadband

performance. The additional folded arm not only increases the bandwidth

performance but also generates a new resonance due to an additional resonant

path. Thus a compact dual branched or dual folded monopole antenna is

derived for dual band applications. The experimental and theoretical

investigations of the folded monopole and dual branched monopole are

presented in the following sections.

4.2 EDTD analysis of Folded strip monopole antenna (FSMA) for
size reduction.

In the previous chapter we reached at an important conjecture that for an

optimum ground plane printed monopole antenna it is difficult to match the

resonant frequency at the desired value with quarter wavelength strip. Thus a strip

monopole with half wavelength is selected to fix the resonant frequency at the

desired value. By properly folding the strip monopole considerable reduction in

overall size can be achieved with out deteriorating antenna performance. The strip

monopole antenna shown in Fig.4 (a) can be transformed to folded strip as shown

in Fig.4.1 (b).
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Fig 4.1 la) Antenna 1: Printed strip monopole antenna over truncated optimum ground plane

(bl Antenna 2: folded monopole antenna over truncated optimum ground plane

For the numerical analysis a folded strip monopole with design parameters

LG =3mm, We =4Ornm, L,=24mm, Lq =13mm, L, =16mm is printed on a
substrate of dielectric constant 4.4 and thickness h=1.6mm is considered. The

antenna is modeled in FDTD with discretization parameters Ax=Ay=O.5mm and

Az=0.4mm. The computational domain corresponding to this problem contains

110x100x25 number of Yee cells. The antenna is excited with SOQ rnicrostrip feed

line which is modeled using Leubber’s feed model as explained in chapter 2. The

FDTD analysis will compute the frequency response of the antenna by exciting

with a Gaussian pulse. The antenna parameters like input impedance reflection

coefficient and field distribution corresponding to the resonant frequency etc are

computed as explained in chapter 2. For a strip monopole with the following

parameters LG =3mm, W6 =40mm, Lm=21mm w=3mm the computed input

impedance characteristics is shown in Fig.4.2. A quarter wavelength strip

monopole characteristics is also compared in the same figure.
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Fig 4.2 Computed input impedance characteristics of the printed monopole and folded strip
monopole shown in Fig.4.1

Antennal:1.I4 Printed strip monopole |.o =3mm, We -40mm, L1-=2lmm, w-3mm
Antenna2: M2 Folded strip monopole Ls =3mm, We -40mm, |.1=-24mm, |.2=l3mm,
La-= 16mm w-3mm

In the previous chapter we found that it is very difficult to match the quarter

wavelength strip monopole with optimum ground plane. The printed strip

monopole antenna (Antennal) is not resonating in the 1.4GHz to 2 GI-Iz band

even though the length is quarter wavelength. The real part of the resistance is

12.59 Q which is very low at 1.8GHz. Similarly imaginary part of the impedance is

very  The same antenna is loaded with a parallel arm of’ length L, with a

connecting strip of length I4 (Antenna 2) then impedance is nearly 49.2-jO.81.

Now we can say that antenna is resonating at 1.8GHz with excellent matching.

This is very clear from Fig 4.2. Thus it was confirmed from the input impedance

analysis that folding can be effectively utilized to increase the resistance part to

obtain good impedance matching. Note that when an additional arm is top loaded



to quarter wave monopole then total effective length of the folded strip required

to fix the resonant frequency at 1.8 GHZ is 0.627% In this case width of the

ground plane is selected as half wavelength for printed strip monopole as well as

folded monopole. The input impedance variations conesponding to the different

ground plane widths are presented in Fig.4.3.

+j1.0

+j0.5 +j2.0

Iéasrris
wages!
*e\§$ei'I

+j5.0

— oo

2

. eeee as WG=40mm‘J1-° WG=20mm

Fig 4.3 Computed input impedance characteristics of the folded monopole antenna for
different ground plane widths.

Lo -3mm, L1=Z4mm,|.2 -13mm, La =l6,8r -4.4,h- 1.6mm.

When the ground plane width is reduced to quarter wavelength the capacitive

coupling between the ground plane and horizonta.l cormecting strip IQ adds

capacitive reactance to the input impedance of the monopole 3Ilt€l’1I13.. From the

numerical analysis it is investigated that Antenna 1, Ad / 2 strip monopole excited

by SOQ microstrip line requires truncated optimum ground plane width of Xd / 2

to fix the resonant frequency at the desired value (Chapter 3). Even though wide

band width is achieved with this configuration the antenna occupies same area

compared to standard rectangular patch resonating at the same frequency. The



antenna 1 is modified by meandering the strip monopole to a folded monopole in

order to achieve compactness. The antemia 2 with ground plane width kd / 4

require a resonant length of 0.621‘, to obtain the resonant frequency at the desired

value. Since the folded monopole structure is a top loaded planar strip the

capacitive coupling between the horizontal strip and ground plane adds a

capacitive reactance to the input impedance of the planar monopole which lowers

the bandwidth of operation compared to that of antenna 1. But the antenna

dimensions can be considerably reduced with the proper truncation of the ground

plane and modification of the radiating strip to folded monopole. Even though the

bandwidth is slightly reduced due to coupling the area reduction compared to

rectangular patch in this case is 76%. The impedance characteristics of different

antenna configurations are summarized in Table 4.1

Table 4.1 Input impedance characteristics of printed monopole.

A Antenna Resonant 5 Input
Antenna parameters frequency l impedance(mm) f=(GHl) (9)

Quarter wavelength printed Lm=2O,w=3,
monopole with half LG=3,\W<; =40 No matching 12.59-j83.47

p wavelength ground plane

half wavelength printed Lm=4O,w=3,

monopole with optimum L@=3,W@ =40 1.8 GHZ , 49.83_j29.9(half wavelength )ground .
plane

Folded monopole with half I..1=24,I..z =13,L =
Wmlensth ground Plane 1 =16» W=3 1.8 GI-Iz i 49.2-30.21

L(;=3,\V(; =40as aw  a _  so as a new a a a as " _~_Jv . ................. o,
Folded monopole with L1=24,L2=13,L A g
°P"m°m ( <1“a“¢Y 1=16» W=3 1.82 GHZ 48.60-j35.88
wavelength) ground plane I LG=3,WG =20



4.2.1 Resonant modes in folded monopole antenna

Resonant phenomenon in folded Il‘lOn0p0le is idcntifigd from the FDTD

computed E field distribution. The E field is computed at different layers of

the antenna. The computed E field components are shown in Fig 4.4.

Cbmputed E field indicate that when the monopole is folded there is
approximately a half wavelength variation along the length of the folded arm.

The computed field distribution indicates that the folded ann must be loaded at

a height of approximately quarter wavelength (which corresponds to E

to avoid the radiation from the bend edges. When the loading height
is greater or less than the quarter wavelength there may be radiation from the

bend edges of the folded monopole. -This will affect the radiation
characteristics considerably. Hence loading height is selected according to the

frequency requirements. From the Ex field components itiis clearly evident that

there is half wavelength variation of the field along the strip length of the

folded monopole. Hence it can be concluded that antenna is polarized

vertically along the Y direction. For the Ey components there is no variation of

the field along L1 and L3. But slight field intensity can be observed along the

horizontal strip, L2 which indicates that there may be horizontal component of

E field due to the horizontal strip of the folded monopole. This indicates that

cross polar level will be increased due to the effect of horizontal strip. The

computed Ez component at the top layer of the strip is shown in Fig.4.4

The Ez components again confirms that the half ‘wavelength field variation

along the length of the strip. Feeble field intensity can also be observed along

the horizontal strip of the folded arm. Due to the horizontal field variation

there will be coupling between this arm and ground plane which can affect the

impedance matching characteristics of the folded monopole antenna. Simulated

E field distribution is shown in Fig4.4  This again confirms that there is a

half wave variation of Electric field in the entire length of the antenna.
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Fig 4.4. (d) Simulated field distribution of monopole antenna at 1.8GHz. Lo -3mm,

The effect of folding on input impedance characteristics is presented in the

4 2.2 Effect of folding on antenna characteristics

We - 20mm L1-24 mm,L2 - 13mm, La - l6,Er -4.4,h= 1.6mm.

characteristics of the antenna is presented in the following sections.

previous section. The influence of folding on the reflection and radiatlon



4.2.2.1 Retum loss characteristics

The retum loss characteristic of the folded monopole antenna is

compared with half wavelength strip monopole antenna in Fig.4.5. FDTD

computed reflection characteristics predicts that the folded monopole
antenna resonates at 1.8GHz with 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of 290MHz from

1.64GHz to 1.93GHz corresponding to fractional bandwidth of 16%. The

folded monopole antenna is fabricated on a substrate of e,=4.4 and h=1.6mm

and characterized using Agilent E8362B Programmable Network Analyzer.

The measured retum loss characteristics are in good agreement with the

theoretically predicted result. The measured 2:1 VSWR impedance bandwidth

of the antenna is 280MHz (1.675GHz-1.954GHz) with resonant frequency
centered at 1.8GHz with fractional bandwidth of 15.5%. From the reflection

characteristics it can be observed that an unfolded monopole antenna exhibits

a bandwidth of 387.5MHz (11.6375GHz-2.025GHz) with resonant frequency

centered at 1.825GHz corresponding to 22% fractional bandwidth.O . ." I"'b\n 5‘ . .__”,,,,‘.'»;:;g!.\.wA-0;;\ ° 0'. /’ ' ' ‘\ oN . ;§ \ .0_ .. 1 \ “/ \-10
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Fig 4.5 Reflection characteristics of the folded monopole antenna. Lo -3mm, We -20mm
L1-Z4mm,Lz - 13mm, La - l6,€r -4.4,h- 1.6mm.

Strip monopole antenna Lo -3mm, We -40mm L1-40mm



Note that for the half wavelength strip monopole antenna the ground

plane width required to fix the resonance at 1.8GHz is half wavelength and for

quarter wavelength there is no impedance matching due to very low value of

resistance at the input impedance. From the input impedance studies in the

previous section we observed that when a quarter wavelength monopole is top

loaded with folded arm the capacitive coupling between the ground plane and

horizontal strip adds capacitive reactance to the input impedance of the

anterma. Hence bandwidth of the antenna is slightly reduced than a vertical

unfolded strip monopole. But with the folded arm technique the 3IlI€l'll'l3 size

can be considerably reduced than unfolded monopole. Moreover, a vertical

strip monopole of half wavelength requires an optimum ground plane of hllf

wavelength in order to fix the resonant frequency at the desired value where as

a quarter wavelength monopole top loaded with folded arm requires only a

quarter wavelength ground plane width to fix the resonant frequency. Hence it

can be concluded that folding the monopole is a suitable concept for size

reduction even though bandwidth is slightly reduced.

4.2.2.2 Far field radiation pattern

From the computed E field distribution it can be observed that the variation of the

field is dominant along the length of the monopole. The computed radiation pattems

predict that the radiation from folded monopole is similar to dipole pattem with omni

directional H plane and Figure of Eight E phne radiation pattems. Simulated 3D

radiation characteristics  confirm that radiation characteristics are akin to a dipole.

Radiation characteristics at the centre frequency of the impedance bandwidth are shown

in Fig.4.6.The slight squinting in radiation patxems is due to the asymmetry of the folded

monopole structure. The radiation characteristics reveal that the antenna is linearly

polarized along Y direction HFSS Simulated 3D radiation characteristics are shown in

Fig 4.7. Simuhted radiation characteristics  confirm that radiation pattem is nearly

omni directional in one plane and figure of eight in the other plane. Even though the



radiation pattem of the folded monopole is similar to the  monopole the beam is

slightly tilted due to the asymmetry in the  structure. Thus from the theoretical

and experimental investigations it is concluded that folded monopole exhibits a slight

in the radiation characteristics.H Plane E Plang9° 90120 60 120 p 5015° 3° 150 so15° 0 1ao o40 30 20 10 45 39 29 19
210 aao 219 33°

24° 3°° 240 soo270 1 co pd.  27°
i oo_pol0r

H Plane Y E Plane
90

O0120 60 120 60150 30 150 30
180 l O-40 30 20 10 180 0-40 30 20

210 330 210 330
240 300 240 300
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(bl

Fig 4.6 la) Measured radiation patterns of the folded monopole at 1.8GHz
(bl FDTD computed radiation patterns of the folded monopole at 1.8GHz.

Ls -3mm, We -20mm L1- 24mm,Lz - 13mm, |.a - l6,8r -4.4,h- 1.6mm.
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Fig 4.7 Simulated 3D radiation pattern of the folded monopole antenna
Lo =3mm, We =20mm l.1=Z4mm,L2 =13mm, |.a = 16,8, -4.4,h= 1.6mm.

4.2.2.3 Gain and efficiency

When antenna size is physically small the gain of the antenna is considerably

reduced. Folding the printed strip monopole reduces the gain by O.6dBi than an

unfolded one. When the monopole is folded the increased reactance at the input

impedance increases the mismatch losses which degrade the gain. Moreover, when

the antenna is folded reactive energy stored increases which causes degradation in

radiation efficiency. Hence while loading a folded arm to the quarter wave

monopole utmost care to be ensured to  the reactive component at the

input impedance. In our design the parallel arm is loaded at quarter wavelength

and computed input impedance characteristics revels that reactance at the input is

minimum hence efficiency is not that much degraded compared to vertical

monopole of same length. Gain characteristics of the folded monopole are shown

in Fig.4.8(a). The computed average gain of the antenna in the operating band is
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2.26dBi where as the measured gain is 2.0dBi. The slight discrepancy is due to

mismatch loses arising from the feed connector connected to a physically small

folded monopole antenna which is not incorporated in FDTD analysis. Antenna

efficiency measured using wheeler cap method shows that folded monopole

antenna efficiency is 79% where as the computed efficiency is only 78%. The

radiation efficiency of the antenna is shown in Fig.4.81 ~ 1(1)
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Fig 4.8 lo) Gain of the folded monopole antenna

lb) Efficiency of the folded monopole antenna
Ls -3mm, We -20mm Li-24mm,l.z - 13mm, |.a -16,9 -4.4,h-1.6mm.

4.2.2.4 Cross polar levels

Folding of the strip monopole has influence on the cross polar power levels.

When a strip monopole  is loaded with parallel strip (L,)) with a connecting

horizontal strip (L3) the cross polar level is increased. The simulated current

distribution of the folded strip monopole indicates that the there is strong current

flowing through the horizontal connecting strip L2 .Due to the effect of this strong

horizontal current polarization purity is low in the direction of maximum radiation.

The simulated current distribution showing the effect of horizontal current variation is

presented in Fig.4.‘).
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Fig 4.9. Simulated current distribution of the folded monopole antenna.
Lo =3mm, We -20mm |.r=24mm,|.2 = 13mm, La = 16,9 ==4.4,h=1.6mm

\X/hen the horizontal strip length is lower then the coupling between the strip

monopole and loaded parallel strip establishes a strong horizontal current and then

cross polar level is very low. In the present design a cross polar level better than

2OdB is achieved by suitably selecting the horizontal strip length.

4.3 Parametric analysis of folded monopole antenna.

Parametric analysis of the folded monopole is performed to study the effect

of the structural parameters on antenna charac.teristics. This section illustrates the

computed numerical results for different parameter variations.

4.3.1 Effect of loading location L,

Loading location is very critical in determining the impedance matching of the

antenna. The input impedance variation for different loading height 1.1 is plotted in

Fig 4.10.
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Fig 4.10. Input impedance variation for different loading Heights L1.
Le -3mm, We -ZUmm,L2 -13mm, La -16,er-4.4,h-1.6mm

Investigations on input impedance reveals that when the loading location is

greater than quarter wavelength reactive component at the input impedance

becomes more capacitive and when the loading location is less than quarter

wavelength the impedance moves to the inductive region. Hence the loading

location is optimized as quarter wavelength to  the reactive component at

the input impedance. The variation of reflection characteristics with different

loading location is presented in Fig.4.11 (a). From the reflection characteristics it

can be inferred that proper matching occurs when the loading location is of the

order of quarter wavelength (curve L1 =21 in fig. 4.10). The variation of resonant

frequency with the loading location is presented in Fig.4.11  the loading

location is increased the effective resonant length of the folded monopole

increases and obviously the resonant frequency is decreased. Due to the increased

reactance component at the input impedance of the folded monopole the

bandwidth degradation is observed when loading location varies from quarter

wavelength as shown in Fig.4.11(c). Computed maximum bandwidth that can be
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achieved from the folded monopole is 16.4%. When the length L1 is varied from

21 mm to 24 mm there is not much variation in % BW as the two values are very

much close to the quarter wavelength of the operating frequency. But for larger

variation of length the bandwidth is considerably reduced. Hence the optimum

loading height for better reflection charectartics is selected as Xd / 4.
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Fig 4.11. la) Reflection characteristics for different loading locations L1.
(bl Variation in resonant frequency with different loading locations
(cl Variation in %BW with different loading heights

Ls - 3mm, We - 2Umm,L2 -13mm, La - 16,2: -4.4,h-1.6mm



COmputed gain and efficiency of the antenna for different loading

locations are presented in Fig.4.12. The gain as well as efficiency is degraded

when the loading location varies from optimum value. The variation in

radiation efficiency is due to the increased reactive loss arising from the

reactive components.40 100
ss -so

ncy,%

3-0 " ii Gain__ _.- _ — — —- Efficiency - 30Z k i g
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Fig 4.12. Computed gain and efficiency for different loading locations
Ls -3mm, We -20mm,Lz -13mm, La -16,Ef -4.4,h-1.6mm

4.3.2 Effect of spacing between parallel strip and monopole arm, L;

As already descnbed in the section 4.2.2.4 the spacing has effect on the

radiation characteristics of the folded monopole especially in the cross polarization

purity. In this section effect of the spacing I4 on the reflection characteristics is

narrated. When the horizontal strip length is varied the effective length of the

strip monopole changes and the resonant frequency varies accordingly. But when

the horizontal length is very small the coupling between the arms increases which

results in increased capacitive reactance at the input impedance of the folded

monopole antenna as shown in Fig.4.13.
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Fig. 4.13. Input impedance characteristics for different horizontal strip lengths.

Ls -3mm, We -20mm, L1 -21 mm, La -16, er -4.4, h-1.6mm

Computed input impedance charectartics reveals that when the horizontal

strip length is very low the vertical arm and loaded arm comes close to each other.

This in tum decreases the Q of the antenna. Computed reflection characteristics

for different horizontal arm lengths are presented in Fig.4.14 (a). From the

Fig.4.14  it can be observed that when 1.1 changes the effective resonant length

L1+L2 +L, varies and hence resonant frequency changes by 1GHz when the

horizontal strip length is varied from 4mm to 13mm. When the horizontal strip

length is 4mm the %BW increases drastically due to the decreased Q of the device.

Variation of %BW is presented in  4.14  Even though wide bandwidth is

obtained when the length L_, is 4mm, the resonant frequency is increased When

the length 11 is less than 4rmn the two strips merge together to act as a single

vertical strip with half wavelength. Hence concept of folding is lost in that case

and antemia shows poor impedance matching. To fix the resonant frequency at

the desired value without compromising the size I4 is optimized as 13mm in this

case.
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Fig. 4.14. (a) Reflection characteristics of the folded monopole antenna
(b) Variation of resonant frequency with L2
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Gain of the folded monopole antenna for different horizontal ground plane is

measured using gain comparison methods. Gain variation is less for horizontal

strip length variation from 7 mm to 13mm. But when the horizontal strip length is

4mm even though the antenna is properly matched the reactive component at the

input impedance is high which causes reactive losses. The gain and efficiency is

considerably reduced due to these reactive losses. Gain and efficiency
characteristics are shown in Fig.4.15.
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4.3.3 Effect of loaded parallel strip,L3

When the loaded parallel strip length is varied from 4mm to 20mm the

resonant frequency variation is only 450MHz (Fig4.16  When the loaded strip

length increases the effective resonant path length increases which decreases the

resonant frequency of the folded monopole antenna. But the computed reflection

characteristics reveal that there is no considerable degradation in bandwidth of the

antemta. The influence of loaded arm length on the reflection characteristics is

depicted in Fig.4.16 (a). The % bandwidth remains almost constant with L,

variation. But when the length of the parallel ann is considerably increased the

bandwidth of operation degrades hence for the present design parallel arm length

is selected less than quarter wavelength in the dielectric. When the loaded parallel

arm length is equal to quarter wavelength the antemia exhibits high Q and the

bandwidth is considerably reduced. Variation of % bandwidth with the length of

parallel arm L, is shown in Fig.4.156(c).
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4.3.4 Effect of Dielectric constant of the substrate, at

The dielectric constant of the substrate material has influence on the resonant

frequency of the folded monopole antenna. When the folded monopole antenna is

fabricated on a dielectric substrate the change in dielectric constant will affect the

charectartics impedance of the feed line which in turn modifies the retum loss

characteristics. Variation of reflection characteristics with different dielectric

subStI‘&I€$ is d¢PiCted in Fig-4-17 (a). W/hen dielectric constant varies from 2.2 to
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10.2 corresponding frequency change is 430MHz as shown in Fig.4.17  For

high dielectric constant substrates the bandwidth is reduced due to the high Q of

the device. For dielectric constant with in the range of 2 to 6 the bandwidth

perfonnance is with in the acceptable limit. Influence of dielectric constant on the

bandwidth of the folded monopole 31111811113 is shown in Fig.4.17(c).
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Fig. 4.17. (a) Effect of dielectric constant on the reflection characteristics of the folded
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lb) Variation of resonant frequency with dielectric constant
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Variation in dielectric constant affects t.he radiation efficiency of the folded

monopole antenna. The radiation efficiency decreases for high dielectric constant

substrates. Computed results indicates a maximum efficiency of 87% when the

antenna is printed on substrate of dielectric constant er=2.2. For er=1O.2 the

efficiency is only 84%. The measured average efficiency on an FR4 substrate is

78%. Efficiency is low in this case because of high loss tangent of FR4 substrate.

4.3.5 Effect of substrate height, h

Height of the substrate has considerable influence on the input impedance of the

folded monopole antenna. This in tum affects the reflection charectartics

considerably. The influence of the height of the substrate on the input impedance

characteristics is shown in  4.18.

*l°5 +20

h=0.5mm
h=1.6mm

h=3mm
h=3.5mm
h=4mm

h=4.5mm

-11.0

Fig.4.18. Input impedance variation of folded monopole antenna with height of the substrate.
Lo -3mm, We -Zllmm, L1 -Z1 mm, L2 -10, , Ls =16 mm, er=4.4

For thin substrate the coupling between the bottom ground plane and the

radiating folded monopole adds high capacitive reactance to the input impedance

of the folded monopole antenna. Hence it is difficult to match the characteristic

impedance of the feed line and the folded monopole antenna exhibits high
reflection loss. The computed reflection characteristics for different substrate
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thickness are presented in Fig.4.19 (a). From the figure it is clear that when the

substrate is very thin impedance matching is very poor. When substrate thickness

is varied from 1mm to 4.5mm the corresponding frequency change is 340MHz.

From the computed E field values it is observed that when substrate thickness is

varied field intensity varies on the different layers of the substrate. Hence substrate

height should be accounted while calculating the resonant frequency of the folded

monopole antenna. Variation in resonant frequency for different substrate

thickness is shown in Fig.4.19  For thick substrates Q is very low and

bandwidth increases considerably as shown in Fig.4.19(c).
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4.4 Design procedure fora compact folded monopole antemia.

From the exhaustive numerical analysis and experimental observations a

simple design criteria is formulated for the design of the folded monopole

antenna. The following design equations can be used to design the antenna with

good reflection and radiation characteristics.

I Select any substrate with dielectric constant er and height h. The width of

the folded monopole is set as width of SQQ microstrip feed line.

I Since the field components are not confined to the substrate alone effective

dielectric constant has to be used in calculation.

1

sq, =5§—(1+0.3*h) ........................................ ..(4.1)

Where h is the height of the substrate and e, is the dielectric constant of the
substrate.

I Length of the vertical strip can be calculated from the following equation

0.250= ?— ........................................ ..(4.2)A frfl
I Length of the horizontal strip is then calculated as

L2 = @5254 ........................................ ..(4.3)
fr * ‘\l gejf

I Length of the loaded strip is given by the equation below as

_ O.2c
L3 fr“/5 ........................................ .. (4.4)



I Ground plane dimensions are then calculated‘ using the following
equations

LG = 0.03 75c} ............................................. .. (4.5)

0.25cW = —i ............................................ .. 4.6G fr ,,, ,-ad < >
Where ‘c’ is the velocity of electromagnetic wave in free space. The constants

0.25 and 0.0375 are derived empirically after studying the effect of grotmd plane

dimensions.

4.5 Antemia designs in various wireless communication standards

The validity of design equations are confirmed by fabricating the folded

monopole antenna at desired wireless communication bands of interest. Return

loss characteristics of ‘ antenna designed in various wireless communication

standards are depicted in Fig.4.20.
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ig.4.20 Folded monopole antenna in various wireless communication standards.
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Table 4.2 summarizes the antenna characteristics in different wireless standards.‘r II
nt Band %Band Gain Effieiencyf

width (dBi) (%) .

DCB L1 =2O,L1 =13,L; =16 1.8GHz

L(; =3 ,\V<; =20

1.64GHz

1.93GHz

16 2 78

2.225GHz 17.5 3
-2.65GHz 1

2.4GHz L1=15.6,Lz=1Q, 2.42GHz 80
WLAN L;=l2.5,I.q=2.4mm

\V¢;=15.6,[1 . . .
5.2GHz L1=7.2,L2=4.7,L3=5.78 5.59GHz 5.17GHz- 15.9 3.5 =

WLAN A LG=1.1,\X/<;=7.2 6.06GHz
83

GSM L1=42,L; =27, 890MHz 82OMHz- 14.6 1.78
L3 =33,L@=6.25,\V<; =42 . 95OMI-Iz 1 j

74

In all the cases the antenna is operating with a bandwidth better than 14%

and gain better than 1.75dBi and nearly omni directional radiation coverage.

The area of the folded monopole is compared with a standard rectangular

patch and vertical strip monopole resonating at designed frequency. An area

reduction of 79% can be achieved compared to rectangular microstrip resonating

at the same frequency. Even though an area reduction of 77% compared to

vertical monopole can be achieved with the folded monopole antemia a 3%
reduction in bandwidth is observed when the antenna is folded. This bandwidth

reduction can be eliminated by judiciously placing another strip whose length is

properly selected so that the capacitive reactance arising from the folding can be

nullified with the inductive stub. The Design of such a wide band folded

monopole antenna with an additional arm is presented in the next section. The
suitable location of the second arm increases the bandwidth of the first mode at
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the same time an additional second mode is excited due to the various current

paths excited in the 3.I1t€l'lI13. structure. Theoretical and experimental investigations

of thus derived dual folded monopole antenna are elaborately recited in the

following section.

4.6 FDTD analysis of Double Folded strip monopole antenna
(DFSMA) for dual band operation.

The dual folded strip monopole antenna is derived from a single folded

strip monopole antenna by modifying it with an additional arm placed at the

appropriate location. This modified structure shown in Fig.4.21 consists of two

different meandered current paths resulting in dual band operation.

Ws—i-——v- A
L3

‘ ........................ ..>

Arml
Arm2

F|g.4.21. Geometry of the proposed dual branched folded monopole antenna. Lo - 3mn We -15II'm.

LS -30n'm Ws -30nIn, L1-15n'm, Lz-5nm, La-13n'm, L4-16rm1, L-s-10nIn, Le-12mn,
h- 1.Bn1'n, a -4.4.

For a printed strip monopole 2.l'lt€I‘ll’l3 described in the previous section with

single arm the bandwidth performance is limited due to the capacitive coupling



between the parallel strip L and ground plane. These capacitive coupling adds a

reactive component to the input impedance of the antenna. By judiciously placing

another arm of length greater than quarter wavelength the capacitive reactance at

the input impedance can be compensated. If the new ann is placed at proper

location then the entire length of the second arm constitutes an additional current

and second resonant mode is excited in the radiating structure. Thus by adding the

second arm the bandwidth of the folded monopole is increased with an additional

advantage of a new resonant mode. From the experimental investigations on

folded monopole antenna operating at 1.8GHz we anived at a conjecture that the

length of the second ann required to ascertain the proper impedance matching is

O.275kd corresponding to the frequency of operation. The new ann is placed at a

height of about O.25>q corresponding to 2.4GHz a second resonance is generated

in the radiating structure with frequency centered at 2.4GHz. These predicted

results are verified by modelling a dual arm folded monopole antenna using

FDTD algorithm. For this double folded monopole antenna with the parameters

LG =3mm W6 =15mm, LS =3Omm W5 =3Omm, L,=15mm, Iq=5mm, L3=13mm,

L4=16rnm, L5=1Omm, L6=12mm are implemented on a substrate of thickness

lfanm and dielectric constant 4.4. Computed reflection characteristics are verified

by fabricating a prototype and testing using E8362B PNA. The details of

experimental, theoretical and simulated results are .presented in the following
section.

4.6.1 Resonance and radiation phenomenon in DFSMA.

The resonance in the double folded monopole antenna is associated with

various current paths excited in the DFSMA structure. The longer annl of the

monopole contributes for lower resonance and shorter arm 2 contributes for

second resonance. From the computed Ex field distribution corresponding to

the lower frequency, it can be observed that there is a half wavelength
variatiOIl Of the field along the longer arm of the folded monopole as shown in
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Fig.4.22(a). The longer ann is strongly radiating at this frequency with
polarization along Y direction. But there is feeble field variation along the

shorter arm too. Hence it can be concluded that there is effect of the coupling

of arm 2 on arml. The computed Ey values shown in Fig.4.22  indicates that

there is slight field variation along the horizontal arms L3 and L5_ But for the

lower resonant modes these field variations are equal and opposite and their

effect cancels in the far field. So for the lower resonant mode better cross

polarization discrimination can be expected. The Ez field plotted in Fig.4.22(c)

again confirms the half wavelength variation of the field along the longer arml

of the dual folded monopole antenna.

/m)
b U!

Ex(vo ts

i
__ ;\rm1

' X
Fig. 4.22(a) computed Ex at the strip layer for first resonant mode(at 1.725GHz)

Ls =3mm We =15mm, L1=15 mm, L2=5 mm, l.3= 13 mm, L4= 16 mm, Ls=10 mm, Ls=1Z mm
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Fig. 4.22(b) computed Ey at the strip layer at first resonant mode(at 1.725GHz)
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For the second resonant mode E field distribution is computed by

assigning a sinusoidal excitation corresponding to the second resonant

frequency. From the computed Ex field distribution a half wavelength

variation of the field can be observed along shorter arm as shown in Fig4.23

(a). In the second resonant mode there is no effect of the longer arm. But Ey

distribution shown in Fig.4.23 (b) reveals that there is feeble variation of

electric field along the horizontal strip. In this case the field is in phase and

their effect adds in the far field. Hence a high cross polar power level can be

expected for the second resonant mode. The Ez field distribution depicted in

Fig.4.23(c) again confinns the half wavelength variation along the shorter arm

length. From the computed E field components it can be inferred that

antenna is polarized along Y direction.

1
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ts/m)
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Fig. 4.23(a) computed Ex at the strip layer at second resonant frequency (at 2.4GHz)
Lo =3mm We =15mm, L1=15 mm, L2=5 mm, |.3= 13 mm, L4= 16 mm, Ls=lU mm, Le=lZ mm
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Fig. 4.23(b) computed Ey at the strip layer at second resonant frequency (at 2.4GHz)

Le -3mm We -15mm, L1-15 mm, L2-5 mm, La-13 mm, L4-16 mm, Ls-10 mm, Ls-12 mm
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Fig. 4.23(c) computed Ez at the strip layer at second resonant frequency(at 2.4GHz)

Ls -3mm We -15mm, L1-15 mm, L2-5 mm, l.a- 13 mm, L4-16 mm, L5-1U mm, |.e=-=12 mm



monopole antemia offers two distinct resonant modes at 1.725GHz and 2.45GHz

respectively. The lower impedance band due to ann 1 provides a 2:1VSWR bandwidth

of 505MHz from 1.375GI-Iz-1.88GHz which conesponds to 29% bandwidth. The

upper resonance due to ann 2 reaches 220MHz from 2.33GHz-2.55GHz

conesponding to 9% bandwidth. From the experimental and theoretical investigations

it is found that optimum width of ground plane required to ensure proper impedance

matching is quarter wavelength of the higher resonant frequency. Thus with two

different resonant lengths constitutes dual band operation as predicted from

theoretical inferences. Theoretically predicted results are in good agreement with

experimental and simulated results. The dual frequency monopole antemia occupies

an area of 3Ox25mm2 when printed on a substrate of height 1.6 mm and 4.4 dielectric

constant. Thus dual folded monopole antenna offers an area reduction 67%

conesponding to conventional planar microstrip antemia.° l Tl  expariinent
i 0 0  Q o o 0 o o Q 00 0  4

5 .Mn mwpwmwmwmmmwmgwmmmmmvxflim3 - : 0 ;. ./'/'

dB

_- \ ,2"  -4’l— ’ "'. E 5

e um oss

8

li-20 ‘I 1 i I |1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
frequency,GHz

Fig.4.24. Reflection characteristics of the proposed dual frequency folded monopole antenna

monopole antenna. Ls - 3mm We -15mm, LS - 30mm Ws - 30mm, L1 - 15, L2- 5, La - 13, L4 - 16,
Ls -10, |.o-1Z,h-1.6IIITl,er-4.4 Er -4.4.

The two different arms of the folded monopole have influence on each of the

resonance characteristics. The following section describes the effect of the

coupling of the amas on the reflection and radiation characteristics.
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4.6.2 Double Folding for dual frequency: Acase study

A double folded monopole antemra with two branched folded arms offers a dual

resonance characteristics due to different meandered cunent paths excited in the

radiating structure. The longer arml of the folded monopole excites a lower resonance

of the dual frequency response and shorter arm excites the higher frequency. But for

the lower frequency shorter arm of the monopole increases the inductive reactance as

the length of the ann2 is approximately quarter wavelength of the shorter ann. Thus

the capacitive impedance due the coupling between the ground plane and horizontal

strip of the arml is minimized and antemra exhibits bandwidth enhancement in the

lower order mode. But for the second resonant mode arml length is half wavelength

order of the second resonant frequency hence arm 1 adds more capacitive reactance to

the input impedance of the second resonant frequency. Thus for second mode

degradation in bandwidth is observed .The effect of this mutual coupling on antenna

characteristics is illustrated in the subsequent section.

4.6.2.1 Effect of mutual coupling of amrs

The effect of mutual coupling of the two anus of dual frequency monopole
antenna affects the reflection and radiation charectartics. From the simulated

cant distnbution shown in Fig.4.25 corresponding to the lower resonant

frequency it can be observed that for the first resonance the arm2 of the

monopole even though exhibits a feeble current variation the effect of the

horizontal current causing the coupling is cancelled by the ann 2. Moreover the

horizontal strip of the arml of the folded monopole causes a horizontal field

variation which increases the cross polar power of the antenna. But for lower
resonant mode this horizontal current cancels at the far field due to the arm2 as

the horizontal strip current in the arm 2 is opposite in phase with arm 1 current.

Thus better cross polar discrimination is obtained for lower resonant mode.
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Fig.4.25 Simulated current distribution of the dual frequency folded monopole antenna at l.8GHz..
Lo -3mm We -=-15mm, LS =3Umm Ws -30mm, l.1= 15, L2=5, Ls= 13, L4= 16, L5-10,

Lo=1Z,h-=1.6mm,er=4.4

But for the higher resonant mode the arm 1 of the monopole excites a

horizontal current in phase with the current on the horizontal strip of arm2.

Hence the resultant will add in the far field and polarization purity is very poor for

the second resonant mode. The current distribution conesponding to the second

resonant mode is shown in Fig.4.26.Jsurflhlnl " i "
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7.1270c+OB1l
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Fig.4.26. Simulated current distribution of the dual frequency folded monopole antenna at 2.4 GHz.
Lo =3mm We ==15mm, LS ==3Umm Ws -30mm, L1== 15, L2=5, Ls— 13, L4-= 16, L5=1U, Lo-=12,

h=1.6mm,er=4.4 8r -=4.4.



4.6.2.2 Effect of ann 2 on first resonance.

The influence of arm 2 on the input impedance characteristics of the ann

1 is shown in Fig.4.27. With out arm 2, the antenna is resonating at 1.79GHz

with a bandwidth of 16%. By the introduction of arm2 the resonant

frequency is found to be slightly changed to 1.725GHz. W/hen arm 2 is added

the capacitive reactance caused by the folding of arm1 is cancelled due to the

arm 2 . Thus bandwidth enhancement is observed ir1 arm 1 band due to

addition of arm2. For folded monopole operating at 1.8GHz a maximum %

bandwidth obtained by suitably placing this additional strip is 29%. Note that

for single folded monopole the bandwidth performance was only 16% and a

vertical strip monopole the bandwidth was 21%. Computed retum loss

characteristics shown in Fig.4.28 summarizes the above inferences. It is

interesting to note the additional advantage of a second resonance by adding
ann 2.

+j1.0

+;o 5 +12 o

P é J

Ii

3 Q‘

arm1 band without arm2
arm1 band with arm2

-12 0

-j1.0

Fig.4.27 computed input impedance characteristics of the dual folded monopole antenna at lower
band LG =3mm We - 15mm, LS -30mm Ws -30mm, L1-15, L2-5, L3-13, L4-16, L5-1o, u.= 12,

h =1.6mm,er-4.4
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Fig.4.28. Reflection characteristics of different antennas operating at 1.8GHz

4.6.2.3 Effect of arm 1 on second resonance

Fig.4.29 clearly indicates the influence of arm 1 on the input impedance

characteristics of the ann 2 band. Single folded antenna is resonating at 2.437GHz

with a bandwidth of 14%. By the addition of arm 1 an additional resonance at

1.79GHz is introduced. This observation again confirms our earlier argument that

lower resonance is due to longer arm (annl) and higher resonance is due to

shorter arm  From the graphs it can be clearly observed that by adding

arml the capacitive reactance at the input impedance of the arm 2 is increased.

This increased capacitive reactance causes bandwidth degradation as shown in

Fig.4.3O. For a vertical monopole antenna operating at 2.4GHz offers a wide band

of 23%. When this vertical monopole is folded the bandwidth is degraded to 16%.

But when the arm is loaded with an additional arm whose length is grater than half

wavelength of arm 1 the bandwidth is further reduced to 10%.
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Fig.4.30. Reflection characteristics of different antennas operating at 2.4GHz.



Computed and experimental radiation pattems at the two resonant frequencies of

the dual folded monopole anterma are shown in Fig.4_31. The antenna is vertically

polarized along Y direction in the two bands. The first resonant frequency exhibits a

cross polar discrimination better than 20dB while for the second resonance the cross

polar level is  Measured values exhibit a similar cross polar discrimination in the

two bands.
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Gain of the antenna is measured using gain comparison method and average

gain obtained in the 1.8GHz band is 2.53dBi. For the second resonant mode the

average gain is 2.1dBi. Measured gains of the antenna in the two bands are shown

in Fig.4.32. Measured efficiency of the antenna in the first resonant frequency is

80.1% and second resonant frequency is 73.6%. Where as computed efficiency is

85% in the first band and 76% in the second band.

67
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4 l -———— 1.8GHz band .
-— -- —-' 2.4GHz band. i _______#_..---ti

ndB
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2 _ _____ -- 2
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Frequency(GHz)I7 ' " i—‘ "  ' I " " I ' ’f ‘“2.40 2.42 2.4-4 2 46 2 48
Fig.4.32 Gain of the double folded dual band antenna in the two resonant bands. Ls =3mm

We =15mm, LS =30mm Ws =30mm, L1= 15, l.2=-5, Ls= 13, L4=16, |.s- 10, |.o=- 12,

h -= 1.6mm,er = 4.4

4.6.3 Parametric analysis of double folded monopole antenna.

Parametric analysis of the antenna is performed to confirm predicted

resonant modes and effect of each parameter on the antenna characteristics. The

resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth are the main characteristics being

investigated. Parametric analysis leads to the formulation of simple equations to

design the dual band folded monopole anterma for any two bands of operation.
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4.6.3.1 Effect of folded annl

Effect of the entire resonant length of ann 1 LL = L, + L, + L, + L4 is varied to

study the effect on the two resonant frequencies. Investigation on vanation of

individual strip length is also presented to confirm our earlier arguments. When aim 1

length is varied resonant frequency of the first mode changes considerably but the

variation of resonant frequency of the second mode is negligible. But the impedance

matching condition of the second resonant frequency changes considerably as the

arml length changes the capacitive impedance at the input impedance of the second

resonant frequency. When the arm 1 length is lower than half wavelength of the

second resonant mode there exists a single wide band with 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of

670 MI-Iz COI‘t'€Sp0nd.lI1g to fractional bandwidth of 34 % as shown in Fig.4.33. This

study again confirms that annl is responsible for first mode and its length affects the

impedance matching condition of the second mode. As expected, the resonant

frequency decreases with increase of arml length LL.
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Fig.4.33 Influence of arm 1 length on the return loss characteristics of the dual folded monopole
antenna. Ls -3mm We -15mm, LS =3Umm Ws ==30mm, L1 =- 15, Ls= 10, |.s= 12,

h=1.5mm,er=4.4
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The individual strip lengths of the arm 1 are varied separately to study

the effect of them on the dual frequency characteristics. When length L, is

varied the entire resonant length corresponding to first frequency changes

which in turn varies the first resonant frequency. From the reflection

charectartics shown in Fig.4.34 (a) it is again confirmed that the total loading

height L1 +L, should be of the order of quarter wavelength in dielectric

corresponding to first resonant frequency to ensure the proper impedance

matching of the first mode. The variation of horizontal strip of the arml, L,

causes the first resonant frequency to change considerably and decrease in

length L results in merging of the individual modes to form a wide band (Fig.

4.34(b)). As length L, affects the cross polar level of the second mode length

of the horizontal strip is optimized as 13mm favorable for both the modes.

When the loaded parallel strip L4 is varied the resonant frequency of the first

mode changes and merges with the second mode as shown in Fig.4.34(c). So

proper care is required for the selection of L3 . If bandwidth is the major

concern we have to select the optimum L, . If cross polarization is the major

concem we have to reduce L3 by sacrificing the bandwidth.
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4.6.3.2 Effect of folded arm2

When the length of arm 2 is varied the matching condition for first resonance

is affected .The second resonant frequency increases with decrease in arm 2

lengths. But when the arm 2 length is lower than quarter wavelength of the first

resonance impedance matching is poor due to the increased capacitive coupling.

Effect of arm 2 on the reflection characteristics of the dual band antenna is shown

inFgA5s
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Fig.4.35 Influence of arm 2 length on the return loss characteristics of the dual folded monopole
antenna. Lo -3mm We = 15mm, LS -30mm Ws -30mm, L2-5, La= 13, L4=-16, h=1.6mm,er-4.4

The individual strip lengths are varied to ascertain the effect of each of

them on the reflection characteristics of the dual band folded monopole

antenna. When the loading height L, is varied the impedance matching for the

second mode becomes poor as shown in Fig.4.36 (a). This again confirms our

earlier observation and inference that the arm must be loaded at a height of

)td/ 4 corresponding to second resonant frequency. When the horizontal strip is

varied the entire length of the arm 2 changes and there is shift in resonant

frequency of the second mode as observed from Fig.4.36  The effect of

loaded parallel line of arm 2 on the reflection characteristics is the illustrated in

Fig.4.36(c).When L6 is varied the effective resonant path corresponding to

second mode changes and the resonant frequency is varied in this case. But for

higher variation of L6 the two modes merge together to yield a wide bandwidth

of 786MHz corresponding to 44%.
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Fig.4.36 Influence of individual strip lengths of arm 2 lengths on the return loss characteristics of
the dual folded monopole antenna. Le = 3mm We = 15mm, LS =3Umm Ws = 30mm, I.2= 5, |.3=13,

L4- 16, 2h- 1.6mm, ef=4.4 (a) effect of L2 (b) effect of Laic) Effect of L4
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4.6.3.3 Effect of strip width ‘W’

When the strip width of the folded strip monopole changes the characteristics

impedance of the microstrip feed line varies which in turn affects the impedance

matching and reflection characteristics. When the width of the monopole changes

effective length of folded ann varies hence it can be observed a slight deviation in

resonant frequency for the two modes as shown in Fig-4.37. It is also observed

that when the width is very small the radiation efficiency is very poor even though

it can resonate at lower frequency. As a compromise the width is selected as the

width of a microstrip transmission line in a substrate.

4.0 a e s  s
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Fig.4.37 Influence of strip width ‘w’ on the return loss characteristics of the dual folded monopole
antenna. Ls -3mm We =-15mm, LS =-30mm Ws =3Umm, L2=5, La-13, L4-16, L1-15, Ls-10,

|.s=-12 h= l.6mm,er=4.4

4.6.3.4 Effect of dielectric constant of substrate

The dielectric constant of the substrate has influence on the two resonant

frequencies. The dielectric constant variation changes the characteristic impedance

of the feed line which modifies the reflection characteristics. The variation of

resonant frequency of the two modes with dielectric substrates is shown in
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Fig.4.38. When the dielectric constant of the substrate varies from 3 to 10

conesponding resonant frequency variation for the first and second modes are

6O0MI—Iz and 625MHz respectively. The antenna efficiency varies with dielectric

constant variation as the high dielectric constant substrates Q of the antenna is

considerably high. The variation in radiation efficiency for different dielectric

constant substrates is shown in Fig.4.38  Moreover, when the dielectric

constant increases the surface wave power increases which in turn decreases the

efficiency of the antenna
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Fig.4.38 Effect of substrate dielectric constant

(a) Resonant frequency
(bl Radiation efficiency Ls = 3mm We =15mrn, LS = 30mm Ws = 30mm, L2= 5,

l_3=l3, l.4=1B, L1=15, |.5= 10, l.s= 12 h= 1.8mm.

4.6.3.5 Effect of substrate height

From the previous investigations on folded monopole antenna the effect of

substrate height on the resonant frequencies is investigated for single resonant

case. In this section the effect of height variation in the two resonant frequencies

are investigated. When the height of substrate varies from 1mm to 5mm
corresponding frequency shift is 350MHz for first resonance and 460MHz for



second resonance. But for thick substrates the radiation efficiency is considerably

reduced due to increased surface wave losses. The variations of resonant frequency

and radiation efficiency of the two modes are shown in Fig.4.39 (a) and
respectively.
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Fig.4.39 Effect of substrate height
la) resonant frequency
(bl Radiation efficiency Ls =-3mm Wt; =-15mm, Lz=-5mm, L:i=-13mm,

L4= 16mm, L1=- 15mm, L5-10mm, Ls-=-12mm.

4.5 Design procedure for compact dual band planar antenna

I Select any substrate with dielectric constant er and height h. The width of

the folded monopole is set as width of SOQ microstrip feed line.

I Since the field components are not confined to the substrate alone effective

dielectric constant has to be used in calculation.

gefl‘ = -‘¥;'l(1+0.3*h) ................................... ..(4.7)

Where h is the height of the substrate and er is the dielectric constant of the

substrate.



' Length of the loading height for the second resonant frequency

0.25

L1 = ___:;-_ ........................................ ..(4.8)122 2/Z

I Length of the loading height for the first resonant frequency

L2
0.250= -——i~-— L ........................................ .. 4.9fr! * ,5? . < >

Horizontal strip of arm 1

0.160L3 = --_-_~ ........................................ ..(4.1o)
frl * ‘\l gefl

Horizontal strip of arm 2

0 17cL5 = -_~'_-_ ........................................ ..(4.11)
fr2 * \{ gefl

Length of the parallel strip of annl

L4 = _9'_2‘L ........................ ..(4.12)* sf ,1 \/ qr

Length of the parallel strip of arm 2

_ 0.20L6 * ........................................ .. (4.13)fr: \/5
Ground plane dimensions are then calculated using the following

equations

O 0375cLG 2  ............................................. ..fa \/Q



o.25¢W — ............................................. .. 4.15G fa * ,—8efl ( )
Where ‘c’ is the velocity of electromagnetic wave in free space. The constants

in the above equations are derived from exhaustive parametric analysis.

4.6 Dual band designs in modem wireless communication bands

Design equations are confirmed by designing dual band antennas in various

communication standards. This section descnbes features of such prototypes

designed with the aid of design equations and operating in dual modes of various

standard wireless communication bands. The experiments results the validity of

the design equations in different bands.

Double folded monopole antenna for GSM 900/ 1.8GHz application

Low-profile planar monopole antemias capable of 900 and 1800 MHz dual

frequency operations are very attractive for GSM/DCS mobile phone applications.

A dual band planar branched monopole antenna is designed on a substrate of

dielectric constant 4.4 and height 1.6mm.. Photograph of the designed antemia is

shown in Fig.4.40.

Fig.4.40. Photograph of Dual folded monopole antenna for GSMIDCS application
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The proposed dual folded monopole antemra consists of two resonant paths of

which the longer arm contributes the lower frequency 900 MHz and shorter contributes

higher frequency of 1.8GHz. The designed antenna is fabricated and tested using

E8362B PNA. The reflection characteristics of the prototype is shown in Fig.4.41

0
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-10 ~

Retum loss,dB
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—- 900/1.6 dud frequency monopole antenna
.25 ..-301 l0.5 10 1.5 20 25

Frequency,GHz

Fig.4.4l Dual folded monopole antenna for GSMIDCS application
Lo -6mm We -40mm, L2-15mm, La-26mm, L4-24mm, L1-21mm, Ls-13mm, Ls-15mm

The measured reflection characteristics exhibits two separate resonant

modes with wide bandwidths as shown in the above figure. The bandwidth of

the lower band, determined by 2.1 VSWR, reaches 252 MI-Iz from 8261\/[Hz to

1.078GHz wide enough to cover the GSM band (890-960  The fractional

bandwidth obtained in this case is 26.5% On the other hand; the upper band

has a bandwidth as large as 278 M1-Iz from 1.728GHz to 2.008GHz wide

enough to cover the DCS (17108£1880 MHz) and PCS (1850-1990 MI-Iz)

bands. For the GSM band, a peak antenna gain of about 1.8 dBi is observed,

with gain variations less than 0.5 dBi. For the DCS and PCS bands, the peak

antenna gain observed is 2.0 and 2.2 dBi, respectively, and the gain variations

are also less than 0.25 dBi. The proposed antenna is a potential candidate for

triple frequency application with features like moderate gain, required

bandwidth and nearly omnidirectional radiation coverage.
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Double folded monopole antenna for 2.4GHz/ 5.2,5.8GHz WZAN applications

During the recent years there are rapid developments in wireless local area

network (V/LAN) applications. In order to satisfy the 2.4 GHZ band of IEEE

802.l1b and 5.2 GI-Iz band of 802.11a V/LAN standard, dual-band operations

in the 2.4 Gl"IZ (2400-2484 MHZ) and 5.2 GHZ (5150-5350 lVlI"lZ) bands arc

demanded in practical WLAN applications. For wireless communication, a dual

frequency antenna is needed for simultaneously transmitting and receiving

these two bands. . The antenna should be in the planar form, lightweight and

compact, so that it can easily be embedded in the cover of communication

devices. Planar branched monopole design is extended to study the
effectiveness in the WLAN standards. A dual folded planar monopole antenna

with the following parameters LG =-3mm W6 =l5mm, L2=8mm, L,=10mm,

L4=12mm, L,=7mm, L5=5mm, L6=5.4mm are printed on a substrate of
dielectric constant 4.4 and thickness 1.6mm. Measured reflection characteristics

of the proposed antenna are shown in Fig.4/l2.

0 “f
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— -15 -ll
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—-" 2.4/5.2 GHZ dual frequency monopole antenna-25 - ‘i
-so ll-— an F ’ 5’ r 5 5 " ~r 5’ —r — U2 3 4 5 6

Frequency,GHz

Fig.4.42 Dual folded monopole antenna for 2.4152 GHz WLAN application Ls =-3mm We = 15mm,
L2 =- 8mm, Ls =1l]mm, L4=- 12mm, L1- 7mm, L5 -= 5mm, Ls=- 5.4mm
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Presented microstrip-fed dual frequency planar branched monopole antenna, with

separate arms for the 2.4 and 5.2 GI-Iz bands exhibits dual band behavior. The

length of the antennas larger strip controls the lower operating mode at 2.4GHz,

while the length of the smaller strip is designed to generate a resonant mode for

the upper operating mode at 5.2 GHZ. The proposed antenna can easily be excited

by a SOQ microstrip line, good impedance matching can be obtained for operating

frequencies within both the WLAN and HIPERLAN bands. The lower resonant

mode centered at 2.56GHz with a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of 645MHz (2.21GHz

2.855GHz) corresponding to a fractional bandwidth of 25% which can easily

cover the 2.4GHz \X/LAN band(2.4GI-Iz—2.484GHz). The upper resonant mode

centered at 5.24GHz exhibits a wide bandwidth from 4.61GHz to 5.79GHz

corresponding to 22% bandwidth. The obtained bandwidths cover both the

WLAN and HIPERLAN systems. The measured antenna gain at 2.45 and 5.25

GHz are 2.1dBi and 2.67dBi respectively.

4.7 Printed strip monopole designs in a nut shell.

In the chapter 3 a wide band printed monopole antenna is derived by suitably

truncating the ground plane. The chapter concluded with the design of compact

printed strip monopole antema derived from the optimization of the ground

plane. Further compactness can be achieved by folding the monopole at the cost

of slight degradation in bandwidth. But suitably locating another arm the

bandwidth degradation can be mitigated with supplementary advantage of

additional resonance. The characteristics of different printed strip monopoles

investigated ir1 this thesis are summarized in the following table.
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4.8 Conclusions

The important conclusions from the present investigations on folded

monopole antenna are summarized below.

I When vertical strip is folded the optimum ground plane required for

impedance matching is only quarter wavelength.

' The parallel arm must be loaded at height of about kd/ 4 to ensure proper

impedance matching and cross polar level.
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When a vertical strip monopole is folded there is strong capacitive coupling

between the horizontal arm of the folded strip with ground. This coupling

which accounts capacitive reactance at the input impedance and degrade in

bandwidth performance.

For the folded monopole the cross polar power level is high due to the

horizontal current flowing along the horizontal strip.

Capacitive coupling in folded monopole can be effectively reduced by

adding an additional strip to account for inductive reactance at the input

impedance of the folded monopole.

A folded monopole with an inductive stub acts as combination of branched

monopole to yield dual band with reasonable characteristics.

Branched monopole is suitable concept for dual frequency operation in

wireless gadgets where dual frequency with identical polarization is the
demand.

The mutual coupling between the branched arms affects the antenna
reflection and radiation characteristics but these effects can be minimized

by suitable design criteria.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

This chapter highlights the conclusions drawn from numerical and

experimental investigations of truncated ground plane printed strip monopole

antenna. The important inferences of the folding technique are also presented

along with some of the future directions in this area.



5.1 Thesis highlights and Key contributions

This chapter brings the thesis to the closing stages by summarizing the

important concepts drawn from the numerical and experimental analysis of printed

strip monopole antenna. Aim of the work was to investigate the effect of ground

plane on antenna characteristics and design of broadband printed strip monopole

antenna suitable for use in wireless gadgets like PDAs, PCs, WLANs and mobile

phones.

An overview of antenna research along with state of art technologies in planar

anterma design are presented in chapter 1. The main attraction of this section is

the itinerary toward the planar monopole antenna from conventional wire

monopole antennas. A literature overview is presented in this chapter to highlight

the present scenario in planar antenna design. Motivation of the present work in

the context of today’ s technology advancement is the key part in the chapter 1.

The theoretical and experimental methodology for antenna characterization

has been explained in the chapter 2. A detailed discussion on the FDTD technique

used for antenna parameter extraction is illustrated with description different

boundary conditions.

Investigations of the truncated ground plane printed strip monopole antenna

are the main topic of chapter 3. Effect of ground plane truncation on antenna

characteristics is explored. The key contributions in this chapter is the derivation

of wide band printed strip monopole antenna suitable for laptop application and a

printed strip monopole antenna with optinrtun ground plane suitable for compact

wireless gadgets. Simple design equations, moderate gain, omni directional

radiation characteristics portraits the aptness of the present design.
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The folding technique applied to printed strip monopole for size reduction is

the subject matter of the chapter 4. Technique to overcome the bandwidth

degradation problem arising from meandering the radiating structure led to the

design of compact dual band branched monopole anterma with broadband

characteristics is the key contribution in this chapter.

5.2 Inferences from wideband printed strip monopole antenna

A conventional printed strip monopole excited by microstrip feed line

exhibits resonance phenomenon whose impedance bandwidth can be controlled

by suitable truncation of the ground plane of the microstrip feed line. A wide band

printed strip monopole is thus derived by properly truncating the grotmd plane of

the microstrip feed line. The salient features of this design are broadband width of

the order of 60% with average gain of 3.5dBi with nearly omnidirectional

characteristics. The antenna occupies an area 1.25 Ad x0.85 Ad when printed on

dielectric substrate. The important conclusions drawn from the investigation of

truncated ground plane printed strip monopole antenna are:
I

I By properly optimizing the ground plane, a new resonance can be

generated in the printed strip monopole structure, occurring just after the

fundamental resonance frequency of the monopole.

I A vertical strip monopole over a truncated ground plane can be explained

as a parallel combination of two asymmetric dipoles of (L and reflected L

shapes) excited at a common point at the centre of the microstrip line. In

this configuration the radiating fields are contributed only by the fields

radiated by the vertical monopole element. This asymmetric dipole is the

cause of the second resonance occurring near the monopole mode.

- Due to the proximity of strip Lm, the current density becomes more

dominant at the top edges on the ground plane along ‘WG’. The ground



plane currents are concentrated only at the edges, and not spreads all over

the ground plane surface

I The horizontal part of the dipoles (ground plane edge) currents are always

180 degrees out of phase and cancels at the far field. This ensures the

polarisation purity of the antenna.

I At the lower resonance the antenna behaves purely as a quarter wave

monopole.

I We have effectively utilized the ground plane truncation to excite the

second resonance, which has all radiation properties almost same as the

first resonance, without the need of any additional balun, making the

system more simple.

I Even though a current distribution on the edges along the width of the

ground plane is essential for this mode; it is not at all contributing in the

radiation. Thus the vertical strip is only contributing to radiation. Hence

similar radiation characteristics are obtained through out the impedance
bandwidth.

5.3 Conjecture from optimum ground plane compact printed strip
monopole antenna

Investigations on ground plane truncation led to the derivation of an

optimum ground plane required for printed strip monopole antenna design. A

compact printed strip monopole antenna is thus derived with optimum ground

plane with salient features of 23% bandwidth, average gain of 2.5dbi and omni

directional radiation coverage with compact dimensions of the order of 0.5 kc, x ltd

suitable for application in compact wireless terminals. The key conjecture arrived

from these investigations are:
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' With optimum ground plane dimensions the impedance matching for the

quarter wavelength fundamental mode is poor. But half wavelength mode

exhibits proper impedance matching with truncated optimum ground

plane. Hence taking compactness in to consideration, half wavelength

monopole with truncated ground plane is suitable than quarter wavelength

monopole with complicated balun structures.

I For a half wavelength monopole ground plane width should be at least of

the order of half wavelength when the ground plane length is optimum.

5.4 Features of folded printed strip monopole antenna

The optimum ground plane printed strip monopole antenna can be further

be dwindled in size by suitably folding the printed strip monopole antenna. The

compact folded monopole antenna thus derived from optimum ground plane

printed monopole antenna occupies only an area of 0.25 Jtd x 0.25 Ad when

printed on a dielectric substrate with features of 16% bandwidth, average gain

of 3dBi and omni directional radiation coverage suitable compact mobile

phone terminals and WLANs. The conjectures obtained from folding

technique are summarized as:

' When a vertical strip monopole is folded there is strong capacitive coupling

between the horizontal folded strip with ground. This accounts capacitive

reactance at the input impedance and degrades the bandwidth
perfomaance.

' The parallel arm must be loaded at position of about kd/ 4 to ensure proper

impedance matching and better cross polar level.

' \X/hen vertical strip is folded the optimum ground plane required for

impedance matching is only quarter wavelength.
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" For the folded monopole the cross polar power level is high due to the

horizontal current flowing along the horizontal strip.

5.5 Salient features of double folded printed strip monopole antenna

The bandwidth degradation problem in folded monopole antenna can be

easily prevailed by judiciously placing another strip at appropriate location to

nullify the capacitive reactance from the folded ann. A dual folded monopole

antenna is thus derived from single folded monopole antenna with an additional

arm to enhance the bandwidth of the first resonant mode. The novel approach
increases the bandwidth of first mode and excites another mode due to the

additional current paths excited in the radiating structure. Thus dual band folded

monopole is resulted by modifying the single folded monopole antenna. The

salient features of this dual branched antenna are the dual frequency operation

with 29% and 9% bandwidths respectively in the two bands, moderate gains and

omnidirectional radiation coverage. This dual band design is potential candidate

for dual frequency applications in mobile communication applications like

GSM900/ 1800 and Wireless communication application like WLAN 2.4/5.2 GI-I2.

The antenna occupies an area of 0.25 ltd x 0.25 ltd corresponding to the

fundamental mode. The important conclusions arrived from dual band branched

monopole design are:

I Capacitive coupling in folded monopole can be effectively reduced by

adding an additional strip to account for inductive reactance at the input

impedance of the folded monopole.

" A folded monopole with an inductive stub acts as combination of branched

monopole if the stub is placed at the apposite location to provide dual

band operation.
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' Branched monopole is suitable concept for dual frequency operation in

wireless gadgets where dual frequency with identical polarization is the
demand.

' The mutual coupling between the branched amis affects the antenna
reflection and radiation characteristics but these effects can be minimized

by suitable design criteria.

5.6 Suggestions for future work

The ground plane truncation edge currents can be utilized for design of

dipole antennas and dual band dipole antemias. Hence the need of additional

complicated balun structures can be avoided for printed dipole design. Ground

plane modifications are one area that may be looked into to enhance the

antenna properties. Meandering the ground plane resonant paths is another

field of interest for size reduction. Printed monopole array is yet another

subject of interest to modify the radiation pattern suitable for mobile phone

application. By suitable array design the radiation pattern can be modified in

suchia way that the omnidirectional radiation pattem can be modified to

cardioid radiation pattern forming a zone of silence in the user direction. Thus

Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) distribution in the human head can be

minimized. Metamaterial loading is yet another concept that can be looked

into for size reduction to sub wavelength region. The metamaterial superstrate

can further enhance the bandwidth of the antenna. Similarly the metamaterial

ground plane can effectively reduce the antenna size. These may be an

interesting problem to be carried out. Printed strip monopole antenna designs

can be extended with parasitic strip radiators to design high gain planar Yagi

antenna. Parasitic loading technique can be effectively utilized to design ultra

wide band, dual band or multi band designs.
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i The folding technique can be used for the design of rnultiband or ultra

wide band design with different branched arms to yield multiple resonant

paths. The folding technique can be extended to uniplanar designs with

excitation techniques like Coplanar Waveguide (CPW), slot line or asymmetric

coplanar snip line (AC5) etc. i



Appendix A

pgA Wideband Hybrid Printed llfillonopolel Rectangular Patch Antenna

Experimental investigations on enhancing the bandwidth of primed strip

monopole antenna with a parasitic radiator are highlighted in this section. A

printed strip monopole acts as radiator as well excites the parasitic loaded

rectangular patch antenna. Thus a hybrid antenna is developed with two

independent radiators of identical radiation characteristics merged together to yield

wide band performance. By the addition of parasitic radiator the gain of the hybrid

antenna is considerably increased. This principle can be used for designing wide

band high gain printed strip monopole antennas.
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A.1 Introduction

The rapid developments of new multimedia communication bring along with

it the need for wideband antenna for high speed transmission. The antenna should

be wideband, compact, low profile with excellent reflection and radiation

characteristics. Planar monopole antennas and microstrip antemias have attractive

features of low profile, simple structure, ease of fabrication and are promising

candidates for satisfying the miniaturization requirements of mobile temiinals.

However the primary barrier to implement microstrip antennas for many

applications is its inherent narrow bandwidth. In addition, applications in present

day mobile communication system usually require compact antenna in order to

meet the miniaturization requirements. Size reduction and bandwidth

enhancement are becoming major design consideration for practical application of

microstrip antennas. Several techniques to broaden the bandwidth of conventional

patch antennas were available in the literature. [1]. These techniques propose to

use multilayer structures, employing reflector backed substrate, use chip resistor or

chip capacitor loading etc. However using these techniques overall size and

manufacturing cost of the antenna will increase. Monopole configurations such as

circular, square, pentagonal and hexagonal [ 2] features wide impedance

bandwidth, simple structure, ease of fabrication, and satisfactory radiation

characteristics. But the practical applications of these broadband monopoles are

limited due to high profile and cannot be easily integrated to present modular

circuits. Recently, electromagnetic coupling technique has been used to enhance

the impedance bandwidth of triangular [ 3-5 ] square planar, circular annular planar

monopole antennas. In these design the radiating structure is perpendicular to the

ground plane, which increases the complexity of the system as the entire system is

not planar. Moreover these 3D monopoles occupy a volume of 32Ox32Ox40 mm’

including the feed structure and ground plane. Printed monopole antennas [6], are
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becoming important candidates due to their attractive features including wide

impedance bandwidth, planar structures and monopole type radiation
characteristics.

A novel design of hybrid antenna comprising of rectangular patch excited by

backed printed monopole is addressed in this letter. A rectangular patch is

electrornagnetically coupled with microstrip fed printed monopole to yield

broadband perfomiance. The antenna has overall dimensions of 4O.5x45x3.2 mm’

when printed on standard FR4 substrate. The greatest advantage of the proposed

design when compared to many electromagnetically coupled planar monopoles

available in the literature is its compact nature with broadband characteristics.

The broadband and omni directional radiation characteristics of simple printed

strip monopole antenna are incorporated with a rectangular patch to broaden the

bandwidth of rectangular patch antenna. The reflection and radiation

characteristics are extensively investigated using simulation and experiment. The

uniqueness of the proposed hybrid antenna configuration is the ease of

configuring the antenna for various wireless communications and mobile

communication standards. The proposed design offers high gain, broad bandwidth

and nearly omni directional radiation coverage with the same polarization in the

entire band.

A.2 Antenna Structure and Design

The geometry of the two layer antenna is shown in Fig.A1. The antenna

comprises of rectangular patch electromagnetically excited by a printed strip

monopole. A rectangular patch of dimensions LxW mmz is fabricated on a

substrate of ed and height hz. A microstrip fed strip monopole is fabricated on

another substrate of efl and height hl mm. LG and W6 denotes the length and width

of the truncated ground plane which covers only the section of microstrip feed

line as shown in figurel. The microstrip 50 Q line of length FM and width WM
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excites the strip monopole of length FL and width Fw. For the design convenience

the width Fw of the strip monopole is set as the width of 50 Q micnostrip feed line.

Rectangular patch is electromagnetically coupled to the microsttip excited strip

monopole. The advantage of the proposed anterma is that it can be easily

configured for specific application by changing the parameters of the structure.

Good reflection characteristics can be achieved by changing the position of the

patch along the strip monopole. Frequency tuning can be achieved by adjusting

the length FL or width FW of the snip monopole. The parameters of the proposed

antenna are optimized experimentally to operate at 2.425 GI-Iz with wide 2:1

VS\VR bandwidth of 950MHz covering 2.4 GHZ WLAN band.

Patch (top of the
substrate 2)

tl\O

5'_____ €
: 4—~—----P

-1
_J

llngfli:._ Monopole (top of-|_FM Ft the substrate l)h 1jfI"__ 1“—‘"'“ , F M :?+Ground (Bottom of\\v/G I ""'*'I'  ll'1C SUbSII‘3It3 1)/ w.
W0

Fig. A. I Geometry of the proposed antenna
Ls =11mm, We =40.5mm, L ==28.7mm, W -22.U8mm, Fw -3mm, Ft -25.5, ht =-1.6mm, h2

-l.6mm,t-In -4.36, 8r2 -4.36

A.3. Experimental Results

The resonant frequency and bandwidth of the hybrid configuration

extensively depends on the length of the strip monopole. The wide bandwidth of

the hybrid antenna comes from the combined effect of the strip monopole and



10aded patch. For the parametric study of the hybrid antenna, a rectangular patch

resonating at 2.4GHz is selected. When the patch is excited with conventional

microstrip feed line, the antenna resonates at 2.4GHz with a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth

of 25OMI-Iz.The resonant frequency of the printed strip monopole is mainly

determined by the length of the strip monopole. A printed strip monopole is

designed to resonate at frequency 2.4GHz.When the patch under test is loaded on

the monopole the hybrid antenna is found to resonate at a lower frequency of

1.92GHz with a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth 520MHz and an average gain of 5 dBi. The

resonant length of the strip monopole is varied to study the effect on the

resonance of the hybrid antenna. The resonant length of the strip monopole is

tuned so that the hybrid configuration resonates at the same resonant frequency of

the loaded patch. The parameters of the proposed antenna are optimized to obtain

maximum bandwidth at centre frequency 2.4GHz. A prototype of the antenna

with the following parameters L=28.7mm, W=22.08mm, LG=11mm,

\X7G=4O.5mm, Fw=3II1In, FL + FM =25.5mn'1 ca =4.36, h2=1.6mm, er1=4.36,

h1=1.6mm, is fabricated and its reflection and radiation characteristics are studied

using 'I-IP8510C vector network analyzer. Simulations are performed using

Zealand’s fidelity software. Fig. 2 shows experimental results of variation of return

loss with frequency for the proposed antenna. The simulated variation of retum

loss for the optimum bandwidth position is also included in Fig.A.2.The simulated

and experimental results are in good agreement At the optimum length of the strip

monopole the hybrid configuration resonates at 2.425 GI-Iz exhibiting a broad

bandwidth of 975MHz (2.075GI-Iz-3.05 GHZ) with 40% bandwidth and an

average gain of 7dBi. The simulated variation of return loss with strip monopole

length is depicted in Fig. A.3
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A fine-tuning of the antenna resonant frequency can be achieved by varying

the strip monopole width PW‘ Typical results for the variation of resonant

frequency with PW are presented in fig.A.4. From the figure it can be observed that

lowering of resonant frequency can be achieved by decreasing the width Fw.
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Fig. 4. Variation of resonant frequency with the width of the strip monopoie, |.s - 11mm,
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The antenna gain measured in the bore sight direction with in2.4GHz WLAN

band is shown in fig.A.5. The gain variation of the antenna is less than 1dBi with

in the entire bandwidth.
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Fig. A.5. Gain of the proposed antenna at 2.4 GHz WLAN Band Le =11mrn, We =4U.5mm, L = 28.7mm,
W =2Z.[l8mm, Fw =-3m|T|, Ft =25.5mm ll1 = 1.6mm, h2 =l.Bmm,8n =4-.35, 8r2 =4.35

Fig. A.6 presents the radiation characteristics of the proposed antenna at

2.4 GI-Iz in both the principal planes. Instead of unipolar radiation
characteristics of conventional patch antennas, the present antenna offers

nearly omni directional radiation coverage. The proposed design offers a cross

polar discrimination better than 25dB. The design parameters of the printed

strip monopole antenna are We =O.33 X0, LG =0.097to, FL + FM =O.21)t0, L =O.23

Lo, W =O.18 lo, where K0 is the free space wavelength at operating frequency.

The design parameters are confirmed by conducting experimental observations

and simulations in various frequency bands. Good agreement is demonstrated

between the simulations and experiment.
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A.4. Conclusion

A rectangular patch loaded microstrip excited strip monopole antenna for

wideband application is proposed. The parameters affecting the antenna reflection

and resonance performance are experimentally investigated and verified by

simulation. The antenna design parameters are extracted from extensive simulation

studies are also presented. The proposed wideband, high  omnidirectional

antenna is suitable for mobile and wireless communication systems where compact

wideband antennas are in great demand
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Appendix B

A Compact Hybrid CPW Fed Planar Monopole!

Dielectric Resonator Antenna

The thesis presented a microstrip fed printed strip monopole antenna for

wide band and dual band application. In this section the study is extended to a

uniplanar printed snip monopole antenna excited by Coplanar Waveguide. The

enhancement of bandwidth and gain of the printed strip monopole is achieved by

parasitic radiator. In the present study low loss ceramic dielectric resonator is used

as parasitic radiator. Thus design of hybrid antenna consisting of a Coplanar

Waveguide  fed printed monopole and Cylindrical Dielectric resonator are

the highlighted in this section. A CPW fed printed monopole acts as an effective

radiator and excites the cylindrical dielectric resonator. A wide band width of the

order of 50% is achieved with the hybrid antenna. The compact hybrid antenna

with moderate gain and nearly omni directional radiation characteristics is highly

suitable for wireless communication with broad bandwidth or multi band to

support multiple services.



B.1 Introduction

Revolutionary progress in modem wireless communication has led to the

invention of several low profile antennas. Dielectric resonator antennas are

increasingly attractive for many applications in wireless communication due their

attractive features like high efficiency, Compact size, compatibility with MMIC’s,

ability to obtain different radiation pattems by exciting different modes with

simple and efficient coupling to most of the transmission lines. When The

Cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna  is excited in the fundamental

I-[Em mode bandwidth is typically below 10%. Recently substantial efforts have

been devoted to the bandwidth enhancement of dielectric resonator antennas by

using geometry deforming‘, stacking DRA’s2, exciting two different modes with

similar radiation characteristics’ etc. The concept of hybrid resonator antennas

with two different radiators has attracted extensive interest with reference to dual

band or wide band operations. An ultra wideband antenna proposed in‘ uses such

a hybrid combination of monopole and dielectric resonator antenna. But the

monopole mounted on the large ground plane increases the system complexity as

the entire system is not planar. CPW fed planar monopole antemias are

increasingly popular due to their low profile, wide bandwidth and nearly omni

directional radiation characteristics 5’ 6. This paper proposes a novel hybrid antenna

configuration capable of achieving wide impedance bandwidth by combining the

radiation properties of a CPW fed planar monopole and Cylindrical Dielectric

Resonator Antenna  The details of the antenna design and experimental

results are presented and discussed.

B.2 Antenna Design

Fig. 1. shows the geometry of the hybrid anterma. The antenna consists of a

CPW fed printed strip monopole and cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna. The

planar monopole acts as an effective radiator as well as a feed for cylindrical
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dielectric resonator. The CIPW fed monopole antenna is printed on standard FR4

substrate of thickness h=1.6mm and relative permittivity er =4.4. A CPW

transmission line with signal strip width S=3mm and gap width between the

ground plane and signal strip G=O.3mm is used to feed the planar strip monopole

antenna. Two finite ground planes with size LGX W6 are situated symmetrically on

each side of coplanar line. A cylindrical dielectric resonator of Ca5Ta,TiO,2

material synthesized by conventional solid state ceramic route with dimensions

height hd,=3.83mm, diameter Dd,=16.4mm and dielectric constant edr =38 is loaded

on the CPW fed planar monopole antenna.. a Ws .
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Fig.B.1. Geometry of the hybrid [IPW fed planar monopolelfiielectric resonator antenna. Lo = 25mm, We
-10mm, Ln=18mm, 8r =-4.4, h-1.6mm.

Ls = 50mm, Ws = 30mm, S=3mm, G=0.3mm, Ed: =38, ha= 3.83mm, DcIr= 16.4mm

The arrangement is a cascaded resonant circuit with two different resonant

frequencies. The resonant length LM of the monopole is approximately 7td/ 4 at the

first resonant frequency. V/hen the width We of the ground plane is increased the

resonant frequency decreases but overall dimensions of the antenna increases.

Increase in monopole length increases the resonant length which results in a

decrease of the resonant frequency. The dimensions of the CP\W fed monopole
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are optimized for a maximum bandwidth with out affecting the compactness of

the hybrid antenna configuration. The monopole is designed to resonate at the

lower frequency and DRA at the higher resonant frequency. The fundamental

I-IE115 resonant frequency of the cylindrical dielectric resonator is calculated using

equation in’ as

F, =-1§9lll[0.27+0.36(D% )+0.0a(D%h )2]7i)dr'\l8dr +2 hd' d’ [B 1]
The resonant frequency of the cylindrical DRA is selected approximately 1.5

times than that of planar monopole. The two frequencies are selected such as to

maintain 1OdB return loss over the entire band. If the two resonant frequencies are

spaced further apart the dual band operation will result with the hybrid

configuration The parameters that affect the overall performance of the hybrid

antenna include the length of the planar monopole, permittivity of the DRA and

size of the ground plane. The length and width of the ground plane of CPW fed

monopole is optimized for maximum bandwidth operation of the planar

monopole antenna. When the DR is loaded on the optimized planar monopole

the monopole excites the DR and it resonates at a frequency close to the resonant

frequency of the monopole. The position of the CDRA on the planar monopole is

adjusted to obtain maximum bandwidth.

B.3 Experimental Results

Typical proposed antenna is characterized using I—IP851OC vector network

analyzer. The Dimensions of the planar monopole antenna is optimized

numerically with the aid of IE3DTM. The return loss characteristics of non loaded

and CDRA loaded CPW fed printed monopole is presented in Fig.B.2.

Experimental results are confirmed using Ansoft I-IFSS.
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The planar monopole resonating at 2.6 GI-Iz offers a bandwidth of 375MI-Iz

(2.4OGI-Iz-2.775GHz).When Cylindrical Dielectric resonator is loaded on the

planar monopole the hybrid antenna shows a wide band width with merging of

two resonant frequencies. The first resonant frequency is due to the planar

monopole and the second resonance is close to the calculated value of HEM mode

resonant frequency of the loaded cylindrical dielectric resonator. Using this

cascaded arrangement a wide bandwidth of the order of 1650MI-Iz (2.425 GHz

4.075 GI-Iz) can be achieved.°   p *
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Fig.B.2. Return loss characteristics of the hybrid CPW fed planar monopoleiflielectric resonator
antenna. L6 =25mm, We =10mm, Ln=18mm, Er =4.4, h-1.6mm, Ls =50mm, Ws =3[1mm,

S = 3mm,G =- 0.3mm, 8dr =- 38, ha: = 3.83mm, D¢.= 16.4mm

The position of DRA on the monopole plays a significant role in detemiining

the bandwidth of operation. The variation of reflection characteristics for

different position of DRA is summarized in Table 1. In the Table P1 corresponds

to the position where the center of the CDRA is on the open end of the CPW feed

line (refer Fig.3). At this position the resonant mode of planar monopole and
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HEM mode of CDRA merge together resulting in wide impedance bandwidth. At

position P2 the CDRA is on the monopole but with out touching the grotmd

plane. At this position the CP\X/' excited planar monopole energizes the CDRA

resulting in two distinct resonant modes. Here the resonant frequency of the

planar monopole is shifted to the low frequency regime due to the loading of

CDRA. It can be inferred from the Table that position P3 and P4 where the

CDRA is on the right or left side of the planar monopole the hybrid configuration

yields dual frequency operation.
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Fig.B.3.illustrates the measured and simulated radiation pattems of the hybrid

antenna at the centre and two edges of the matching band. The hybrid antenna is

linearly polarized along Y direction in the entire band. Witla the proposed

arrangement DRA is expected to resonate at the fundamental I-II-Em mode that has

broad side radiation pattems and planar monopole with similar radiation behavior.
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Thus stable radiation characteristics are observed with in the entire operating band.

Antenna exhibits nearly omni directional radiation characteristics. The cross polar

radiation studies shows a cross polar discrimination better than 25dB in both the
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Fig. B.3. Radiation characteristics of the hybrid CPW fed planar

monopolelflielectric resonator antenna.

The conjecture made from experimental and simulated studies is further

confirmed from the electric field pattern in the anterma structure at the

resonant frequencies as shown in fig.4. The electric field distribution in the

CDRA is very similar to that of I-{Em occurring at its resonant frequency near

3.95GHz.
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Antenna exhibits an average gain of 5 dBi in the operating band. Gam variations
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Fig.B.5. Gain characteristics of the hybrid CPW fed planar
monopolelflielectric resonator antenna.
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B.4 Conclusion

A novel design of hybrid antenna with a CP\V fed planar monopole and

cylindrical dielectric resonator is proposed. CPW fed monopole is demonstrated as

an effective radiator as well as feeding technique for cylindrical dielectric resonator

antenna. The wide band planar hybrid antenna with moderate gain and nearly

omni directional radiation characteristics reflects it as potential candidate for

mobile and wireless communication applications.
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Return loss 

76,82,84,85,95,96,98,148,152.
l54,l63,166,183,217,254
RF stimulus - 93

S

Schneider - 51,101,102
Silver ~ 7,930
Single folded - 9,27,202,211,212

T

TEM ~ 142
THRU calibration - 96
TLM - 45,50,51,52,101
TRL - 95

U

UWB ~ 5,8,9,23

V

VNA -92,95
VSWR - 84,85,95,97



W Y
Wheeler- l,3l,97,l03,l27_.l83,l87 Yee 
WLAN - 23,36,lO8,l69,228 51,52,54,55,58,6l,79,80,83,lOlWong - 36 108.176

YIG - 93

Z

Zimmerman - 88,103
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